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Gune~ ~ok mu Tiirkiye'de?
- Yoo, gok gune~ degil, bittek giine~ var Turkiye'de.

Preface

The subject matter of this doctoral dissertation, i.e. the acquisition of
Turkish as a first language by children of immigrant families growing up in
Western Europe, has as yet received little attention. To a certain extent,
this is only natural, because large groups of (Mediterranean) immigrants
maintaining their own language is a relatively new phenomenon in Western
Europe. Nevertheless, as compared with research into the first languages
of the various immigrant groups, the study of the acquisition of their sec-
ond languages ( i.e, the local Western European languages) has developed
strongly. This one-sided interest is to a large extent a reflection of the
central position of the national Western European languages in education
and in society in general, and of the attempts to remedy the specific prob-
lems encountered by members of the immigrant groups on account of their
limited proficiency in their second languages.

Yet, research into the special developments that the immigrant lan-
guages are undergoing, and will undergo in the future, can be expected
to yield important results. The genesis of future local varieties of Turkish
(and other immigrant languages) can be, and should be, analysed and de-
scribed from the very beginning. The acquisition of their first language by
children from the second generation, i.e., by children of the first generation
who were actually born in the country of immigration, can be expected to
be a crucial stage in the process.

The present study is on the acquisition of Turkish by children aged 4 to
6, i.e., during the two years they are visiting kindergarten classes. In the
Netherlands, for most Turkish children these are the years in which they
come into contact with Dutch as a second language in any real sense for the
first time . The language acquisition processes described can be assumed
to be fairly typical of the Dutch situation in general. This does not mean
that one should expect the same results from research in different parts of
Western Europe.



An exploration like the present one is an interdisciplinary undertaking and
needs a sound basis in linguistics as much as in turkology. My supervisors,
Guus Extra and Lars Johanson have provided me with continuous support
in both disciplines. I am also greatly indebted to both of them for their
encouragement and their careful criticism of earlier versions of this text.

The department of Language and Minorities of Tilburg University was
a good place to work on the subject. In an open and energetic atmosphere
one naturally benefits from the knowledge of all colleagues in some way
or the other. My continuous cooperation with Ludo Verhoeven has been
essential for finding the right ways of analysing the data. Anne Vermeer is
responsible for a number of essential improvements in the chapter on lexi-
cal development. Roeland van Hout readily provided any methodological
assistance asked for.

A large part of the data were collected competently by Osman and
Kadir Turkmen. Kadir also helped me out on many points with his keen
judgement of the rules of spoken Anatolian Turkish.

I wish to ofïer special thanks to the caretakers of the kindergarten
classes were the data collection took place, who were kind enough to en-
dure the concomitant disturbance of their routine. The children who took
part in the study as informants are to be considered as anonymous co-
suthors, and I can only hope that they will not later be disappointed by
my presentation of the material provided by them.

In preparing the manuscript Pieter Nieuwint kindly corrected my En-
glish; in doing so he also set right a number of passages where my thinking
went astray.

This book would never have been written without the encouragement of
my dear friend and teacher Henri Hofman who lured me into turkology. My
pazents may consider the subject ofmy dissertation as a logical outcome of
my upbringing. I am thankful to have grown up bilingually as a European.



1 Introduction

Theoretical prerequieitee

The nature of language acquisition. During the sixties and seven-

ties the theoretical discussion about the fundamental nature of language
acquisition processes was seemingly dominated by a controversy. On the
one hand, students who approached the matter from the point of view

of language behaviour were associated, wrongly, with extremist behavior-
ist assumptions stating that language acquisition is essentially a result of
imitation. Rather, most representatives of this approach assumed that
language acquisition should be considered one out of many processes of
acquisition of skills by a child. Linguists from the generativist school, on
the other hand, claimed that language is to be considered a unique capac-
ity innate in the human species, and cannot therefore be equated to skills
shared with other species.

Attempts to apply descriptive models of transformational-generativist
inspiration in child language research were not very successful (White
1982). However, early generativist theory claimed no psycholinguistic ad-
equacy. In the meantime, generativists have come up with more specific
assumptions about what innate Universal Grammar (UG) should look like
for the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) to enable any child to ac-
quire its mother tongue on the basis of "impoverished input"1. It is now
postulated that individual languages derive from UG by setting a small
set of parameters. It may be that in the long run the PARAMETER SET-
TING HYPOTHESIS can be empirically checked Out One way Or the other,
especially after the nature of the parameters involved have been defined
more exactly. So far, it would seem that the Parameter Setting Model
constitutes an interesting piece of speculation. It seems improbable that
the language acquisition process can be accounted for without considering
form~function relationships. In constructing a formal theory of acquisition
those relationships cannot be disregarded for empirical reasons alone: the
generativist "empiry", based on judgements of native speakers, cannot be

'The hypothesis itself is an idealisation. The empirical data discusaed in this study
are not concerned with language input; therefore the matter will be left aside.
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applied, or only be applied to a very limited extent in acquisition research.
Nor is there by necessity an inherent contradiction between what Bower-
man (1985, 1260) terms the `content-oriented' and `process-oriented' ap-
proaches in language acquisition research. It seems reasonable to assume
that a triangular relationship exists between cognitive growth, commu-
nicative competence and linguistic structure. With ongoing age the scope
of communicative functions will broaden; at the same time, the internal-
ized grammar will grow more adult-like, while modes of expression will be
constrained by successively developing grammars.

In the meantime, psycholinguists have persistently tried to show how
child grammars evolve out of earlier systems which are semantically moti-
vated and lack syntactic structure. This approach has lately been closely
associated with the name of D. Slobin, whose Cognitive prerequisites for
the development of grammar (1973) has been tremendously influential. In
it a number of OPERATING PRINCIPLES (OP) were formulated: strategies
presumably used by children to construct their language systems stepwise
out of the (adult) language input. In a fuller statement, Slobin (1985)
defutes two sets of OP's: Firstly, FILTERS FOR PERCEPTION AND STOR-
AGE OF INPUT, and secondly, PATTERN MAKERS. The child is endowed
with a LANGUAGE MAKING CAPACITY. Slobin is using this term in a very
general fashion; his main concern is with the relationship of this capacity
with other cognitive systems: "(...) I try to pull together what is suggested
by current crosslinguistic comparison in regard to the nature of of LMC,
leaving it to future scholars to find a place for this capacity in a broader
theory of the mind and its development." ( Slobin 1985, 1157)

Indeed, Slobin's most important contribution is his advocating of a
crosslinguistic approach. By developing a comparative method for lan-
guage acquisition research it seems possible to disentangle the two dimen-
sions of cOMPLExITY2 faced by a the child acquiring a language, i.e., the
pace-setting connected with cognitive development on the one hand, and
formal complexity on the other.

The theoretical concern of both the Parameter Setting Model, and of the
latest version of Slobin's LMC model is rather the initiation of the language
acquisition process than anything else. As things stand at the moment, the
findings of a more or less descriptíve study on later acquisitional patterns,
like the present one, are best discussed from a functionalist perspective
closely resembling Slobin's approach.

~Termed relative diQ~iculty by Bowerman (1985).
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In a review of Slobin's theory, Bowerman (1985) stressed the impor-

tance of a sound methodology of data collection and data analysis. On the
one hand she calls for more attention for experimental methods. On the
other hand, an inductive approach cannot do without the analysis of cor-
pora of spontaneous speech samples. Such an analysis is commonly based
on error analysis.

Error analysis. In modern studies on language acquisition the term

ERROR is not used to pass normative judgement on children's speech. In

child language research, error analysis is implicitly or explicitly meant to

be synonymous with contrastive analysis of adult norms and children's

verbal production:
The phenomena to be considered are certain types of errors in chil-

dren's spontaneous speech. The term errorwill be used (...) to refer

to deviations from norms of adult usage and presumably from what

the child has heard modeled; most of these will not be errors within

the rules of the child's own system (...) (Bowerman 1982, 101).

This short quotation is a Pandora's box of conceptual difficulties lying at
the heart of heuristically oriented child language research. In its essence ...
deviation from norms... the passage is curiously reminiscent of Weinreich's
famous definition of INTERFERENCE:

Those instances of deviation from the norms of either language which

occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with

more than one language, i.e. as a result of language contact (Wein-

reich 1953, 1).

The general way in which Weinreich defined INTERFERENCE and, more
importantly, its application by him to both code-switching and transfer
phenomena has led to dissatisfaction with the term since (cf. Van Els

et al. 1984, 44; Muysken 1984). The point is that, while code-switching
phenomena in general do not arise from lack of competence (i.e., are not to

be linked with imperfectly internalised norms), transfer phenomena may

be or may not be linked with competence, a question which in almost all
instances poses great empirical difficulties. In that sense the formulation ...
deviation from norms... in Bowerman's definition of developmental errors

points to a similar problem. If we are to compare the linguistic production

in any language variety of a child with adult norms, naturally we would

like to know if deviations from the adult norm are just performance errors,
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or rather reflect systematic differences in grammar. Secondly, what does
it mean for the child to "hear" something "modeled"? Is there evidence
that anybody is doing any modeling but the linguist? Faced with these
questions which cannot be answered directly, error analysis presupposes
that corpus evaluation yields consistent patterns, and consistent patterns
are the only admissable evidence. Bowerman assumes that most of the
production errors will fall in this category.

Classical cases of child systematizations are provided by patterns of
overregularization preceded by a period in which the linguistic forms in-
volved are used correctly (e.g., cases analysed as rote-learning). These
include the acquisition of the plural forms and the (weak vs. strong) past
tense forms of Germanic languages (cf. Bowerman 1982, 103ff.). It is
therefore clear, that the absence of errors is not necessarily evidence for
systematic acquisition of a certain category. The difficulty of verifying
full distributions of forms (e.g., spotting errors of omissíon) is the major
difFiculty of corpus linguistics in general (cf. Bowerman 1985, 1265). Sys-
tematic overregularisations like the temporary generalisation of the ~-s~
plurals in English (which involves regularisation of allomorphic systems)
provide by no means the only developmental pattern. In general, it is clear
that systematic errors in child speech are connected with form~function re-
lationships. The most important "Operating Principle" to be checked by
error analysis is the principle of UNIFUNCTIONALITY: If you discover that
a linguistic forrn expresses two closely related but dástinguishaóle Notíons,
use available means in your language to distinctly ~nark the two Notions.

In summary, in child language research error analysis is used to un-
cover pointers to interesting phenomena. Patterns of errors may either
point to an underdifferentiation of functional distinctions, or, rather, to
restructuring of subsystems of grammar triggered by an awakening aware-
ness of certain functional distinctions. Conceived in this way, normative
judgements do not deny the existence of child grammar (Bowerman 1985,
1263).
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Acquieition of Turki~h

Monolingual acquisition of Z~rkish. The state of the art in the study
of acquisition of Turkish in a monolingual environment is summarized by
Aksu-Ko~ 8s Slobin (1985). They arrive at the following remarkable con-
clusion (p. 854):

With the exception of the marginal early and late errors summarized
above, ~rkish child speech is almost entirely free of error (...)

What is meant here is the ease with which young Turkish children learn
the inflectional and word-formation morphology of the language. This is
explained by pointing to the extreme regularity of the morphological sys-
tem of Turkish: there are only a few instances of suffixes with allomorphic
variability. Notice, however, that the argument can be turned around: the
regularity of the morphological system obscures the borderline between
the results of rote-learning and systematizations. Indeed, in the course of
the acquisition of the few allomorphic morphemes in Turkish, such as the
causative and the "aorist"-base -()r, the usual kind of overgeneralisation
patterns crop up (Ekmek~i 1986, Boeschoten 1984).

Besides, constituent order in Turkish simplex sentences is almost com-
pletely "free" (e.g., constituent order has pragmatic, and no syntactic func-
tions), with the one exception of the obligatory preverbal placement of
non-specific direct objects. Turkish acquisition data have provided evi-
dence for an early mastery of the pragmatic functions of word order in
simplex sentences (Aksu-Ko~ 8z Slobin 1985, 856ff.).

A few aspects of later acquisition (after age 4) have been reported in
the literature in the framework of longitudinal and cross-sectional studies
covering younger age ranges as well. Ekmek~i (1986) provides an analysis
of speech errors in the age range between 2;0 and 5;0. The same author
analyses lexical innovations produced by children aged 3;0-6;0 (Ekmekqi
1987). A number of studies have been carried out in a cross-sectional
design. Slobin (1985) compared the acquisition of relative clauses by An-
glophonic and Turkish children aged 1;0-4;8. Johnston 8t Slobin (1979)
studied the acquisition of spatial reference by analysing the productive
use of pre- and postpositions of Anglophonic, Italian, Serbo-Croatian and
Turkish children in the age range of 2;0-4;8. Finally, the acquisition of
causal reference was investigated by Aksu(-Kog) (19786). To these studies
reference will be made passim. They are reviewed, together with a few
other studies, by Verhoeven (forthc.)
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Acquisition of Turkish in The Netherlands. It is wrong to presuppose
that Turkish children growing up in The Netherlands generally acquire
Turkish and Dutch simultaneously. In the majority of cases children with
two Turkish parents grow up monolingually until they enter a kindergarten
class at age 4. Their input of Dutch remains very resticted and haphazard
up to that moment. Although no exact data are available on their LZ
proficiency, kindergarten caretakers receiving fresh children usually aver
that they and the non-Turkish children in the classes cannot communicate
verbally with Turkish newcomers at the beginning.

Both formally and intentionally, then, the course of language acquisi-
tion in L1 (Turkish) and LZ (Dutch) defies the criterion for simultaneous
language acquisition set by McLaughlin (1978, 72ff.). According to him,
age 3 should be accepted as a deadline: at that age L1 development has
reached a stage of systematic acquisition. True, McLaughlin concedes that
his deadline is rather arbitrary; if one were to look for characteristics of
simultaneous acquisition in the languages of second and later generation
children belonging to the Turkish immigrant community in the Nether-
lands, this could turn out to be a not entirely fruitless undertaking.

Some basic results on the acquisition of Turkish by children aged 4
to 8 in the Netherlands have been published by Verhoeven 8t Boeschoten
(1986). It was shown that a number of linguistic measures failed to dif-
ferentiate between children growing up in cities in the Netherlands and
children growing up in rural areas of Central Anatolia at the age of 5. But
at the age of 7 significant differences were found. The only comparable
data were collected in Berlin by a research group led by C. PfafF. In the
latest report (Pfaff, forthc.) it was clearly indicated that the acquisitional
patterns found in the Berlin situation were substantially different from
the ones reported by Verhoeven 8c Boeschoten for the situation generally
found in the Netherlands. Whereas the data used by the latter researchers
revealed a considerable inter-individual homogeneity, in Berlin the devel-
opmental patterns exhibited a considerable range of differences for groups
of children with different backgrounds. Two main reasons can be thought
of which could explain this difference between the German and Dutch find-
ings. In the first place, the geographical and socio-economic backgrounds
in Turkey of the migrants were very homogeneous from the start in th~
Dutch case (see CHAPTER 2). Secondly, the migration of Turks to Berlin,
and to Germany in general, started about ten years earlier than in the
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Netherlands, and therefore took place over a longer period of time. In
the Berlin case, the third generation is well represented among Turkish
children, in the Netherlands the second generation is just coming of age.

In interpreting the data on language acquisition by Turkish children grow-
ing up in Western Europe, one would naturally like to compare the results
obtained with the results from child language research in a monolingual
setting. Unfortunately, there is a mismatch of socio-economic background
in both types of studies. Whereas the studies in a monolingual setting are
all based on informants growing up in middle-class families, the children
studied in Western Europe all belong to working class families with a rural
background in Turkey. Therefore, in principle, researchers engaged in the
latter type of research have to collect their own data in Turkey if they wish
to make a comparison.

Dimensions of variation in speech samples. In the study of first lan-
guage acquisition the variation encountered in idiolects at a certain point
of time is viewed as stemming from various sources:

1. Individual characteristics. Most studies aim at abstracting from
these, i.e., aim at generalisations.

2. Coexistence of several successive stages of development of the child's
grammar. In the case of the language of 4-year}-olds no attempt
is usually made at overall structural approaches in the sense that a
series of developmental grammars is constructed. Typically, devel-
opmental patterns exhibited by a variable X are described in these
terms: "X is always produced as x at stage I, as x or y at stage II,
as y or z, sometimes even as x at stage III". The realisation by y an
z are then considered the acquisitional values of A at stage II and
stage III, occurrences of x during stage II, and of x or y at stage III
as remnants of preceding stages of development.

3. Regional and social stratification. Both dimensions of sociolectal
variation in adult speech may effect any data on language acquisi-
tion. Typically, this dimension of variation is often disregarded in
the study of pre-school language acquisition.

4. However, this type of variation is often studied in the context of
language use at schools. In these cases the object of investigation is
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not the acquisition of varieties as such, but rather their relationship
to the standard language and possible difiiculties their speakers may
encounter at school.

5. Discourse parameters. Obviously, setting and topic of the verbal
interaction the child is engaged in will influence his performance.

Variation in a bilingual setting. The variational pattern exhibited by
L1 acquisition in a LZ submersion environment on the other hand can be
assumed to be more complex for two principal reasons:

1. It must be assumed that the acquisition and use of a second and
dominant language will influence the.,acquisition and use of the first
and dominated one. This means that the dimensions of variation
enumerated above have to be amended. Little or nothing is known
about the effects of Dutch on Turkish competence and performance
of children growing up in the Netherlands. However, data on code-
switching behaviour clearly show that there exist important inter-
individual differences between the children as to their handling of the
inter-linguistic level (cf. Boeschoten 8c Verhoeven 1987).

2. Dislocation of dialects. Dialects of Turkish spoken in Western Eu-
rope have their regional basis in Turkey. A number of questions can
be posed about the way these varieties function in social networks
of immigrant communities, what kind of leveling processes between
different varieties may (have) occur(red), and what the role of the
standard language is in all this. These research questions have been
totally neglected until very recently (cf. Johanson 1988)3. But two
points at least are clear from the outset: First, as it is known that
chain migration has been a major factor in the settlement of Turks
in Western Europe, "region of descent" is a very important factor in
the global structure of social networks. Clearly, dialects must have
obtained a local basis there, too. Secondly, as the schools cut through
the boundaries of these networks, they are the places par excellence
for contact of dialects. It can be assumed that much of the levelling
of dialects actually takes place at school. It comes as no surprise that
Turkish teachers find the dialect variation in mother tongue classes
difficult to handle (cf. Boeschoten, forthc.a)

'Nor has this problem been atudied for the mirror situation to be encountered in the
gecekondu neighbourhoods of the big cities in Turkey.
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Thus, in research on monolingual acquisition, deviations from norms,
wether they are "standard" or "sub-standazd" ones, aze mostly interpreted
as expressions of the child's own language system; today researchers stress
the futility of normative judgement (Bowerman 1985, 1263). In a non-
stabilised bilingual situation like the one found in immigrant communities,
it is much harder to interpret patterns of variation. We are dealing in fact
with two (sets of) norms. One is the norm of the first generation immi-
grants, with the dimensions of variability sketched above. The other norm
is virtual: it is the second generation norm which will ensue from the very
acquisitional process described. It is as yet unclear how the adult norms re-
flected in the linguistic input to children will equate with the norms which
will eventually ensue from the process of the very acquisitional process
described. In studies on monolingual acquisition these two sets of norms
are implicitly assumed to be (nearly) equal.

The preaent atudy

The main aim is to establish linguistic parameters which give evidence of
longitudinal development between the kindergarten ages of 4 and 6. The
research procedure is basically heuristic, based on an analysis of sponta-
neous speech data. The results obtained from a pilot study (cf. Boeschoten
1984) were used to construct a limited number of experimental tasks, no-
tably a sentence imitation task C{. (APPENDIX I) and a word elicitation
task (Cf. CHAPTER 2).

In cHAPTER 2 the socio-economic background of the children who par-
ticipated in the study is described. Besides their home situation and the
background of their parents in Turkey, the demographic and school situa-
tions of the informants will be described.

The main part of the study consists in a description of the acquisition of
Turkish in a number of lexical, syntactic and semantic domains (CHAPTERS
3-6). CHAPTER 3 is concerned with the lexical component. The growth
of the children's vocabulary, and especially their acquisition of word for-
mation devices, can be expected to play a crucial role in their acquisition
of communicative skills. Also, this domain may be especially vulnerable
to the reduced L1 input in the bilingual setting.

Patterns of development towards the production of more complex
types of sentences are studied, firstly, by analysing complex NP-structures
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(CHAPTER 4). Besides, the results of an analysis of one outstanding type
of subordinate clauses occurring in the data-base are given in cHAPTER 6.

An increasing complexity of temporal reference could also be expected
to yield results in the age-range 4 to 6. An analysis of the growing differen-

tiation between a large set of verbal afTixes for tense, aspect and modality
is gÍVen lri CHAPTER 5.

These linguistic parameters could be expected to yield interesting re-
sults (cf. Karmiloff-Smith 1986; Ekmek~i 1987; Aksu-Kog 8t Slobin 1985,
876). In each of these descriptive chapters the linguistic parameters to be
discussed on the basis of developmental data are first, in an introduction,
outlined in the context of adult usage. These descriptions of subsystems
of Turkish grammar are not meant to be exhaustive and only relate to the
data analysis which is offered further on in each chapter.

As was mentioned above, after age 4 the acquisition of Turkish by children
growing up in the Netherlands could increasingly be influenced by struc-
tural properties of Dutch, i.e. the children's LZ. However, the children only
start to acquire Dutch at the onset of data collection (upon their entering
kindergarten at age 4), and Turkish probably remains their dominant lan-
guage at least until they are 8 years old (for the lexicon this was shown
by Verhoeven 19876). This circumstance may account for the fact that in
the literature so far no mention has been made of transfer phenomena in
the Turkish used by children growing up in the Netherlands (Boeschoten
1984, 1987; Verhoeven 1987b; Verhoeven 8t Boeschoten 1986). Nor did the
results obtained from contrastive research by Pfaff (forthc.) yield convinc-
ing results. For this reason, no attempt was made to construct hypotheses
about possible transfer from Dutch.

From the discussion of the variational patterns which we may expect (see
above) it is obvious that the handling of patterns of variation encountered
in the data set will require some care. Ideally, developmental sequences
should be recognisable in the speech of all informants, or at least in the
speech of a majority of them. Ordered acquisitional sequences are consid-
ered the ideal patterns to be obtained in this way. Dialectal variation is
mostly disregarded and abstracted away from, at least as far as morpho-
syntactic parameters are concerned (i.e., baXiyaq mu and bak:yor musun
are treated as acquisitional equivalents).



2 Informants and Data

It was the aim of the research project to study the first language acqui-
sition process of Turkish children born in the Netherlands from age 4 to
age 6(i.e., during early school contact). Relevant data were derived from
twenty-four informants living in three different cities of various sizes, but
all in neighbourhoods with a reltively large population of Turkish immi-
grants. The collection of data, and their analysis, largely focussed on
samples of spontaneous speech. For in-depth analysis twelve informants
from two schools, one in the city of Utrecht and one in the city of Alkmaar,
were selected. They will henceforward be referred to as the "core-group
( informant s )" .

Informant~

Demographic data and school populations. The population figures
for Mediterranean groups living in the Netherlands are given in table 1. In
January 1988 of the 14,7 million inhabitants of the Netherlands 167.000,
or slightly more than 1~1o were Turks, making Turkish the most important
immigrant language.

It should also be noted that the overall proportion of Turkish children
taking part in kindergarten and primary education almost doubled between
1978 and 1982 (to 2.2 ~o). As the same figures show, this increase had
virtually come to a standstill between 1982 and 1985. Since then, a revival
of family reunification has caused the share of Turkish children at primary
schools to rise slightly.

Further information on the demographic and socio-economic siuation
the Turks in The Netherlands find themselves in can be found elsewhere
(CBS report 1984, Ankersmit et al. 1987, Roelandt 8e Veenman 1987,
Muus 8c Hessels 1987, Ankersmit 8z Veenman 1989), and there is no need
to go into the matter here.
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NATIONAL[TY X 1~~~

Turkish 167,3
Moroccan 130,1
Spanish 17,6
Italian 15,9
Yugoslav 11,7
other 15,0
total Mediterranean 357,6
total foreign nationals 591,8
total population 14.714,9

Table 1. Mediterranean groups residing in the Netherlands
(January 1, 1988).

However, one important feature of the migration process is obscured in

most statistics. Many migrant families from Turkish villages stayed in
Turkish provincial and district capitals for a number of years. They are on
record as having migrated from these cities, while their actual background
has to be sought in surrounding villages. Therefore, there is reason for
some distrust of demographic statistics. In the CBS report (1984, II, 21)
it is only mentioned that the degree of urbanisation of Turkish migrants
at their arrival in the Netherlands correlates with the region of descent
(many more migrants from the Egean Region had already been employed
as factory workers in Turkey than those from Central Anatolia, etc.). Apart
from Ankara, a typical case is the city of Kayseri which has attracted a
great number of villagers from Central Anatolia during the last decades.

The (macroscopic) national figures are not, however, very illustrative for
the actual language environment the Turkish children find themselves in.
The Turkish minority is concentrated in the big cities (Amsterdam, Rotter-
dam, The Hague, Utrecht, Arnhem) and some smaller ones with important
industries. To be more precise, they are living in certain quarters of these
cities. Many primary schools in the Netherlands have no Turkish pupils
(this being the normal situation in rural areas); but in some schools in the
big cities Turkish pupils make up the majority.
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In order to illustrate the linguistic environment of the Turkish children
within and outside school, I will present some figures on school populations
in the city of Utre~ht; in this city half of of the informants selected for this
study live (see below).

With its 230.000 inhabitants Utrecht is the fourth biggest city in the
Netherlands ( after Rotterdam, Amsterdam and The Hague). As can be
derived from table 2, in 1989 27010 of the pupils of primary schools ( includ-
ing kindergarten classes) were children of immigrants from Mediterranean
countries. This proportion is by no means extreme for a big city: for Rot-
terdam the proportion was over 30Q1o.

type of school Turks total Mediterranean total pupils
~o qo

secular 677 11,6 1862 32,0 5818
roman catholic 267 5,1 1292 23,7 4909
protestant 342 7,2 1145 24,1 4750
private 0 0,0 7 1,1 649
TOTAL 1286 8,0 4306 26,7 16126

Table 2. City of Utrecht: numbers of primary schoolchildren (1989)1.

However, the density of population of immigrant groups varies greatly from
neighbourhood to neighboorhood; this situation is amply reflected in the
make up of school populations. In the different schools in the city the
percentage of pupils with a Mediterranean nationality may vary from 0
to 100~. As a result, the pupils may find themselves in quite different
linguistic environments at different schools, as can be derived from table 3
below.

It is clear that Turkish children may be confronted at school with very
different patterns of language contact. At the one extreme, their classes
comprise only few of non-Dutch children. At the other extreme, all class-
mates have a Mediterranean (mostly, Turkish or Moroccan) background.

' The city of Utrecht is a somewhat special case: here the Moroccan community is
more numerous than the Turkish community, which is the reverse of the situation to be
found in all the other big cities.
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Plo Mediterranean n schools Turkish pupils
n q

0-10 Plo 24 20 1,6
10-20 oI'o 19 179 13,9
20-30 oI'o 14 121 9,4
30-40 Plo 14 159 12,4
40-50 PIo 9 195 15,2
50-60 Plo 2 112 8,7
60-70 Plo 4 122 9,5
70-80 Plo 4 113 8,8
80-90 PIo 1 112 8,7

90-100 Plo 2 153 11,9
97 1286 100

Table 3. Variable ethnic composition of schools attended
by Turkish children in Utrecht.

Legislation on the position of non-indigenous minority languages in Dutch
primary schools was introduced by the WET OP HET BASISONDERWI]S
("Primary Education Act" ) of 1980. According to this legislation, mother
tongue instruction in these languages may be offered if the authorities
deem it necessary. It is entirely up to the parents to send their children
to mother tongue classes or not. The frequency of the mother tongue
lessons is restricted to a maximum of 2,5 hours a week. In kindergarten
classes, mother tongue instruction has been offered since the integration
of kindergarten into primary schools in 1985. At a number of schools this
kind of instruction was introduced a few years earlier.

The Turkish teachers who give Turkish lessons at Dutch schools are
poorly prepared for the job and work in difficult circumstances. There
is a continuing public controversy about the desirability of instruction at
school in ethnic minority languages.

More on the language situation of the Turkish and other ethnic minori-
ties in the Netherlands, and on their situation at school, can be found,
among others, in Teunissen (1986), Extra 8t Vallen (1988, 1989), Extra 8t
Vermeer (1984) and Fase (1987).
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Selection of informants. As the intensity of mother tongue interaction
was considered a potentially important factor, half of the 33 informants
were recruited from kindergarten classes with a high concentration (1 60~)

of Turkish children, and half of them from classes with a low concentration
(C30 Plo).

Five schools in three cities were asked to cooperate: three schools in
Utrecht (in the centre of the country, 230.000 inhabitants), one in Alkmaar
(in the North, 90.000) and one in Tilburg (in the South, 155.000).

Next, all the four-year-old Turkish children in the kindergarten classes
of these schools were recruited whose parents were both native Turks and
whose father was a factory worker, employed or out of work. As yet,
few Turkish children growing up in the Netherlands have any other socio-
economic background. Only four pupils (out of a total of forty-one) of
the classes were dropped as informants for this study because they had
a different background (the parents of three of them were teachers, the
father of one of them was a restaurant owner).

The first cycle of data collection was only started after the children had
been attending kindergarten for at least three months. In four cases the

children's parents refused to give their permission. The distribution of the
informants over the different schools is shown in table 4:

school city concentration of n informants n drop-outs
Turkish children

1 Utrecht high () 60010) 12 4
2 Utrecht high 5 1
3 Tilburg low (G 30010) 3 1
4 Alkmaar low 9 3
5 Tilburg low 4 0

Table 4. Schools and informants.

As can be derived from table 4, a number of informants had to be dropped

during the full period of data collection: a few moved to other cities,

others remigrated to Turkey. Most drop-out informants were crossed off
because they stayed in Turkey for several months in between or during
data collection cycles, or discontinued attendance at their schools.

From twenty-four informants (twelve in each concentration group each)
a full data set was obtained within three cycles with intervals of 6 to 12
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months (average: 9 months) between the first and second cycle, and of 10
to 13 months (average: 12 months) between the second and third cycle.

The core-group informants. Because an in-depth analysis of all data
was too time-consuming, six children were selected at random from among
the informants at school 1, and six from school 4. Numerical and other
types of analysis are based on the data obtained from these twelve chil-
dren, who will be referred to as the CORE-GROUP (INFORMANTS). Their
personal data are represented in table 5. The data obtained from the other
twelve informants were used as back-up data, and as a source of additional
evidence (in this study core-group informants will be referred to by the
code names given in table 5; the other children will simply be referred to
as "CHILD", together with an indication of age).

school child
no.

age
cycle I

age
cycle II

age
cycle III

province of
descent

siblings
older younger

1 Ercan 4; 3 5;1 6;1 Nigde 2 0
1 Bulent 4;3 5;1 6;1 Afyon 2 1
1 Cevdet 4;4 5;1 6;1 Konya 1 1
1 Dilek 4;6 5;4 6;5 Konya 0 2
1 Ay~e 4;4 5;1 6;1 Trabzon 1 2
1 Feride 4;2 5;0 6;0 Kayseri 0 0
4 Selda 4;8 5;2 6;2 Izmir 3 0
4 Tahibe 4;3 5;0 6;1 Konya 3 0
4 Tahsin 4;5 5;3 6;4 Sivas 1 1
4 Songul 4;2 5;2 6;0 Samsun 1 1
4 Ya~ar 4;7 5;2 6;1 Samsun 0 1
4 Zeki 4;7 5;2 6;1 Afyon 3 0

Table 5. Personal data on core-informants (age in years;months).

Background information. From the parents, information was gathered
about the following points:

~ The region in Turkey where the parents came from. Two thirds of the
informants had a regional background in Central Anatolia, and the
rest in the Black Sea region, with the exception of one child from the
Egean region ( Izmir). Its parents were also an exception in another
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respect: They were not born in the same district2, like the parents
of all the rest of 23 informants.

. The educational background of the parents. The fathers had all fin-
ished primary school. Some of them had gone to the "Middle School"
(orta okul) (6 out of 24). No higher education was received. Most
of the mothers had received primary education. Some of them were
illiterate (7 out of 24). All fathers were unskilled factory workers,
employed or out of work.

. The other children of the family: their age and eventual schooling
or job. Only 7 out of 24 informants from which a full data set was
obtained were oldest child of the family.

. Their connections with Turkey, represented by the frequency of visits
during holidays and their thoughts about remigration. It appeared
that, with one exception, all 24 families had stayed at least for a
few weeks in Turkey in the two years preceding the onset of data
collection. As the inclination to remigrate is very difficult to assess,
the objective measure of property owned by the family in Turkey was
chosen. Most families appeared to own some sort of property.

Three variables remained with a possibly differentiating significance be-
tween children as to the rate of their language acquisition process:

. the level of education of the parents

. the number of siblings

. the degree of concentration of Turkish pupils at kindergarten

Data-baae

Cycles of data collection. The data were collected at three intervals.
The first data were collected from the informants at age 4, after they had
been attending kindergarten for at least three months. The next cycle
took place approximately 9 months later at age 5. The third cycle of data
collection for each child was at age 6, an approximate 12 months after
the second cycle (cf. table 5). The average age of the informants at the
first cycle was 4;5, at the second cycle 5;2 and at the last cycle 6;2. Both

'A district is a relatively small administrative unit. Turkey has 67 provincea, subdi-
vided in 572 diatricta.
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spontaneous and experimental data were collected.

Spontaneous data. In the following two types of data will be termed
"spontaneous", picture description and free conversation. These data make
up the main body of the material analysed.

The pictures used for elicitation were the following:

. One single picture on which a marketplace is depicted.

. A series of five single pictures, on the theme of the wind.

. Two series of pictures with two actors: a lion and a hare. One series
shows the two going out for a picnic; the second one shows them
getting up in the morning.

The samples of free conversation were obtained in interviews held by adult
interviewers with the children. The interviewers on each occasion posed a
number of standard questions, e.g.: "When did you visit Turkey for the
last time? How did you like it there?"

Approximately half of the data were collected by the author; the rest
was collected by two Turkish assistants. The data have been scrutinised
to exclude the possibility that the differences between interviewers had a
major influence on the results obtained. One particular clear result of this
scrutiny can be found in chapter 6(p.127ff.; cf. also p.113).

The same pictures were offered for description to the informants, and the
same standard questions were asked in free conversation during each cycle
of data collection in order to be able later to optimalize comparison on
various linguistic variables over time. Each session within a cycle was split
into two halves of twenty minutes each (including the tests applied), with
an interval of maximally one week. In this way for each informant and each
cycle an average of 25 minutes of spontaneous data recording was obtained.

Experimental data. Two kinds of experimental data were collected re-
peatedly at each cycle:
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~ The productive vocabulary of the informants was assessed by having
them denote objects, persons and activities depicted on cards. The
test material used was developed by Verhoeven (19876, list on p.319).
Although the test was rather difficult for the younger age levels, the
eventual possibility of comparing the scores obtained over the whole
range of ages from 4 to 8(including the data collected by Verhoeven
in the age range from 6 to 8) was considered important enough to
use it (cf. also Verhoeven 8t Boeschoten 1986 for partial results).

~ A sentence imitation task of 28 sentences was developed and applied
at each cycle of data collection; the sentences used are represented
in APPENDIX I. The results obtained from this task were used to
obtain supplementary evidence on the morpho-syntactic skills of the
children while analysing the spontaneous data set.

The productive vocabulary test was tried out in a pilot study (Boeschoten
1984). From this and other studies (Verhoeven 19876; Verhoeven 8e
Boeschoten 1986; Pfaff, forthc.) it is clear that lexical development ís
a highly important facet of the acquisition of a first language in a submer-
sion environment. The sentence imitation task was developed and tested
during the same pilot study. A third experimental task in the pilot study
for testing the development of spatial reference was dropped for the present
study, because the developmental sequence found by Johnston and Slobin
(1979) was felt to have been reproduced convincingly already (Boeschoten
1984, Verhoeven 1987a).

Other data-bases used for comparison. From two other groups of
informants similar spontaneous data were collected, and these data will be
referred to in the concluding chapter of this study:

1. Verhoeven (19876) collected spontaneous speech samples from chil-
dren aged 6 to 8 growing up in the Netherlands. On a few occasions
this data-base will be referred to in order to illustrate developmental
patterns after the age of 6.

2. A limited number of speech samples from eight 5-year-old and eight
7-year-old children in the district of PolatL (province of Ankara). In
the descriptive chapters (3-6), and in the concluding chapter 7 I will
occassionally refer to these data for reasons of comparison.
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The latter two data-sets taken together make it possible to put the results
yielded by this study into a broader perspective. They provide information
on the Turkish speech of older children acquiring Turkish in the same
bilingual setting as the informants in this study, and on the speech of their
peers growing up in a monolingual setting.

A comparison of these two data-bases and the data-base which is the
subject of this book is offered in Verhoeven 8c Boeschoten (1986).

Data proce,sing

Data transcription. The spontaneous data were audio-registered and
transcribed broadly. Because phonetic and phonological characteristics
were not systematically analysed, a precise phonetic rendering of the
recordings was considered unnecessary. Turkish standard spelling served
as a basis. However, certain characteristics of Anatolian dialects were
registredl .

In the first place, two sounds which are absent in standard Turkish were
always indicated: ~g~ (the velar ~n~ sound preserved in some dialects);
~e~ (the closed e-sound characteristically preserved in most Anatolian di-
alects).

Secondly, a number of subphonological phenomena were marked on
a less systematic basis: Various allophones of ~k~: Central and Eastern
Anatolian [X], [g`] ( transcribed as [g]); Northeastern Black Sea [t']; backed
~ó,u~ ( transcribed [ó, u]); vowel-length; [ts] for ~~~, [s] for ~,g~, uvular [R]
for ~r~. The last three phonemes are acquired relatively late; the phonetic
forms cited here only occurred at age 4. Z

These features will not be discussed separately, but the examples cited
throughout this book will give the reader a fair impression of the distribu-
tion they and other dialect features have in the data-base.

1For a geographic-linguiatic survey of Anatolia, cf. Boeschoten, forthc.`
~The occurrence of uvular [R] in developmental sequences of ~r~ is triggered by

transfer of its realisation in varieties of Dutch, cf. Boeschoten 1984, 30 ff.
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Segmentation of the tranacripts. The segmentation aims at estab-
lishing a corpus of spontaneous productive data which can be used to
assess rate and structure of the acquisition on the basis of various linguis-
tic parameters. The commonly accepted procedure for delimiting the raw
material in transcripts consists of two steps: First, the speech samples of
the informants are segmented into "utterances". Secondly, certain types of
utterances are excluded from the corpus for specific reasons. The concept
of "utterance" is intuitively easy to handle, even intersubjectively, but it
is difficult to offer a precise definition; essentially the procedure defined by
Hunt (1970) was applied.

. Utterances are defined as units containing at least a final predicate,
i.e., a finite verb or a copula (in the case of Turkish no preverbal
subject is required).

. Coordinate sentences are split into different predications; coordinate
conjunctions like ama, ve, etc. are included in the utterances follow-
ing them which are split off.

On the basis of the procedure described above, the transcript of each data
collection cycle with one informant yielded a total number of 180 to 420
utterances, derived from an approximately constant amount of recorded
time (20 minutes). This difference in number of utterances is caused by a
variable amount of verbal participation of the interviewers.

Not excluded from the sample were Turkish utterances containing
Dutch word-forms3. They were thought to form an important aspect of
the performance of the children; there would only be a sound reason to
exclude them if it could be assumed that the utterances containing them
cannot be labelled as Turkish, and such is not the case (cf. Boeschoten 8z
Verhoeven 1987).

In order to illustrate the segmentation procedure, a short passage is pre-
sented from a picture description by a 4-year-old informant. Utterances
included in the sample are indicated by square brackets.

~Throughout this study Dutch items in the examples quoted will be underlined.
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Legend: ch. -child
ad. -adult interviewer
(~) -pause

~ - restart or interruption
(??) -unintellegible
[...] -defined as utterance

1~anscript: ~anslation:

ad.: ~u resme bak!
ch.: [ka5y~ ag,yo o],

[gocugu uyandinyo.]
ad.: kimin odasi bu?

(})
kim bu?

ch.: c~ic,an, gic,an.
ad.: niye girmi~?
ch.: i~te.

[onu uyandirmak istiy], onu.
bak, burasi ~
[istirmi~ onu.]
yatagi ~ bax,
[yataglarim kalirardi da],
[onu du~tiirmu~ yorganla.]

ad.: ~imdi o da...?
ch.: o da ~ o da baXiyo.
ad.: kime baXiyor?
ch.: ona ~imdi
ad.: himm.
ch.: [ne diyon?]
ad.: himm, ne yaplyor burda?
ch.: dnce ~
ad.: dnce ( ??), sonra...
ch.: [ozaman guluyo.]
ad.: niye gul'uyor?
ch.: igte.
ad.: i~te mi?
ch.: o ~[o d'u~tu diye.]
ad.: himm.

look at that picture!
[he opens the door],
[he is waking up the child.]
whose room is this?
PAUSE
who's this?
a mouse, a mouse.
why has he entered?
he just has.
[he wants to wake him up], him.
look, there ~
[he has bitten him.]
his bed, look ~
[he was lifting their bed],
[he has caused him to fall down,
with the quilt.
and he is now...?
and he ~ and he is looking.
at whom is he looking?
at him, now.
hmmm.
(what are you saying?]
hmmm, what is he doing here?
at first ~
at first ( UNINTELLIGIBLE), then...?
[then he laughs.]

why does he laugh?
he just does.
he just does?
he ~ because he has fallen down.]
hmmm.

The full protocol of the description of one picture sequence is offered in
APPENDIX II , cl.v.
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The core-sample. Inter-individual comparison is an important goal of
this study. To this end a cottE-sAtvtPLE was defined which was used for any
comparison for which variables were quantified: it consists of 75 utterances
for each of the twelve core-group informants and for each cycle of data
collection.

After the transcript of one data collection cycle with a core-group in-
formant had been segmented according to the earlier mentioned procedure,
25 utterances each were randomly selected from the descriptions of a single
picture, a picture sequence, and the free conversation.

In order to minimize the role of the adult interviewers as sources of
linguistic forms appearing in the children's speech the following procedure
was applied in selecting these 75 utterances: Elliptical answers and tags
were excluded; utterances containing lexical units or bound morphemes
echoing a question put by the interviewer were also excluded.



3 Processes in the developing lexicon

Introduction

Lexical development is a major issue in studies on early language acquisi-
tion. There is no doubt about the importance of the lexicon for the overall
development of language skills and its intricate relationship with the ac-
quisition of grammar, although this last point has received little attention
(see McShane 8t Dockrell 1983 for a critical discussion). Certainly nobody
would claim that little or no lexical acquisition takes place after, say, age
four, five or six. But as most studies concerned with language development
at that stage concentrate on complex structures, the implicit assumption
often seems to be that at least the major word classes can be assumed to
be firmly established and adult-like at an earlier stage (cf. the reservations
made by Karmiloff-Smith 1986).

Therefore in this chapter, first the evidence on the distributional and
formal demarkation of the major word classes will be assessed. The defi-
nition of "word class" adhered to here is the one offered by Lyons (1977,
II, 424) for what he calls "form-classes": Two forms, f; and f~, are mem-
óers of the same form-class Fx if and only if they are intersubstitutable
(i.e. have the same distributionJ throughout the sentences of the language.
I will stick to the traditional and more common term "word class" (and
even interchange it sometimes with "category" ) because the confusion as-
sociated with the term "word" which Lyons wants to avoid cannot possibly
arrise in the present context. The development of the adjectival class will
be considered in some detail in the present chapter; the relation with the
development of complex NPs will be discussed in the next chapter.

Secondly, the developmental characteristics of word-formation devices
to be found in the data will be described. Although some patterns of noun
formation seem to have important implications for morphosyntactic devel-
opment (to be discussed in the next chapter), the overall impact of word
formation on vocabulary growth appears to be limited, and vocabulazy
growth remains closely linked to rote learning.

Next, the frequency characteristics of lexical development are outlined
in a paragraph on lexical richness. A short pazagraph follows in which the
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steady growth of the vocabulary is quantitatively assessed using a number
of lexical measures, including the productive vocabulary test. Finally, the
findings from the difFerent paragraphs are discussed in connection with
each other.

In discussing the lexical acquisition of Turkish one must keep in mind
that function elements which for Germanic and other languages may be
represented by free morphemes, in Turkish often correspond to bound mor-
phemes. For instance, Turkish case suffixes often correspond to preposi-
tions in English.

Most of the discussion below is concerned with content words, at least
what is said about nouns and adjectives, for two reasons: Firstly, it is of-
ten difFicult to define a function word's word class. Secondly, in general it
makes more sense to study the acquisition of function words in connection
with other (bound) function elements. I refrain from a formal definition
of the demarkation between content and function words; the choices made
may be checked at the hand of the wordlist given in APPENDIX III. The
same list, compiled on the basis of the "core-sample", consisting of 75
utterances collected during each of the three interview sessions from 12
informants (cf. chapter 2, p.16), will occasionally be referred to later on
in this chapter.

Word claases

Introduction. Reacting against the automatic application of descrip-
tive models based on insights gained from Indo-European or Semitic lan-
guages, some scholars have tended to overstress the peculiarities of word
classes in Turkic languages. A case in point is Gr~nbech's famous study;
according to him the Turkic lexicon can basically be divided into verbs
and non-verbs: both categories have their own, strictly separated, sets
of derivational and flectional suffixes (Gr~nbech 1936, 18). In particular,
zero-derivation ("conversion" ) is impossible: in order to derive verbs from
non-verbs one always needs a derivational suffi~c or a semantically neutral,
or otherwise appropriate verb 1:

lIn the following, verb stems will be conventionally marked with ". ,-".
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[la] yiik ~ "load" ~ yukle- "to load"

[lb] telefon "telephone" ~ telefon et- "to ring"

On the other hand, few constraints apply to the application of nominal
suffixes to adjectives, or even adverbs or postpositions.

Gr~nbech defined his word classes on a strictly morphological basis. If
one turns his attention to distributional characteristics, important differ-
ences between nouns, adjectives and adverbs can be seen to exist; notably
they behave differently as attributes in NPs Z:

[2a] buyuk araba
big car
`a~the big car'

[2b] elma agac-i
apple tree-POSS3

`appletree'

[2c] yar:n-ki ders
tomorrow-~ki~ lesson

`tomorrow's lesson'

(2d] i~eri-de-ki ki~iler
inside-LOC-~ki~ person-pl

`the persons inside'

Adjectives (or AdjPs) are simply placed before the noun; noun compounds,
on the other hand, must be marked with an anaphoric element ( the pos-
sessive suffix 3rd p.) on their head. Adverbs ( AdvPs) are included into
the NP by adding the suffix ~-ki~ which has much the same function as
"...'s" in English3.

~Two important distributional features are not discussed on the basis of the data-set,
and therefore left aside: firstly, adjectives can be put in the auperlative with the particle
en, e.g., en buyuk "biggest". Secondly, nouns can qualify nouns without the posseasive
attached to the head under certain conditions (the so-called "Identitiitsapposition", cf.
Johanson 1990~,e.g., haydut polis "scoundrel-police officer", dul óir kadin "a divorced
woman". Cf., however, footnotes [6] and [8] oí this chapter.

~The acquiaitional patterna associated with NP-atructure will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 5
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In my data-set verb-stems are without exception cleazly discernable as

units which aze phonetically and semantically equivalent to, or close to,
adult forms. Apart from imperatives, they are without exception (finally or
non-finally) marked for Tense~Aspect~Modality, whereas other categories
never aze. Therefore it is assumed that verbs are established as a separate
category at age 4.

As in other languages it is hard to make a categorial distinction between

Turkish adverbs and adjectives, as unmazked adjectives can be used freely

as adverbial modifiers. Nevertheless, it is clear that Turkish has classes of

primary modal, temporal and spatial adverbs (cf. Lewis 1978, chapter v~t,

4,10,12,13).

One special class of adverbs which are overtly marked as such is formed
by Arabic loanwords on -An (or -á, cf. Lewis 1978, ch. vc~, 4). Apazt from

a few temporal adverbs as halen "at present" and modals like mutlaka "ab-

solutely" this class is mostly concerned with terminology. It therefore has

little relevance for child language, though two of them, aynen "idem" and

óazen "sometimes" do occur in the present data-base. Like in colloquial

speech of adults they tend to get confused with the adjectives ayns and

bazt, cf. appendix IIIa.

Most temporal adverbs can fill the adverbial slot in NPs exemplified

by (2c], though modal adverbs cannot. Spatial adverbs, being primarily
directives, are first put in locative case, as in [2d], and behave mostly noun-

like anyway (cf. Lewis, l.c.); even directives like di,qan "out" freely vary
with forms marked with the dative (e.g., di~ariya).

T~rkish has only postpositions, no prepositions. A nuclear class of primary
postposition assigns absolute case to nouns, but genitive case to pronouns

(cf. Lewis 1978, 85), e.g., ile "with", i~in "for", gibi "like", kadar "as much

as". A larger, and apparently quite open class, is formed by postpositions

assigning dative or ablative case; most of these are primarily adverbs,
adjectives or nouns (cf. Lewis 1978, 87-89).

The elements termed "secondary postpositions" by Lewis (1978, 89 ff.)

in reality do not behave like postpositions at all; rather, they are formed
by nouns indicating relative spatial orientation (like i~ "inside", ust "top"
8zc.) which function as nuclei of adverbial phrases like [3a-b]:
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[3a] ev i~-i-nde
house-0 interior-POSS3-r.oc

`in the house'

[3b] masa-nan alt-s-ndan
table-caxE underside-POSS3-naL

`from under the table'

29

In these constructions the NP may either be marked with GEx, as masa in

[3b], or not, as evin [3a]. The analysis of the distribution of this opposition
is a difficult problem which is not addressed in this study.

Finally, the pronouns form no categorial problem; the developmental
aspects of the reflexive pronoun for our age-group are discussed below
(P.49ff. ).

To sum up, the following steps should be taken if we want to investigate
the development of the different word classes in the speech of my infor-
mants:

1. It must be checked if verbs and other word classes are really kept
apart morphologically (in the sense indicated by Gr~nbech).

2. The development of adjectives as a class must be assessed on the
basis of distributional and morphological evidence (for example, can
we follow the development of specific adjective and adverb forming
suffixes in the data-set?).

3. An overview of the overall occurrence of postpositions and "sec-
ondary" postpositions will provide a basis for the discussion on the
development of syntax in the following chapters.

The formal demarkation of verbs and other forms. In the previous
paragraph the strict formal distinction between verbs and other stems has
been referred to. This statement must be slightly modified. Apart from the
numerous instances of homonymous verb and other forms which are purely
incidental and need not concern us here (at- "to throw" vs. at "horse",
8cc.), in some cases historical accident and homonymy of morphemes has
led to cases of homonymy like kuru- "to dry" vs. kuru "dry". One of these
cases does crop up in my data-set: boya "paint" vs. óoya- "to paint". It
is interesting to notice that almost as frequently as the verb boya-, the
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form boyala- is used, i.e. boya f ~lA-~, the productive verb-forming
suffix; but the latter form in adult speech has the meaning of "to paint
all over" 4. One child even used the form boyan-, formally a passive, in
active meaning, a very unusual mix-up (cf. also the wordlist in appendix
IIIa). No cases of conversion occur in the data. It is clear that the verbal
class is rigidly kept apart by the children.

Adjectives. The mean distribution of content words over the word classes

on the three cycles of data-collection is shown in table 6(the few non-
primary adverbs are classified as adjectives):

verbs nouns adjectives
4-year-olds 51.7 43.3 5.0
5-year-olds 51.5 44.0 4.3
6-year-olds 51.3 40.5 8.7

Table 8. Mean distribution of word classes (content words, in Plo).

F~om this table it is clear that between the first and second data-collection
the relative share of adjectives did not change, whereas their frequency
had doubled in the speech of the 6-year-olds. Even more telling is the fact
that the majority of adjective tokens used by the 4- and 5-year-olds are in
fact occurrences of one of the two polar adjectives biiyuk "big" and ku~uk
"small": they make up 71qo and 64~0 of the adjective tokens of the 4-year
and 5-year groups respectively, but only 34P1o of those encountered in the
speech of the 6-year-olds. 5 This suggests that these two adjectives in
some way or another play a role as prototypes in the acquisition of adjec-
tives. In general, the polar pair small~big has been found to play this role
of prototypes in the acquisition of English. Clark 8z Clark (1977, 498-499)

~Again, some caution must be observed on account of the possible dialectal back-

ground of this form in the meaning of boya-. The dialect dictionary DS (p. 744~ has
only one entry (from Mersifon~Amasya). However, the entries of the dialect dictionary

are almost exclusively based on forms (deviating from the standard language), deviation
of ineaning has been moatly disregarded. Therefore it can not offer reliable evidence

for a check on dialectal meanings of a form like boyala- which (formally) occurs in the
standard language.

óIncluding occurrences of the form kuyucuk "quite amall", the diminutive form of
kuyuk.
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attributively predicatively
child no. age óuyuk~ other content buyuk~ other content function

kuyuk types (n~ kusuk types adjectives
Ercan 4 - - - - -

5 - - f 2 -
6 -} 3 -} 6 -

Bulent 4 ~ - ~ 2 -
5 t 1 -} 1 -
s ~ 3 -~ 3 -F

Cevdet 4 ~ - -f 1 ~
5 f - -} 3 ~
6 -} 2 ~ 5 f

Dilek 4 f - ~ 2 -
5 -~ - -~ 2 ~-
6 f 1 f 7 .}

Ayge 4 -~ 2 ~ 3 f
5 f 1 f 1 t
s t i f 1 t

Feride 4 f 1 ~ 6 -
5 t 1 f 1 -
6 f 1 -~ 1 f

Selda 4 f - f - -
5 f 1 ~ 1 -
6 ~- 1 f 4 t

Tahibe 4 ~ - ~ 3 -
5 f - ~ 2 -
6 ~ 1 ~ 4 f

Tahsin 4 - - ~ - -
5 f 1 ~ 1 -
s ~ z t s -

Songul 4 t - f 2 -
5 f - f - -
6 ~ - -~ 2 -

Ya~ar 4 ~ - ~ 1 -
5 -}- 3 -~ 4 -
6 t - .} 6 f

Zeki 4 t - f 1 -
5 ~ - f 2 -
s f 1 t 4 t

Table 7. Adjectives in attributive vs. predicative position.
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explain this fact by pointing out that these two adjectives are the ones
which can be applied most generally to all three dimensions, which would
be even truer for the Turkish pair buyv:k~ku~iik.

Now, adjectives can occur either in predicative or in attributive position
in Turkish. In order to clarify the developmental pattern, two distributions
were checked separately for the sets of spontaneous data from the three
interview cycles with the core-group of informants. Firstly, the question
was asked if any adjective occurred in the speech of the individual children
at each of the three cycles, and if they did, wether it was only buyuk~ku~uk,
or others as well; secondly, which adjectives (buyuk~ku~uk, other content
adjectives, function adjectives) were to be found in the transcripts in any
position. The results are presented in table 7(p.31).

Three things are clear from table 7. At age four, all children but two
used adjectives attributively, but only two of them any other content ad-
jectives besides buyuk or ku~iik (cf. left half of table 7). On the other hand,
nine out of twelve children did use other content adjectives in predicative
position (cf. right half of table 7). At the age of six this pattern had
evolved into one in which only two children confined their use of attribu-
tive adjectives to buyuk and ku~uk, while all of them used other adjective
types than these two predicatively. The only case of regression in this ac-
quisitional sequence shows up in the lack of "other" attributive adjectives
in the data from Ya~ar at age 6.

In sum, at age four adjectives are acquired freely in predicative position,
but for most children the attributive function of elements from this class is
not fully established. The polar types buyiik and ku~iik are the first ones to
be established in this position. Presumably this function is enhanced by the
fact that they occur frequently in a few set phrases: buyuk ablam~abim "my
eldest sister~brother" vs. ku~fik karde,gim "my youngest brother~sister"
and buyuk okul "primary school" vs. ku~uk okul "kindergarten" (These
instances are not generally elicited by standard questions put during the
interviews). For most children the attributive function of adjectives is
firmly established at age 6, but for some of them (in our sample: Ay~e and
Feride) this stage is already reached at age four; as to rate, the acquisition
of adjectives as a word class seems to be subject to substantial inter-
individual differences.

As an afterthought it should be noticed that adjectives categorised as
"functional" could in theory also play a role as prototypes for attributive
usage, because forms like ba~ka "(any) other", óbur "(the) other", ayr:
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"seperate, different" and óazi "some" are either restricted to the attributive

position or otherwise heavily biased towards it. Indeed, apart from two

or three ocurrences of óa,gka, they exclusively appear in that position in

my data-set. However, the distribution of these elements presented in the

rightmost column of table 7 gives little reason to assume that they play
a role as prototypes. The acquisitional pattern suggested by table 7 is

one resembling that of the content adjectives other than buyuk and ku~uk,

though it not necessarily implies a parallel development.

As a next step we must consider whether adjectival attributes aze kept

formally apart from attributes in compound nouns (cf. examples [2a-b]).

If adjectives and nouns are categorically distinguished, cases exemplified

by [2a'] and [2b'] should not occur:

[2a] biiyuk araba
big car

[2a'] 'biiyuk araba-st
big car-POSS3
`a~the big car'

[2b] elma agac-r
apple tree-POSS3

[2b'] `elma aga~-~
apple tree-0

`appletree'

In judging this matter on the basis of productive data, we have the prob-
lem that [2a'] is an appropriate form whenever the possessive suffix forms

no part of a noun compounding rule, but refers to a third person deic-
tically or anaphorically, so that this type of phrase may occur, with the
intended meaning "his~her big car". It would be virtually impossible to
find instances in the data for which this interpretation could be univocally
excluded, even if we really were dealing with instances of [2a'].

Instances of compounds in which the attributive nouns are treated like
adjectives (like in [2b']) are scazce but do occur occasionally: korku film-0
"horror film" (Selda, 4-y.), erik aga~-~ "plum tree" (Ercan,ó-y.).e

óGender clarifications like kiz yocuklar-~"girl-children" as opposed to o~lan yocuklar-
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Finally, there is a second phrasal type which differentiates between [Adj
N] and [N N] compounds: those marked with óir:

[4a] óiiyiik bir araba
big a car

`a big car'

[4a'] bir óuyuk araba
one big car
`one big car'

[4b] bir elma agac-i
one~an apple tree-POSS3

`one~an appletree'

[4b'] `elma bir agac-z

In [4a] bir is placed between adjective and noun, and it functions as indef-
inite article; in [4a'], on the other hand, óir is the numeral "one". As [4b']
is excluded, [4b] is ambiguous as to the distinction between the two func-
tions of bir. Our entire speech sample conforms to this pattern: e.g., from
the second cycle of data collection onward we find phrases like ~i39o óir
adam "a fat man" (Dilek, 5-y.) and daha óa~ka bir kimseyle "with yet an-
other person" (5elda, 6-y.), as against bir ufak óebegimiz var "we have one
tiny little baby" (Dilek, 5-y.) 7, whereas instances of [N bir N] ([4b']) are
completely lacking8. From this distributional pattern I conclude that the
informants clearly distinguish nouns and adjectives as separate categories
at least from age 5 onwards.

~"boy-children" conform to an exception of rule [2b] in standard Turkish, ef. Lewis
(1978); in fact they form a special case of Johanaon's "Identitïttsopposition", cf. foot-
note [2] of this chapter), and so does the compound óabaanne "father-mother", e.g.,
"(paternal) grandmother". Cases like Turk ~ocuklar-~ "Turkiah kids" for Turk yocuklars
(ethnic denominations like Turk are conaiatently treated as nouns in standard Turkish)
are frequent in adult apeech; the two options are found to coexist in free variation in my
data-sct.

~In general, the informants show a strong inclination to distinguish the two functions
of óir formally: for the numeral "one" they mostly use bir tane~ óittane~ bitane "one
(piece)".

"There is one unclear case: ucag 6i robot olan ~eylerden (Ya~ar, 5-y.), which can be
interpreted as "(one) of those things which are a flying robot", reading ucag 6i robot as
uyacak óir robot (with haplology), but maybe the child really means uynk 6ir robot "an
aeroplane-robot" ("Identit~tsopposition", cí. footnote [2] of this chapter).
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One interesting feature in our data is the apparent tendency to cate-
gorise Dutch adjectives in code-switches as nouns (in Turkish). We find:
ógetmen-in jarig-i var "(our) teacher has (her) birthday" (Cevdet, 4-y.)
and benim jarig-im ge~ti "my birthday has passed" (in Dutch, jarig is
an adjective meaning "having (one's) birthday"; verjaardag is the word
for "birthday"). One child produced: wit-li yeri "(the toy's) white spot"

(Feride, 5-y.); in this phrase Dutch wit "white" is suffixed with the Turkish
adjectival suffix -ll. The same child in the same interview: wit yere "on
the white spot" and blauw yere "on the blue spot". This matter is difficult
to judge on the basis of my data, because code-switched adjectives are
exceedingly scarce: all occurrences have been enumerated just now, and

no adjective occurs in the lexical sample presented in appendix III (which

is based on 3000 utterances. 9 But even so, and even assuming that the
primary factor causing this phenomenon may have to been sought in the
informants' competence of Dutch, it certainly is a strong warning not to
assume inter-linguistic equivalence of major categories automatically.

Adverbs. As has been noticed before, the morphological and distribu-
tional differentiation between adjectives and adverbs is weak in Turkish.
Apart from the fact that adjectives may be inserted freely in the adver-
bial slot of VP's, many elements commonly labelled adverbs may serve as
nominal attributes, too. Examples of this can also be found in the present
data-base:

[5] Feride (5-y.): yugan okul
up school

`the upper school'
i.e., primary school, as opposed to kindergarten)

[6] Cevdet ( 4-y.): o-nun ~óyle kap:ss var.
lt-GEN such door-POSS3 there-is

`It has a door like that'

9The occurrence ofonly three adjective types on a total of approximately 10.000 word-
forms is quite compatible with the assumption that the frequency of code-switched items
(ó010 on the basis of appendix III) and the frequency of adjective typea (ó010 overall) are
atochastically independent figures.
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Virtually the only "real" adverbs in Turkish form a class of adverbs of time:
bugun "today", yaran "tomorrow", dun "yesterday", ,qimdi "now", haftaya
"next week", ozaman "then", sonra "thereafter, later", etc. (cf. Lewis
1978, 200 ff). Typically, these forms must be suffixed with -ki in attributive
position in NP's (cf. [2c]), although they may also be substantivised (as
in [2c']).

I prefer to label as "particles" forms termed "modal adverbs" by Lewis
(1978, 196,197,203), like acaba "I wonder...", mutlaka "absolutely", bile
"even", artak "at last". They will be discussed in connection with modal-
ity (chapter 5).

[2c] yaran-ki ders
tomorrow-~ki~ lesson

`tomorrow's lesson'

[2c'] yar:n-:n ders-i
tomorrow-GEN lesson-POSS3
`tomorrow's lesson'

Examples of [Adv-~ki N] simply did not crop up in the data-base, nor did
attributive temporal adverbs without -ki.

But two other distributional characteristics seem rather to imply that
the borderline between adjectives and adverbs as separate word classes is
not sharply drawn, even by the 6-year-olds. Firstly, the adverb aynen was
occasionally used attributively instead of its adjectival counterpart ayna
(cf. p.28), for example aynen harfi yazdam "I wrote down the same letter"
(Zeki, 6-y.), as against ayna evdeydik "we were at the same house" (the
same child, same interview). Also, sade(ce) was sometimes employed at-
tributively in the meaning "only" (sade, as an adjective, means "pure"),
as in Hale'nin sade karde~i "H.'s sole sister". This means that in the rare
cases when adjectives are either formally differentiated when used adver-
bially, or when a form has clearly different meanings when used adverbially
or adjectivly, a lack of differentiation between the two word classes comes
to the surface.

Secondly, an interesting case is offered by the adverb hep. This form is
highly characteristic of rural Anatolian varieties of Turkish. In the stan-
dard language this form is used, but almost exclusively with possessive
suffixes attached to it, yielding pronouns: hep-si "all (of them)"; hep-imiz
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"we all". Only in a few idiomatic expressions does the unsuffixed form
crop up: hep bir aytxdan "all out of one mouth", hep beraber "all together".
This is why in the dictionaries some attention is payed to hep, while it is
not discussed in the grammars, the sole exception being Kononov (1956,
180-181, 348), who offers a number of examples from colloquial Turkish as
presented in literary works.

[7] Hep onu du~unuyorum.
`I'm thinking all the time of him.'

[8a] Hep koyu renk giyindik.
`We dressed entirely in dark [clothes].'

[Sb] Hep alttndtr.
`It's entirely [from] gold.'

(9a] Hep arkada,gtz.
`We are all friends.'

[9b] Burantn ahalisi hep namusludur.
`The people here are all men of honour.'

[9a'] Hepimiz arkada~tz.

[9b'] Buran:n ahalisi hepsi na.musludur.

The most common function of hep is that of a temporal adverb, meaning
"all the time" (cf. [7]), thus corresponding to standard Turkish daima ~
devaml: ~ surekli "continuously" or her zaman "always". It can, however,
also denote totality, as in [8a-b], corresponding to standard Turkish forms
like tamamen, butun olarak, busbutun "entirely" (In this function, hepten
is often used instead of hep in many dialects). Finally, (9a-b] exemplify the
use of hep fot the denotation of collective totality; these sentence would
be expressed in standard Turkish by hep ~ possessive sufFix, yielding a
different sentence structure, because hepimix and hepsi (cf. [9a'], [9b']) are
sentential subjects.

Indeed, at all three age levels the informants overwelmingly expressed
these three functions by means of absolutive hep, although hepsi does oc-
cur, too, if case has to be assigned (as in [10]).
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[10] Zeki (4-y.): Hebsini y:gams,g.
they all-ACC wash-PERF
`He has washed them all.'

[11] Biilent (5-y.): hep Hollandaca ógretti.
`She taught in Dutch all the time.'

[12] Zeki (4-y.): Ama heb ksrslds.
`But it got totally broken.'

[13] Tahibe ( 5-y.): bunlar ersboom heb.
`They are all christmas trees.'

The temporal, totality and collective totality usages are exemplified by
[11-13]. But several children at all age levels overgeneralise hep and use it
attributively; if [14a] leaves doubt about this interpretation, [14b] makes
things clear:

[14a] Selda (5-y.): heb yemegleri dii,gurmv,,g.
food-pl-sc acc

`He has dropped all the food.'

[14b] Ya~ar (5-y.): hepsileri~ heb ya~ heb adamlar: yagalicaz.
they all-pl-acc man-pl-acc catch-FUT-lpl
`We will catch them all~ all the men.'

Here we have clear proof of a primary adverb infiltrating the adjectival
category: [14a-b] are definitely not used by adult speakers, but are rela-
tively frequent in my data-set. Most significantly, the standard adjective
butun "all" does not occur once.

Finally, another case of overrepresentation of both hep and hepsi should
not pass unnoticed, although it is not related to the matter discussed here.
Occasionally hep is also used for total negation, although the standard
form for this, hi~, is more frequent. Examples [15] and [16] are definitely
non-standard.
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[15] Tahibe ( 5-y.): Bana heb ders vermiyolar.
me-DAT teach-NEG-PROG-pl

`They don't teach me at all.'

[16] Cevdet ( 6-y.): hepsi de bi,qey almsyorlar.
and something buy-NEG-PROG-pl

`And nobody is buying anything.'
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Postpositions and postpositional nouns. Of the three classes dis-
cussed before, two are already well established in the speech of the infor-
mants at age 4: the primary postpositions and the postpositional nouns
used for relative spatial reference.

Each one of the four primary postpositions gibi, igin, ile and kadar
occurs in the data from at least some of the 4-year-olds. No syntactical
constraints seem to be associated with this class; awareness of the rule
according to which these postpositions assign genitive case to pronouns is
evidenced by the hypercorrect instance bunlar-an gibi "like them" (Zeki, 6-
y.) (absolutive case is required after the plural-suffix). Of the postpositions
assigning dative or ablative case on the other hand, only sonra occurs more
than once, and mostly in the set phrase ondan sonra "and then..." . Besides,
only doyru "towards" and kadar "until" (both assigning dative case) occur
once. This subclass is poorly developed even at age 6.

The postpositional nouns i~ "interior", iist "top", etc., for the adverbial
phrases used for relative spatial (and by extension, temporal) reference
("in", "on", etc.) and the construction associated with them (cf. [3a-b]),
are well in evidence at age 4, and we assume that this special syntactic
category is firmly established in the competence of all our informants from
the start. This does not necessazily mean that the individual members of
the class may have been fully acquired by any or all of the children at age
four, five, or six, or that nothing could be said about the use-characteristics
of the category (cf. Verhoeven 1987a).

In a pilot study (Boeschoten 1984), the acquisitional sequence i~ 1 iist
~ alt ~ yan ~ arka ~ ón (`in' ~ `on' ~ `under' ) `besides' ~ `behind'
~`in front of'), established by Johnston 8i Slobin (1979) for monolingual
children, was found also to hold for Turkish children growing up in the
Netherlands.
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Word formation

Nouna. For coining new nouns, users of Turkish may take recourse to two
major word-formation devices: compounding and derivation with suffixes.
Besides these two, juxtaposition plays a certain role in Turkish. In adult
language use the device of juxtaposition of the type [N N] does not seem
to be very productive (for examples, see Kononov 1956, 124; Lewis 1978),
and it plays no role in the speech of our informants. The type [Adj N],
on the other hand, is important. One look at a standard dictionary will
convince the reader of the fact that this type has been underrated by Lewis
(1978, 233), Kononov (1956, 125 8t 130), and others. The point I want to
make may be illustrated by two paradigms of a somewhat different nature.
The first one is the type [buyuk N] which currently proves its productive
force: buyuk market "supermarket" buyuk doktor "medical specialist" (col-
loquial). This is also borne out by an example from my data cited in the
last paragraph: buyuk okul "primary school" . In another type which is
relevant for our description the adjective is derived by means of the suffix
-ll; it is in partial complementazy distribution with [N N] compounds, cf.
[17a-b]:

[17a] domates yemey-i
tomato dish-POSS3

`tomato-dish'

(17b] peynir-li ekmek
chees-y bread

`cheese-bread'
However, as was pointed out above, the adjectival category is relatively
slow to develop, and therefore it comes as no surprise that the type [Adj
N] plays no important role as a word-formation device in my data.

At all three age levels composition remains the major word formation
device, but there aze important differences between them as regards the
way the N-slots are filled (cf. table 8 below). At the age of four, the com-
pound type occurring most frequently is the one in which the slot of the
head noun is filled with ,gey "thing" ([18a-c]); ,~ey also serves as a dummy
element in general (Boeschoten 8z Verhoeven 1986). This device is also
employed to form deverbal nouns; in that case the attributive slot is filled
with a verbal noun ([18d-e]); this type may be extended to [N VN ~eyi]
([18f]):
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[18a] mektup ,qey-i
letter thing-POSS3
`letter-thing', i.e.: "envelope"

[18b] ku,g-un 3ey-i
bird-GEN thing-POSS3
`bird-thing', i.e.: "cage"

[18c] yemek ,gey-~
eat thing
`eat-thing', e.g.: "plate"

[18d] otur-rna ~ey-i
sit-VN thing-POSS3
`sit-thing', e.g.: "seat" (of a bicycle)

[18e] ytka-mak ~ey-i
wash-INF thing-POSS3
`wash-thing', e.g.: "douche"

[18f] ev-ler-i tetnizle-mek ~ey-i
house-PL-ACC clean-INF thing-POSS3
`the-houses clean-thing', e.g.: "broom"
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The following remarks can be made about the patterns in [18a-e]: The
genitive marking in [18b] would be excluded in adult-speech, because here
a cage is described without a bird being in sight; type [18a] would be appro-
priate for C- specific~-marking. In general, type [18a] and type [18b] were
used freely interchangeably at all age levels. In other cases, the Poss3-
marking on the head is lacking (as in [18c]). Besides ~ey, occasionally
two other dummy heads occur: yer "place" and (once) ne "what": ~i~ek
kopartma yeri "flower-pluck-place" (e.g., "pasture"), koltuk neyi "chair-
what" (e.g., "cushion"). The employment of ne looks very much like a
compensatory strategy; the use of 3ey and yer as heads could also be
considered in that light, but their quite systematic employment can legit-
imately be termed word formation devices.
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In [18d-f] the verbal noun may be -mA, as one would expect in adult
speech, but the infinitive -mAk is equally used by the children, and once
-mI~ was employed: (dógmu,q ,geyi "hitting-thing", e.g., "bat"), and twice
the participle -AcAk (dónderecek ,gey "turning(tr.)-thing", e.g., "wind-
mill" ).

Besides these patterns, "normal" [N N]-compounds were to be found in
the data already at age 4: Ford araba-s: "Ford-car", kópeg-in yemegi "dog's
food", e.g., "bone", korku film-~ "horror film". The last two instances have
the same non-normative structure as was noticed for resp. [18b] and [18c].
The corresponding deverbal type [VN V] also occurs occasionally, as in
boya-ma kitab-t "colouring book". Finally, the type [V VN] is found, as in
bisiklet-in otur-acag-: (bicyle-GEN sit-~AcAk~-poss3) "seat of the bicycle".

The frequency of the difïerent compound types at the three interview
cycles with the core-group informants is represented in table 8:

4-years 5-years 6-years

[N ,~ey(i)~yer(i)]
[N NJ
[Adj N]
[(N) vN ~teyÍtÍJ
[VN N]
~N VN]

9(31 010) 7(26 Plo) 1(4 qo)
7(24 qo) 12 (46 qo) 18 (72 010)
- 2 (8 ~o) 3 (12 010)
9(31 070) 5(19 01'0) 3(12 010)
2 ( 7 01'0 ) - -
2 (7 oI'o) - 1 (4 01"0)

TOTAL n 29 26 26

Table 8. Frequency of compound types.

As is clear from table 8, compounding devices in the speech of the infor-
mants at age 6 have changed considerably as compared with the 4-year-old
stage; notably the types with ,gey for a head have mostly disappeared. In
this development, the data at age 5 represent an intermediate stage. The
figures in table 8 are based on a count of types in 150 utterances selected at
random from the transcripts of the 12 core-informants (i.e., a total of 1800
utterances) at each cycle of data collection. It appears that compounding
is not a frequeat phenomenon for any of the age stages.

But derivation, the other major device for noun formation, is even less
frequent in the same sample, as can be concluded from table 9:
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~lIk~ ~CI~ ~CIIIk~ ~lI~ TOTAL n

age 4 0 0 1 0 1
age 5 2 3 0 1 6
age 6 4 6 2 0 12

Table 9. Frequency of noun derivation types.
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The derivational suffixes represented in table 9 have the following functions
in standard Turkísh, and in the production of my informants:

~-lIk in adult language is a multi-functional suffix deriving nouns from
nouns and adjectives, and nouns and adjectives from nouns and nu-
merical expressions (Lewis 1978, 62-64). One example will suffice to
exemplify its range: gelinlik, from gelin "bride" may denote depend-
ing on the context: "state of being a bride"; "marriageable girl";
"wedding dress"; "bridal".

Most of the denotations employing -lIk in my data typically are
more adult-like equivalents of innovations employing compounding
with ~ey~yer: yagmurluk "awning" (from yagmur "rain", as against
yaymur yagma ,geyi "rain-fall-thing" (Ya~ar, 6-y.) 10; ~i~eklik "vase"
(from gi~ek "flower", Feride, 5-y.), as against ~i~ek ,qeyi (Tahsin, 4-
y.); r,ayarlak"pasture" (Ay~e, 5-y.) as against ~i~ek kopartma yeri
"flower-pluck-place" (Feride, 5-y.). A few instances of denotations
of professions formed with -lIk occurred at age 6: hirsazlsk "thiev-
ery", s:htrbazl:k "magic" (from sihirbaz "magician"); abstract nouns
derived from adjectives (like guzellik "beauty" ) are lacking.

~ The suffix -CI is used in Turkish for the derivation of agent nouns
(from non-verbs). In terminology, I here conform to Ekmekgi (1987).
The labelling of -CI as "agent noun" suffix is apparently motivated
by the fact that it, together with its deverbal counterpart ~IcI, is the
nearest (partial) equivalent of the English "agent noun" derivation
suffix -er, the acquisition of which has been studied by Clark (1983).
The paraphrasing of its functions by Lewis (1978, 59) is quite exact:
"...to denote persons who are professionally or habitually concerned

'oThe same form is used to refer to "a cloud" by Ercan at age 5
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with, or devoted to, the object, person, or quality denoted by the ba-

sic word"; e.g., ~aycs may mean "tea-freak" as well as "tea-seller".

The instances occurring in the core-sample are: ~i~ek~i "flourist", el-
mac: "apple-seller", gareteci "carate-fighter" (age 5) and ~icekgi(2x),
ayakkab:cz "cobbler", di,g~i "dentist", patat~s "seller of potato fries"
(from Dutch patat) (age 6).

~ A typical child language feature is the suffix -CIIIk, formally a com-

pound of the two suffixes discussed before. Children use this suffix
to name their games, like in evcilik "game of housekeeping".

Ekmekgi (1987, 205) discussed this children's sufFix, calling to at-

tention the indiscriminate use of the suffix by children for mark-

ing professions: 6gretmen-cilik "teacher's profession", for standard
ógretmen-lik. Ekmek~i explains this case by pointing out that the

agent noun suffix -mAn, yielding óyretmen "teacher", is rare and
has not yet been acquired by the children. I rather asume that the
compound nature of the suffix -CIlIk goes unanalysed in a case like
this.

It is interesting to notice that apart from evcilik, the other occur-
rences of this suffix in my data are interlinguistically mixed forms.
The form annecilik óabactl:k "mother 8t father-game" looks like a
loan translation of Dutch vadertje en moedertje, with change of or-
der to conform to the Turkish pattern ana-baba "parents" ("mother-
father" ); boef-culuk "game of the villain" is the Turkish variant of
Dutch óoefje (from boef [bu.f] `villain'). The most interesting case is
tikicilák "game of catching"; this could be interprete as tikken-cilik,

from the Dutch ínfinitive, or as tikkertje-lik, from the Dutch name of
the game tikkertje, with phonetic conversion.

~ There is one occurrence of the suffix -lI for denoting someone's local
affiliation: Trabzonlu-yuk "we are from Trabzon" (Dilek, 5-y.).

. Finally, the Anatolian suffix -gil (Ahmet-gil "Ahmet and his family;
Ahmet's home~household" ) was actually found to be the noun form-
ing suffix most frequently employed at age 4: 8 times (4 chíldren)
at age 4, 4 times (3 children) at age 5, 2 times (2 children) at age

6. The suffix functions in the children's speech not as a collective
marker, but to denote friends and family members. It is attached to

personal names: Meral-gil, Leylá-gil, and to family terms followed by
the possessive suffix lst pers. sg., as in [19]:
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[19] abla-m-gil-le gittim.
aister-mine-~gil~-with I went

`I went with my sister.'
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Adjectives and adverbs. The distribution of the main adjective and
adverb forming suífixes over the core-sample is represented in table 10.

-CA,
-lI -CIk -CAnA redupl.

age 4 2 0 1 0
age 5 7 5 2 2
age 6 22 2 4 3

Table 10. F~equency of adjectival and adverbial sufFix types.

~ The development of these word-formation devices, and with them
the word classes, is well in evidence (cf. p.33ff.). Among these, the
suffix -lI is prominent. With it, qualitative adjectives are formed,
like yaymur-lu "rain-y", gune,q-li "sun-ny", sakal-la "beard-ed", etc.

There is a clear paradigmatic connection of this adjective forming
suffix with noun compounding (cf. also example [17]): In ~i~ek-li
bah~e "garden with-flowers" the qualification with flower is less total
than in ~á~ek bahsesi "flower garden". It should be added at this
place that the negative counterpart of -lI, -sIz "...-less" only occurs
once in my data-set: para-saz "pennyless" (Dilek, 6-y.).

~ Unlike its Dutch counterpart, the Turkish diminutive suffix -CIk is
not a prominent one in early child language, especially as a noun
derivation device, though its extension with the lst person posses-
sive suffix appears very early in terms of endearment ( anne-cigim
"mammy-dear", 8cc., cf. Ekmekgi 1979). In the occurrences at age 5
and age 6 from table 10, -CIk is applied to adjectives. We can dis-
tinguish two types: for once, kucucuk "quite small" and ufac:k "very
tiny" function as intensive forms of ku~uk and ufak (in all instances
the ~-k~- deletion rule, cf. Lewis 1978, 57, was correctly applied).
The other occurences are instances of az(a)cak~biraxczk "a little bit",
functioning as adverbs. The only noun derived with this suf~ix was
bir- ~ey-cik: bi,gi-cik-ler(bir~eyf~CIlc~fpl) "various things"; ói~eycík
deyil "nothing".
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~ The establishment of an adverbial category, as apart from adjectives,
is highlighted by the appearance of two specific word-formation de-
vices: In the first place, the frequency of -CA, alternating with its
colloquial extension -CAnA ( Lewis 1978, 195), is slowly increasing:
the first item to appear was éyice "well" (from éyi "good" ); from
age 5 on other items occurred as well: h:zlaca "speedy", gizlicene
"secretly", 8tc. Secondly, from age 5 onwards the children occasion-
ally use reduplication as an adjective-forming device ( conforming to
adult practice, cf. Lewis 1978, 193); hazla hazda "speedy" (Cevdet,
5-y.), ~ok gok "frequently" ( from gok "much", Dilek, 6-y.).

One special function of the suífix - CA can be assumed to develop fast
in a bilingual environment like the one the informants find themselves
in in the Netherlands: it is also used to denote languages. Turk~e
"Turkish" may function as an adverb ( [20a]), an adjective ( [20b]) or
a noun ( [20c]):

[20a] Tíirkge konu,guyoruz.
`we speak Turkish'

[20b] Turk~e kitap

Turkish book

`a book (written in) Turkish'

[20c] Turk~e kitab-:

Turkish book-POSS3

`a book on Turkish'

There is ample evidence in my data that children growing up in the
Netherlands are acquiring this denotative use of -CA around the
age of 5; At age 4, underrepresentations were common ([21a]); from
about age 5;0 onwards the suffix was often overgeneralised, denoting
ethnicity of speakers as well ([21b]):
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[21a~ ADULT: Hangi dili daha iyi? Hollandaca mt Turkge má?
`which language is better, T~trkish or Dutch?'

CHILD (4;2): Ttirku iyi.
`Turkish (Turk-POSS3) is good.'

[21b~ ADULT: Bu Turk mu?

`is this a Turk?'
CHILD (4;11): Yoo, óunlar hepsi Hollandaca, hepai gávurca.

`No, they are all Dutch, all unbelievers.'

Verbal morphology. The developmental patterns of two classes of
derivations are of interest for us here: the suffix -lA- and its extensions
(Lewis 1978) deriving verbs from non-verbs, and the argument-reducing
and argument-extending suffixes (e.g., the voices of the verb).

The derivational suffix -IA- is well established in the speech of the
informants at age 4; this is especially clear from innovations like boyala-
"to paint" (instead of óoya-, cf. the discussion on p.29ff., gugurukla- "to
crow", and others. Less frequently, extensions of-lA- were also found in
the data at age 4: hasta-lan- "to get ill", iyi-le,g- "to get well" (cf. the
wordlist in appendix IIIb). As in adult speech, the use of the so-called aux-
iliary verbs (yardlmcl fiiller) et- and yáp- is confined to loanwords, with
transgressions, as in: ólii-su-nu yap:yor "he kills it" (corpse-POSS3-ncc
he-makes) which are rare except for the dummy verb ~ey yap- (with ,gey
ol- as its transitive counterpart). It is important to notice that the range
of et- is confined to conventionally established forms like kavga et- "to
quarrel"; Dutch loans, for example, are derived exclusively with yap- (be-
sides rare derivations with -lA-, cf. Boeschoten 8t Verhoeven 1987). The
same rule is observed in the speech of first generation adult immigrants;
a well-known case is the replacement of standard Turkish telefon et- "to
ring" by telefon yap-. The causative and passive voices of the verb are
also clearly in evidence at age 4. The system of morphological rules cov-
ering the formation of causatives is the most complex one in Turkish and
one of the very few to allow for "exceptions". The regular allomorphes are
-DIr- and -(I~t- (after multisyllabic stems ending in vowels or ~l, r~),
but there are many exceptions including formations with -Ir-, -Ar-, -It-
after monosyllabic stems and opaque cases like gór- "to see"~ gdster- "to
show" (cf. Lewis 1978, 144ff.). This means that Turkish causatives have
to be considered under two aspects: they involve lexicalised derived forms
on the one hand, and syntactical rules involving argument structures on
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the other. Here, I will content myself with pointing out the morphologi-

cal and lexical pecularities of the causatives occurring in the data-set. In

fact, causatives are quite frequent from age 4 onwards (cf. appendix IIIb.),

but many non-standard forms occur at all three age levels on account of

the complexity of the derivation rules. These forms include errors in the

application of the rules, like yi~-tir- "to cook"(tr.) (standard Turkish pi~-

ir-, from pi,q- "to cook" (itr.) and u~ut- "to let fly" (standard u~-ur-
from u~- "to fly" ). But most cases involve double-markings, adding one

of the two regular allomorphes -DIr- or -t-, either to morphologically
opaque forms: góster-t- "to show" (standard T. góster-), gdtur-t- "to
carry off'), or to overtly marked forms: i~-ir-t- "to let drink" (standard
T. i~-ir-), oyna-t-tir- "to let play" (standard T. oynat-, 8cc.). For some

stems double markings with -t- are optionally allowed in adult language;
in those cases (e.g., gikar(-t)- "to bring out" and uyar(-t~- "to wake") the

informants only used the doubly marked form. For younger children Aksu-
Ko~ 8t Slobin (1985, 848) have reported promiscuous causative markings
of change-of-state transitives. This phenomenon was absent in my data;

the double markings described above seem rather to be concerned with

form. But in one case change of state is stressed by using the causative:

dënderecek ~ey~ dónderme ~eyi "turning-around(tr.)-thing", e.g., "wind-
mill" . 1 i

Turkish has two rules involving argument reduction: the passive (agent-

deletion) and lexical reflexivisation (object-incorporation). Of these two,
only the passive is a really productive device; only a number of (lexically

fixed) verbs can be reflexivised (Lewis 1978, 149ff.; Ozsoy 1983, 12 offers

a list of the most common ones). Both voices overlap partially in form:

reflexive verbs are always formed with -(I~n- (but with -(I)l- after stems

ending in ~n~), the passive only for stems ending in vowels or ~-1~; in

other cases the passive is formed with -Il: yxka-n-d:m can mean "I washed

myself' (this could also be expressed by kendim-i yikad:m, i.e., with the
reflexive pronoun kendi) but also "I was washed". But giy-in- "to dress"

can only be reflexive, whereas the passive of giy- "to put on" is expressed

by giy-il-.
The passive as a productive device is clearly in evidence from age 4

onwards; its distribution is not confined to intransitive verbs formed from

transitives like agzl- "to swing open" (from a~- "to open" ): kave i~-il-mez

'lAn archaic causative of dón- "to turn" (tr.~, dónder-, is used by several children;

the standard form dóndur- occurs just once. DS (1581) gives only a few entries of
dónder-, probably an understatement of the regional distribution of this form.
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ki ~ay i~-il-ir "one doesn't drink coffee, but tea" (Dilek, 4-y.), and other

cases (cf appendix IIIb.). Over all three age levels a few cases of inappro-

priate use, or lack of use, of causative and passive derivations were found:

ama ~imdi bunlar ka~-il-stn "but now they must get away" (Ya~ar, 4-y.);

adam orda dik-iyor "the man stays posted there" (Selda 4-y.; dik- should

be dik-il-; ben Hollanda'da dog-ur-dum "I was born in the Netherlands",

should be dog-dum, (Feride, 6-y.; doy-ur- means "to give birth" in adult

language).

Refiexives

As was noticed in the last paragraph, Turkish employs two different types

of reflexivisation: Either the verb is reflexivised, or else the reflexive pro-

noun kendi is used, cf. [22], [23a-b].

[22] ~,ama~irlars y:ka-d:m.
wash-PAST-1 ag

`I washed the dirty linen.'

(23a] Yika-n-dsm
wash-REFL-PAST-1 ag
`I washed myself.'

[23b] Kendi-m-i yzka-dim
self-POSSI-ACC wash-PAST-lsg

`I washed myself.'

As Ozsoy (1983, 4) claims, [23b] is more emphatic than, for example, [23a]:

kendi entails focussing. One peculiarity of Turkish is the interchangeability

of the third person forms kendi and kendisi (with Poss3-suffix), the exact
semantics of which is difficult to assess. It is certainly not true that kendi

and kendisi are in complementary distribution (that, for example, the latter

form is only used for cross-clausal refelexivisation, cf. Ozsoy 1983, 12).

Most of the instances of reflexives in the data-base were in fact elicited
with one picture in a sequence. In this picture one actor, "the lion", after
having gone after "the hare" with a shower, finally takes a shower himself.
This results in a sharp shift of focus, and for that reason most descriptions
of this picture by the informants involve some form of reflexivisation. We
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can distinguish several types, centering around the verb yzka- 12 "to wash",
or its Anatolian synonym yu- "to wash". The forms banyo yap- and the
dialect form ~im-~cin- "to take a bath" 13 were also employed; they will
be viewed as inherently reflexive and are grouped together with yzkan-
and yun- "to wash oneself'.

The following reflexivisation strategies were followed by the children:
First, especially at age 4, lexicalised reflexive verbs were used, cf. [24a-c]:

[24a] Biilent (4 y.): Bu da yakanacak.
This and wash-REFL-FUT
`And this one is going to wash himself.'

[24b] Ya~ar (4 y.): Bu unla ddkunuyor.
this that-with pour-REFL-PROG
`This one is pouring [water] over with it himself.'

[24c] Ercan (5 y.): ,~imdi ~u cinniyor.
now that take-a-bath-PROG
`Now that one is taking a bath.'

[25] Cevdet (5 y.): kendisi yzkanacak.
`He is going to wash himself.'

[26] Selda (6 y.): Ondan sonra yzXzyo kendini.
and then wash-PROG self-ACC
`And then he is washing himself.

Secondly, the pronoun kendi(si~ was introduced either as the subject of a
reflexive verb ([25], yielding doubly marked reflexivisation), or as object of
a transitive verb ([26]). The frequency of the various refle~civisation types
in the descriptions of the picture at the different age levels is presented in
table 11.

17With phonetical variants [yaka-], [yixa-].
"The overall semantics of yim- is not defined exactly by the dictionaries. Redhouse

(1968, 255) translates with "to dip down ( in water), to duck under water; to wash by
pouring water over oneself'; DS (1224~ has "yikanmak" ( Both are compatible with the
inatance discussed here). However, TS (250) gives "suya butiin vucuduyla girip 4ikmak"
as meaning.
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TYPE 4 years 5 years 6 years

(sus.l) ytkantyor 7 4 4

(suB.l) kendiai y:kan:yor 2 3 5

kendiaini yskantyor 2 - -

kendiai y:kandartyor - 1 1

kendiaini ytktyor - 2 6

REST 1 3 4

TOTAL li 13 19

Table 11. Reflexivisation strategies (number of reponses; multiple
responses included).
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The conclusion must be that in the description of this particular picture

reflexive meaning is normally expressed in some way. At age 4 the infor-
mants mostly used only the reflexive verb, whereas the pragmatically more

appropriate use of kendi is firmly established at age 6. As an be seen from

table 11, the "rest" category, e.g., other predications than reflexive ones

centering around "to wash", or "to pour", are relatively infrequent, and

even those include some wich contain some reflexive form, like [27].

[27] Ya~ar ( 5 y.): gendisine gelmi~ heb suylar.

selí-DIR come-PERF all water-PL
`All the water has come to him.'

[28] Ercan (4 y.): ~imiyor kendisini.
wash-(REFL) self-ACC

`He is washing himself.'

[29] Ay~e (5 y.): gendi y:Xandtrtyomu~.
self-Ql wash-REFL-CAUS-PROG-INFER

`He is washing himself.'

Finally, two interesting developmental patterns did occur in the data twice

each. Firstly, two children at age 4 marked kendi wit the accusative in com-
bination with a reflexivised verb, as in [28]. Secondly, two older children
used the pronoun in absolute case in combination with causativised reflex-
ive verbs (as in [29]), thus stressing the agency of the subject.
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Lexical richne~~

The sixty most frequent items in the core-sample are presented in ap-
pendix IIId. Clearly, the present sample is too small to draw firm con-
clusions about any other than the most frequent items, and even then the
subject matter introduced by the pictures used for elicitation and in the
conversations are responsible for some bias in the top-sixty list (e.g., items
like tav,gan "hare" ). A comparison of the most frequent twenty items in
the list with the twenty most frequent items counted by Pierce (1963) in
adult Turkish speech 14 yields some interesting observations. The com-
parison is presented in table 12. In order to make the comparison more
complete, besides the twenty most frequent items from the core-sample,
the frequencies in the same sample of the rest of the most frequent items in
Pierce's adult sample are included, in table 12 as well. The rank order of
those items from Pierce's list on adult speech, which were not among the
twenty most frequent lexemes in the speech of the core-group informants,
is also given in table 12.

In the present child language sample 8 items of the adult-top twenty are
lacking. Of these, bak-, 01-, ver- and kaz are among the 26 most frequent
items. The relatively low frequency of sen, ne and yok can be explained by
taking into account the interview setting in which the child language data
where collected: the adult interviewer mostly puts the questions (hence
the low frequency of ne and sen), and the children can be expected to
refrain from answering questions in the negative with yok. This function
of yok can be assumed to make up a substantial part of the occurrences
in Pierce's frequency list. With ne and sen, an egocentric point of view
taken by the children could also play a role. Conspicuous is the very low
frequency of the au~cilary verb et- in the child language list (7 occurrences
only); this is easily explained by pointing out, first, that the lexicalised
forms containing et- in adult language are often quite abstract in mean-
ing and secondly, that et- is not a productive verb-forming device in the
speech of my informants; this function is taken over by yap- (cf. p.47)
which is reltively high in the frequency hierarchy in table 12.

11This top-twenty list is all that was ever published from Pierce's word-frequency list,
cf. Aksan (1982, 82).
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bilingual
children n

monolingual
adults n

1. 0 357 that de- 8742 to say
2. git- 188 to go bir 4673 one; a
3. bir 182 one (num.); a(det) bu 3278 this

4. bu 157 this o 3203 that
5. var 144 there is~are ben 2764 I
fi. gey 128 thing ne 2674 what
7. ge1- 115 to come o1- 2625 to become; be

8. a1- 105 to take, get; buy ge1- 2372 to come
9. ben 103 I git- 2372 to go

10. yap- 97 to make,repair; to do sen 1882 you (sg.)
11. ora 96 place-there var 1801 there is~are
12. bura 95 place-here ~ey 1343 thing
13. adam 92 man a1- 1281 to take, get; buy
14. de- 83 to say yap- 1264 to make; do
15. oyna- 73 to play; dance ver- 121fi to give
16. biz 61 we ora 1175 place-there
17. qu 57 that yok 1175 there is not;no!
18. anne 55 mother et- 1098 to do
19. ev 55 house bak- 1080 to look
20. bóyle 54 thus luz 1072 girl

21. bak- 53 to look
22. 01- 53 to become;be
25. ver- 47 to give
26. kiz 46 girl; daughter
58. sen 26 you (sg.)
68. yok 23 thereis~are not; no!
70. ne 21 what

Table 12. The twenty most frequent items in the core-sample and in
adult speech. ls

Of the items which are among the most frequent twenty lexemes in the
speech of the informants, but are lacking in the adult top-twenty, oyna-
"to play" and anne (mostly as annem, "my mother") are typical child
speech items. Bura, ,qu and óóyle are deictíc terms which can be expected
to be more frequent in preschool speech on account of a measure of "deixi-

16As opposed to my ordening in appendix IIId, to the occurrences of o those of osa-
man are added, to those of bir those of birqey and birde, to those of bu those of
habu, to those of gey those of bir~ey, and to those of de- those of diye. The clitic
DE, apparently treated by Pierce as a bound morpheme, is left out.
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cality", i.e., the employment of deictic terms as a compensatory device. In
fact, most deictic terms are especially frequent at age 4(including the most
frequent item, o). I~iuthermore, it is a fair guess that adam, ev and óiz
are also very frequent in adult speech. However, this cannot be checked
because only the first twenty items of Pierce's frequency list have been
published. One final remark should be made about the surprisingly high
frequency of de- "to say" in adult speech. Without doubt this is caused
by the structure of direct speech as cited in narratives: Ben de dedim ki:
' ' dedim ' ' dedim '... f~c. "And I said:'.....' I said '' I said '....., , ....., , ~ ~ ..., , ....

etc." In our data this pattern appears only at age 6 with most children
(this is reflected in the frequency of de-: llx at age 4, 6x at age 5 and
37x at age 6).

Lexical variables

The following variables were used as global measures for lexical develop-
ment at each age level for each informant in the core-group:

1. The number of content word types in the 75 utterances of the core-
sample.

2. A"deixicality coefficient", defined as the total number of tokens of
the deictic terms bu(ra~, bóyle, ~u(ra), ,qóyle, o(ra~, 6yle, divided by
the sum of the number of content word tokens plus the tokens of
deictic terms.

3. The scores on a productive vocabulary task. The informants were
asked to denote entities (objects or persons) and actions depicted on
cards. The same test was used by Verhoeven (19876).

4. The mean number of adjective types among the content words types.

Means and standard deviations of the scores on each of this measures for
each age level are presented in table 13:
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age 4 age 5 age 6
l.n content mean 65.0 69.0 77.4

words sd 7.7 9.1 5.5
2.deixicality mean 38.9 25.6 24.4

coefficient sd 16.2 12.7 9.8
3.productive mean 8.8 9.9 11.1
vocabulary sd 3.2 2.3 2.2

4.percentage of inean 4.5 4.3 8.3
adjectives sd 2.2 1.7 2.9

Table 13. Scores on the lexical variables.
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The significance of the growth of these variables between age 4 and age
6 was tested by means of an analysis of variance. The increase in the
number of content word types proved to be significant (F(2,22)-10.92, p
G.001), just like the decrease in deixicality (F-6.36, p G.O1). Also, the
effect of the two other variables was shown to be significant: the scores on
the productive vocabulary test (F-5.92, p G.O1) and the percentage of
adjectives among the content nouns (F-12.64, p G.001).

The drop in the deixicality coefficient occurs between age 4 and age 5;
thereafter the variable seems to stabilise. Of course it is not expected to
drop to zero; rather the number of occasions on which the children use
deictic terms for reference to people and objects decreases as more content
words become available in their vocabulary. The residue of deictic terms
left is used in a more adult-like fashion. A negative correlation between
the deixicality coefficient and the number of content words therefore must
be expected. Indeed, these two variables form the only pair among the
four lexical variables to show any tendency to correlate; the coefficients
are: -.53 (p-.037) at age 4, -.39 (p-.108) at age 5, and -.50 (p-.049) at
age 6.

It should finally be noticed that the adjectival category shows no signs
of growth between age 4 and age 5; the (significant) increase begins only
between age 5 an age 6(cf. also p.30)
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Diecu~aion

Word-forms denote concepts, and therefore there is a clear connection with
cognitive development. This aspect can aptly be illustrated by the function
for which the suffix ~-gil~ was used by informants at age 4 an 5: with it the
children marked their close friends and relatives as individual members of
their own group ( Ahmet-gil - "my friend Ahmet"). This sharply contrasts
with adult usage: there the suffix serves to define the group to which a
person is attached collectively ( Ahmet-gil - "Ahmet-and-his-family"). On
the other side, individual word-forms may have specific syntactic and prag-
matic functions, and this is certainly true for many derivational devices.
The acquisition of adjectives and adverbs as qualifying word classes, for
instance, is as much connected with semantic subcategorisation as with a
growing syntactic complexity. It is remarkable that the description of the
data-set put forwazd in this chapter shows that those derivational devices
were frequently employed already at the onset of the data collection at
age 4, or exhibited the greatest developmental increase of use from age 4
to 6, which fit into syntactic and pragmatic opposition patterns. Among
these patterns aze the passive and causative voices which essentially in-
volve a change of perspective on an action. [N N] compounds and [Adj N]
compounds in which the adjective is derived with ~-lI~ are in pazadigmatic
opposition, and also show a syntactic and pragmatic relationship with gen-
itive constructions. Derivational suffixes which are word-forming devices
proper, i.e., operate essentially inside the lexical component, are far less
frequently encountered and the developmental effect over data collection
cycles is less evident. This does not necessarily mean that these suffixes
have not been learned by the children. For one thing, the noun forming
suffixes discussed in this chapter were all found to be used with Dutch
base-words in spontaneous speech from age 4 onwards (Boeschoten 8t Ver-
hoeven 1987). At least in the case of the agent noun suffix it would come
as a surprise if it were lacking in the repertoire of 4-year-olds. Ekmek~i
(1979) reported productive use of this suffix in the speech of a child aged
1;7.

Full acquisition of any element of a language ideally means full mastery
of its distribution. In one of the pictures used for speech elicitation a mar-
ket place is depicted with stands covered with awnings. Three types of de-
notations were used by the informants to denote these awnings: a. yagmur
,qeyi "rain-thing", b. yaymurluk ("rain" ~-~-llkn and c. (buyukJ ,~emsiyeler
"(big) umbrellas". Certainly one could classify form (b) as the most fe-
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licitous and adult-like and claim that the acquisition of ~ llk~ must be an
asset for the further development of the lexicon of a child. But this is not
the whole story. In the first place, some sort of association is involved in
the production of the forms cited. For instance, children living in Cen-
tral Anatolia could be expected to produce a'.gune,g ,geyi "sun-thing" and
b'.gune3lik; indeed, the latter form is an acceptable alternative for the most
current adult term ~ad:r (basically "tent" ). Thus, in judging the appro-
priateness of any form, not only the word-forming device plays a role, but
also the base-word used.

There are three major moments in the acquisition of a new lexeme:
firstly, a concept must be established in the mind of the child. Secondly,
the concept is denoted by some, not necessarily adult-like form. Thirdly,
at a certain stage the conventional dictionary form is fixed for the concept.
Certainly the child is concerned with the conventionality of a form he
produces from the first moment he establishes a denotation.

In a number of studies Clark and others ( Clark 1981, 1983; Clark 8c
Hecht 1982) have investigated the acquisition of English noun formation
devices in experimental settings. Clark 8t Hecht ( 1982) strongly provoked
children to apply the suffix ~-er~ for forming agent and instrument nouns.
They compared the achievements of four age-groups on a productive and
a receptive task. The youngest group (mean age 3;4) produced signifi-
cantly more compound or suppletive forms as compared with the older age
groups ( the oldest ones having a mean age of 5;8). The major device for
forming agent nouns in the younger children appears to be compounding
with -man~-óoy~-guy,etc.; for forming instrument nouns, -thing appeared
to be the most frequent one. This preference for compounding in young
children was explained by an operating principle ( which was introduced as
a corollary of a"principle of transparency" invoking preference for one-to-
one matching of ineanings with forms):

In production, look for word-formation devices that use whole
words as their elements and add them to your repertoire for
constructing new words.(Clark 8t Hecht 1982, 4)

The Turkish child language compounding device with ~ey, together with
its English equivalent -thing, suggests an alternative, or rather supplemen-
tary, interpretation. In fact, ,gey is used as a dummy element in Turkish,
by adults as much as by children (cf. Boeschoten 8c Verhoeven 1986). By
employing it as a derivational device, the children communicate the in-
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tended meaning by (a) invoking an association by inserting a base-word;
(b) compounding with ,qey. This can only be effective if the hearer can
recover the intended meaning from the base-word used and the context;
from the employment of ,gey he infers that a concept different from, but
associated with the basic word is referred to. At the same time the child
signals that he has failed to retrieve the conventional denotation for the
concept from his lexicon. If English-speaking children hit upon a device
(-man~-boy~-guy) for the derivation of agent nouns, which is a major de-
vice in adult language as well, this may well be accidental. Clark 8z Hecht
(idem, 6) confine their discussion of the "principle of conventionality":

Find a word or device that is conventionally used to express
the requisite meaning and give it priority over other forms.

to (a) the role this principle plays in the establishment of word-formation
devices and (b) conventional deviations from full coverage by analogy which
have already been incorporated into a child's lexicon ( like typist, blocking
typ-er). But it may well be that this principle also blocks the filling of lexi-
cal gaps with innovative derivations. Considering the forced way by which
Clark 8t Hecht elicited innovative responses (cf. Clark 8z Hecht 1982, 8),
the number of responses not formed with ~-er~ and of non-responses is
quite high ( table 14).

Pattern Type PIa Group 1 oIo Group 2 01o Group 3 Qlo Group 4
(mean age 3;4~ (mean age 4;0~ ( mean age 4;10~ ( mean age 5;8~

1.Derivation 54 90 76 91
V-}--er

2.Compounding 21 5 5 2
V-f-man, etc.

3.Suppletive 3 2 10 3

4.Others; 22 3 9 4
"don't know";
non-response

Table 14. Agent noun-formation patterns with children acquiring English
(Clark 8t Hecht 1982, 16)
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Clark 8i Hecht interpret these figures from the perspective of the acqui-
sition of the suffix ~er~; their main contention is that the elimination
of the compound type from the overall pattern in the higher age groups
shows that for the older children the suffix has become as transparent as
free forms like man, etc., because the children have come to realise that
it has a pertinent meaning: `a person who (customarily) does X" (The
same type of transitional pattern: ... ,gey(i~ ~ ~ llk~ was observed in the
Turkish of my informants, cf tables 9 and 10). Besides, the authors were
interested in the homonymy patterns associated with ~-er~ (i.e., its dis-
tribution over agent and instrument nouns). One salient feature of table
14 is not discussed by them, probably because they judge it irrelevant for
their purpose: The remarkable increase of the number of suppletive and
other~non-response answers obtained from group 2 to group 3. From this
pattern I tentatively conclude that the Group 3 responses reflect competi-
tion between full productive application of derivation with ~-er~ ( i.e., the
principle of unifunctionality) and the principle of conventionality.ls

The issue I want to raise with this discussion of a study which is charac-
teristic for the work done by Clark and her collaborators on the acquisition
of word formation devices is the following: The full acquisition of any word
formation device, in the sense that the child comes to realise that bound
forms like ~-er~ have meanings of their own ( in this instance, two distinct
meanings) certainly is an asset to the lexical component. But it does not
directly contribute per se to the growth of an individual's lexicon, in the
sense that definite links are established between concepts and denotations
for them. In other words, why should yagmurluk be considered a more
successful denotation of "awning" than yagmur ~eyi, if neither conforms to
conventionality? We may well like Clark 8t Hecht (1982, 18) term ku4 ,gey
or ku,yun ,geyi "ungrammatical" denotations of "cage", as opposed to ku,g
,geyi. However, such a qualification seems irrelevant from a lexicalist point
of view.

In judging the productive mastery of a derivational suffix by a child,

leWhy this principle should only be active at Group 3 level, and not before or later,
cannot be decided on the basis of Clark 8c Hecht's data. For once, their experimental
design must be vulnerable to growing test-wiseness (which could be responsible for the
elimination of suppletive responses at Group 4 level). It is also interesting that the few
examples of auppletive answers cited in Clark 8t Hecht's study ïor the different age groups
auggest that they are of a different nature for the older two age groups as compared with
Group 1 and 2 responses: pilot (Group 4) is a much less episodic denotation of "someone
who flies" than auperman (Group 1~.
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it is also important to distinguish cases of rote learning, in which the
derivation goes unanalysed, from actual innovations, which may or may
not result in conventional forms. This matter is often dif~icult to judge
on the basis of spontaneous Turkish data, because most morphological
rules are completely regular, and the distributional range of the most fre-
quent derivational suffixes like ~-ll~ or ~-llk~ is quite large. Therefore, few
non-conventional forms occurred in my data-set, the one exception being
causative derivation, which is the only morphologically complex rule. But,
as has been remarked before, the bilingual situation is a special asset in
the analysis of the data, because the productivity of derivational devices
can be judged on the basis of their application to Dutch stems mixed into
Turkish. No inter-linguistic constraints impeach these derivations, as has
been shown by Boeschoten 8t Verhoeven ( 1987). Thus, the acquisition of
derivational suffixes naturally leads to a growth of a child's lexicon. But
the distribution of the forms derived does not conform automatically to
the adult norm, let alone to standard Turkish. The reduced Turkophonic
input which can be assumed for Turkish children in the Netherlands upon
entering kindergarten must be expected to take effect, not only at the level
of the (rate of) acquisition of derivational means, but also at the level of
adaptation to lingustic norms. Of course, the lexical input, like linguistic
input in general, to the children will vary considerably according to extra-
linguistic factors, such as socio-economic status of the family, which in its
turn will heavily influence the way in which Turkish and Dutch language
use in individual children will be distributed over domains of discourse.

In general, relatively little attention is paid to social variation in child
language research. The data so far available on the acquisition of Turkish in
a monolingual context are presumably exclusively based on data obtained
from middle class children. Ekmek~i ( 1987) discusses acquisition patterns
of a number of derivational suffixes in the speech of children aged 3 to 5.
Among these are suffixes like ~-GAn~ and ~-m.AcA~ which are completely
lacking in my data-set, suggesting that there is at least a difference in the
rate of acquisition of derivational means between her informants and mine.
At this point I can also invoke cross-linguistic evidence: compounding
with thing, etc., to obtain instrument nouns, by the children studied by
Clark 8i Hecht ( 1982) disappeared mostly before age 5, whereas a similar
development for the equivalent Turkish compounds with ,gey was observed
at least half a year later in my data ( cf. table 8). These difïerences could
well be connected with the gener~l social background of my informants,
rather than with their bilingual environment only.
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As has been noted before, no firm conclusions about frequency can
be drawn from my data-set. But the frequency lists (appendix III) do
reflect a familiar pattern (cf. Coenen 8t Vermeer 1988; Aleksejev 1984):
a few hundred lexemes are highly frequent, the rest is highly infrequent.
As this pattern must also be assumed for the input the children receive,
a substantial reduction in it must have serious consequences for lexical
development .

So far I have not discussed the instances of overgeneralisation of content
word meanings occurring in the my data-base. In appendix IIIa-b the rel-
evant cases are marked with an asterisk on the translational equivalents.
Three sources of variation in the informants' speech - i.e., varying regional
background of the families, Dutch environment and acquisition phenomena
- are of course all reflected in the lexical data. A typical case is formed
by the renderings of "he closes the door": kap:yz kapat:yor (-standard
Turkish) vs. kapzy: órtuyor (- Central Anatolian Turkish) vs. kap:yz ilik-
liyor (overgeneralisation of ilikle- "to button (a coat)"). This example
alone does not cover the full range of variation, as no rendering based on
a Dutch form occurred. However, if we abstract from phonetic differences
reflecting regional background (as was done in compiling appendix III), one
can say that the total amount of non-standard forms in the lists remains
limited (entries marked with asterisk in appendix IIIa-b; the Dutch items
in the core-sample are represented in appendix IIIc). At the same tíme,
quite a number of non-standard lexical items must be contained in pas-
sages marked "unintelligible" in the transcrípts. The misunderstandings
of word-forms arising from the complex variational situation are discussed
by Boeschoten (forthc.b).



4 NP Structure

Introduction

Purpose. This chapter is concerned with an analysis of the types of NP
structures which can be seen to develop in the speech of the informants,
and with the degree of complexity involved. The use of more complex NP
structures is connected with more or less elaborate qualification of the en-
tities referred to with NPs. Syntactically, my attention will be directed at
the ways the attributive slot(s) in the NPs produced is~are filled. Addi-
tionally, a few striking developmental features of case-marking and plural
marking are described in this chapter.

A number of Turkish NP types have in fact been discussed in the pre-
vious chapter. Firstly, the adjectival category was shown to emerge in
attributive position only after the onset of data collection (i.e., after age
4, cf. p.30 ff.). Secondly, a number of more complex NP structures were
produced in paraphrases which look like compensatory devices for word
formation (p.40 ff.).

NP structure. The structure of Turkish NPs is strictly left-branching,
as shown in figure 1:

NP

al N

Figure 1. NP structure in T~rkish.
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The structures discussed below are allowed in ai. In this description I am
not concerned with order rules holding between different types of qualifiers
in al....an.

~ a- AdjP Adjectival attributes involve no morphological adapta-
tion. However, the AdjP is moved to the right of Det iff. Det is G-}-
definite~ 1 (cf. examples [la-b]).

[la] óiiyiik bir aga~

`a big tree'

[lb] bu buyuk aga~
`this big tree'

~ a- NP. Qualifiers of this type can be eíther genitive complements
([3]), or attributes in compounds (NP - No, [2]), as has already been
discussed in the previous chapter.

[2] ~ocuk kitab-i
child book-POSS3

`children's book'

[3] ~ocug-un kitab-:
child-GEN book-POSS3

`the child's book'

Semantically, the difference between these two constructions can be
analysed in terms of a non-specific attribute (yielding a compound)
versus a specific one (Johanson 1977). On the other hand, compound-
ing can be considered a word formation device (e.g., N-[No No]; cf.
the last chapter, p.40), whereas genitive constructions cannot.

~ a- AdvP. Adverbial qualifiers are incorporated into NP by apply-
ing the suffix -ki (cf. [4]).

lIf, however, the AdjP is "heavy", a definite determiner may optionally appear be-
tween AdjP and N: iki tane óelikli bu k:z~bu iki tane óelikli ksz "this girl with two
plaits", as againat bu belikli ktz~~óelikli bu kiz "this girl with plait(s~".
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[4] sokakta-ki ~ocuklar
street-LOC--ki child-pl

`the children on the street'

The locatives suffixed with -ki can also be substantivised, cf. [5].

[5] ,quradaki `the one over there'

[6] Ahmed'inki `the one belonging to Ahmet'

A possessor phrase can likewise be substantivised by suffixing it with
-ki, cf. [6].

~ a- PP. Some postpositional phrases require no morphology if used
attributively, for instance those with gibi or kadar for a head (cf. [7]).
On the other hand, postpositional phrases formed with postpositions
which aze primarily adverbs require -ki Z (cf. [8]).

[7] onlar gibi insanlar
they like man-pl

`people like them'
[8] bu yildan ónceki durum

this year-ASL before-ki situation

`the situation of before this yeaz'

~ a- Relative Clause. There are two constructions in Turkish
which correspond to relative clauses in Indo-European languages. If
the nominal head is the subject of the embedded clause, the partici-
ple ~An is used, yielding what I will refer to as "subject relatives",
as in [9].

[9] eve ka~-an ~ocuk
house-n~R run off-Atv child

`the child who runs~ran ofF home'

If, however, the head has any other syntactic role in the embed-
ded clause, an "object participle" is used, yielding"non-subject rela-

7Actually, thie circumstance would be a good argument for classifying this type of
"PP"e as adverbial phrasee.
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tives", as in [l0a-b] 3. Note that, in contrast to the subject participle
~An, the object participle -DIK is marked for person with a posses-
sive suffix; the subject of the embedded clause, if overtly expressed,
is marked with the genitive.

[l0a] gór- dug-um ev
see-DIK-POSSlsg house

`the house I see~saw'

(lOb] ~ocuy-un kag- tig-i ev
child-cEx run off-DIK-POSS3 house

`the house to which the child runs~ran'

~ a- Ny N. Verbal noun-N ([Ny N]) compounds are formed by in-
flecting the verb with the verbal noun suffix -mA, as in [11].

(11] bekleme salonu
wait-Iv[A room-POSS3

`waiting-room'

This suffix is highly productive as a word formation device (not only
in compounds, but also per se, cf. Lewis 1978, 170 ff.), and has
therefore already been discussed in the previous chapter (p.41). 4

The verbal nouns like those formed with -mA can considerably add
to the complexity of the noun phrase, because they remain verb-like,
i.e., retain their argument structure, cf. [12].

~It sould be mentioned here that non-subject relative clauses with non-specific sub-
jects of the embedded clause can be formed with the participle -yAn, i.e., htraiz giren
ev (`thief entering house') `a~the houae entered by thieves'. I will leave this type aside
in the discussion, as no use of it by young children has been reported so far.

~Another verbal noun suffix with a similar function in adult Turkish is -ylg (cf. Lewia
1978, 172 ff.). It should moreover be noted that -mA can also form adjectives, as in
asma kópru-g (as- `suspend'-mA `suspension-bridge'. In that function -mA occurred
just once in the core-sample: ;i~me gocuk `blow-up-doll' (Dilek, 5 y.).
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[12] soyanlari doyrnma usulu
onion-pl-ncc slice-MA manner-POSS3

`the way of slicing onions'

Constraints on the processing of extended ("heavy") NPs. NPs
containing more than one simple (one-place) attribute can be of widely
different structure. As is indicated schematically in figure 2, not only can
the number and nature of attributive slots (i.e., a; in figure 1) which are
filled vary, elaboration can also take place within the qualifying phrases.

a. series qualification b. multiple qualification

NP
NP

Figure 2. "Series" and "multiple" qualification (Mundy 1955).

In written standard Turkish both possibilities are exploited to the utmost.
Whereas, owing to the rigid phrase structure of Turkish NPs, even very
complex NPs remain transparent in writing, in speech NP structure is
rather heavily constrained by processing factors. This was pointed out by
Mundy (1955), who differentiated between what he called sEItIES QUALI-
FICATION and MULTIPLE QUALIFICATION, a difference which, if applied to
NPs, corresponds to figures 2a and 2b respectivly. In a series qualification
each linearly sucessive element qualifies the next one, yielding chaíns of the
type [[[...ZY]X]N]; a typical example being [13a]. A multiple qualification,
on the other hand, is characterised by a number of attributes "enveloping"
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the headb, yielding a type [...Z[Y(X[N]]]; Mundy chose [13b] for his standard
example. Naturally, NPs of a mixed type (combining series and multiple
qualification) are quite possible (just replacing baba-m-:n `my father's' in
[13b] by Ay,ye-nin baba-sa-n:n `A.'s father's' yields an example).

[13a] ~~~Ay,ge-nin teyze-si~-nin ogl-u~-nun k:z-a~
`Ay~e's aunt's son's daughter'

[13b] ~baba-m-an ~eski ~mektep arkada,q-IarJJ-:~
`my father's old schoolfriends'

Mundy claims that, while elaborate series qualifications of the type [13a]
would be difTicult to maintain in any spoken language, Turkish syntactic
structure leads to a breakdown of the means for prosodic differentiation in
serially qualified NPs. In Turkish word-groups the main stress falls on the
qualifying element, but the group rhythm is broken in a series containing
more than just one qualifier (Mundy 1955, 284-285).

In the case of multiple qualifications as [13b], likewise no prosodic co-
hesion can be established (ibidem). The point is that all qualifiers are
linked to the head, but are not adjacent to it in surface structure, and
the prosodic contour is severed between lineary successive, but unrelated
elements is severed. A phrase like [13b] in speech would therefore fall apart
into three isolated word-groups (babam:n ~ eski ~ mektep arkada,ydara).

Apparently, the degree of complexity of NPs is expected to be rather
sharply restricted even in Turkish spoken by adults. The processing con-
straints established by Mundy should be reflected in the speech production
of the informants of the present study as well.

Constraints on the acquisition of relative clause structure. The
acquisition of relative clause constructions in Turkish has been studied by
Slobin (1986). He found, first, that 2 to 4-year old Turkish monolingual
children used far less relatives in Turkish than their peers from an English-
speaking control group did in English (cf. Slobin 1986, 294). Secondly,
he concluded from his data that the Turkish children were much slower

óMundy mentions, but does not further discuss, another "non-enveloping" type of
multiple qualification (for instance, two coordinated attributive adjectives would yield
such a type~. The type is irrelevant for his, and for the present discussion (Cf. Mundy
1955, 283~.
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in developing the use of non-subject relatives than in developing subject
relatives (from age 2 to 4;6).

Slobin explains his first result (i.e., the relative difficulty of T~rkish
relative clauses as compared with English ones in acquisition) by pointing
out some psycholinguistic facts (Slobin 1986, 277 ff.). A clause like eve
ka~an ~ocuk ([9]) is assumed to be more difficult to process as compared
with the Indo-European type of relative clauses, because, firstly, a relative
pronoun is lacking (which clearly indicates the syntatic role of the head in
the embedded clause). And secondly, the clause deviates from the canon-
ical T~rkish sentence type on account of the use of a nonfinite verb form,
and on account of inversion of subject and verb (at least, in the case of
subject relatives).

Slobin's second claim, i.e., that Turkish non-subject relatives are more
difFicult to be learned than subject relatives, is not substantiated by his
data. Rather, the much greater rate of acquisition of subject relatives
obtained by Slobin is to a large extent an artefact of his analysis: the
occurrences of the compound suffix -DAki (locative case f-ki, cf. [5a])
are classified as aubject relatives; ev-deki ~ocuk is glossed as "the child
who is in the house" (Slobin 1986, 283). No sound syntactic or semantic
reason for doing so is offered; why not, for instance, also classify all other
NP-structures such as [PP N], [Adj N], as "subject relatives"? Even so,
a tendency for yAn to be more frequent than the object participles with
-DIK seems to transpire in the table offered by Slobin (1986, 293). How-
ever, the numbers involved are exceedingly low (totals of 5 subject relative
cluases vs. 14 non-subject ones).

Finally, one additional claim made by Slobin (1986, 279 ff.) in connec-
tion with the acquisition of relative clauses in Turkish should be checked
in the present data-base. He points out the high frequency of a special
discourse strategy in adult language use to appeal to shared knowledge,
i.e., bracketing with the particles hani and ya ([14]):

[14] Hani bíironuzda esmer ~ocuk var ya,
i,gte o sizi ar:yor.
"you know there's the dark boy in your office;
well it's he who is looking for you." (Lewis 1978, 216)

Slobin considers these hani... ya utterances as paraphrases of relative
clauses, especially in the light of the fact that ani has become establised as
a relative pronoun in Gagauz, a Balkan language closely related to Turkish.
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NP Structure in the data ~et

In the following sections, the occurrence of different types of NP structures
in the data set will be analysed. In a subsequent section, the nature of the
constraints which appear to exist on type and complexity of NP structures
and their acquisition will be discussed.

With respect to the frequency of multiple (and series) qualification,
the picture descriptions yield much more material than the conversations,
because the children are constantly engaged in referring to persons and
objects depicted. Some of the examples cited below are taken from record-
ings of the productive vocabulary task.

Nominal compounds and possessive constructions. As was men-
tioned before, compounding and genitive constructions in Turkish can be
viewed as standing in paradigmatic relationship to each other. The geni-
tive can be said to mark the qualifying noun as C~ specific~; the lack of
it in renders it G- specific), yielding a compound (Johanson 1977).

In general, the handling by the informants of this opposition, both in
conversations and in picture descriptions, is difficult to assess. There are,
however, indications to be found in the data that the adult norm has not
been fully established even at age 6. More specifically, some of the pictures

used for the productive vocabulary task yielded non-standard responses.
For instance, a"cage" was referred to either as ku,g ,geyi "bird thing" or ku~
evi "bird house" (a standard form given by dictionaries; the more current
form kafes was seldom produced). Besides, however, the children quite
often responded with ku,gun (`bird'-GEtv) ~eyi or ku,gun evi, although there
was no bird depicted together with the cage on the word-card; therefore,
in this case a G f specific) marking of "bird" would be inappropriate in
adult Turkish. At all three age-levels, instances of references of this type
of referents were roughly distributed equally over G f GE1v ) marked cases,
and no informant-specific differences could be detected.

Underrepresentation of the genitive is also to be found in the data,
but these instances are far less frequent (7 clear cases in the entire core-
sample), and they seem to be connected with Mundy's multiple qualifica-
tion, as in [15].
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[15] Zeki (5-y.): adam-0 bzïyuk gol-u
man big arm-POSS3
`the man's big arm'

Overindulgence in genitive marking was very occasionally found with the
6-year-olds in cases which are not connected with compounding (e.g., [16]).

[16] Bulent (6-y.): Tiirkge-nin ,garktlann: seviyom.
Turkish-cEN song-pl-POSS3-ncc like-PROC-lsg

`I like Turkish songs.'

Finally, underrepresentation of the possessive suffix did occur, both in com-
pounds (cf. [1?]) and in possessive constructions (cf. [18]), but occurrences
are infrequent, and have virtually disappeared at age 6.

[17] Zeki (4-y.): gdbeg yemeg-~
dog food

`dog's food', e.g., `bone'

[18] Tahibe (5-y.): ev-in banyo-~1
house-cEx bathroom

`the bathroom of the house'

[19a] Tahibe (5-y.): Turk óredmen-~a
Turk(ish) teacher-~

[19b] Tahibe ( 5-y.): Turk bara-sa
Turk(ish) money-POSS3

The observed cases look very much like performance accidents; the one sys-
tematic exception is the attributive usage of Turk, which always behaves
like a noun and therefore requires a possessive suffix on the head. Most
instances of underrepresentation of this element occur with Gf humanl
heads (as in [19a]), whereas the possessive marker is mostly produced with
G- human~ heads ( as in [19b]). This distribution reflects the distribu-
tion in the adult input the children have: there is a noticeable tendency
in spoken Turkish to leave out the compound marking possessive suffix
in qualifications with Turk and other references to nationalities (cf. also
chapter 3, p.33, fn.6).
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The sufAx -ki. This suffix e was frequently used already at age 4 in all
syntactic positions: with primary adverbs ((20a]), with locative case ([20b])
and with the genitive (yielding a nominalised possessor phrase, [20c]).

[20a] Cevdet (6 y.): ónceki eski evimizde
`in our old house from-before'

[20b] Dilek (5 y.): bisim sogagdaki Maruklar
`The Moroccans in our street.'

[20c] Ercan (4 y.): ~ununkisi pipo.
`And that [thing] of him is a pipe.'

Moreover, both overindulgence and underrepresentation of this suffix were
highly infrequent (cf. [21a] and [21b]).

[21a] cH1Ln (5 y.): Hiiseyin ,qurdaki gar:yor.
`Hiiseyin is running over there.'

[21b] Tahibe ( 6 y.): bizim orda-0 ev
`our house there'

The first type (i.e., overindulgence of -ki) is discussed by Ekmek~i (1986,
253). She interprets the occurrence of phrases like [21a] as evidence for
the difficulty children have with relativisation. I would claim (1) that chil-
dren do not seem to have any particular difficulties with -ki constructions;
(2) overindulgence in the suffix is very infrequent (at least in my data);
(3) -ki constructions should not be analysed as relative clauses (cf. the
introduction of this chapter).

"The dialectal varianta (-kiJ, (-gsJ, JJysJ did occur, but were rather infrequent.
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PP Qualiflers. Of the possible qualifiers of this type, only two occur more
than once ( cf. also example [32] below). One is gibi "like" in combination
with bir,qey "something" for a head. This type is not particularly frequent
(in the core-sample: lx at age 5, 2x at age 6, none at age 4, e.g. [22]).

[22] Zeki ( 5 y.): ku,q gibi bir~ey
bird like something
`Something like a bird'

The other type is the one formed by the postposition kadar in combination
with a demonstrative pronoun (e.g., [23]). This type is also infrequent (2
x at age 6).

[23] Cevdet (6 y.): Zeki'nin ,gu kadar garda,y:
Zeki-GEN so-much sister- Poss3
`Zeki's so-big (WITH GESTURE) sister'

Relative clauses and participles. Relative clauses are totally absent in
the speech samples collected from the core-group informants at ages 4 and
5, with just one exception of a semantically rather obscure non-subject
relative in [24]:

[24] AnULT: neden gidiyor, biliyor ~nusun?
`Do you know why he is going?'

Dilek (5 y.): ruzgar-:n ugut-tug-u adanc
wind-GEN fly-CAUS-DIK-POSS3 man

`The man whom the wind has blown away.' (?)

At age 6, four different core-group children produced four subject relatives
~An, the most complex one being [25]:
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[25] ADULT: Ktm?

`Who?'

Cevdet(6 y.): 0 zaman bize bakan kadin.
then we-DIR look-Atv woman
`The woman who was then looking after us.'

Thus, even as compared with Slobin's monolingual informants (aged 2 to 4)
who produced a total of 19 relative clauses during approximately 40 hours
of recording, these structures are exceedingly scarce in the speech of the
bilingual children of the present study, aged 4 to 6. They only produced 5
relative clauses during approximately 24 hours of recording.

The particples -~AcAk and -ml,g were only employed as word formation
devices by the informants (cf. pp.41-42).

The discourse device of bracketing by hani... and ... ya, claimed by
Slobin to serve as a paraphrase for relative clauses, was also infrequently
employed by the informants: 4 cases in all (1 x at age 4, 3x at age 5, none
at age 6); one example is ofFered in [26]).

~26] ADULT: Bu ne? (POINTING TO A TOY FURNACE)
`What's this?'

Ya~ar (5 y.): Hani yemekler pi~iriyon ya.
`You know, you cook food [on it].'

On the basis of the present data, this device can hardly be considered to
fulfil a compensatory function as a paraphrase of relative clauses.

Additional information on the acquisition of relative clauses is offered by
the results obtained from the sentence imitation task ( cf. p.19 and AP-
PENDIX I). This task contained, among other things, 5 sentences with
relative clauses, i.e., 2 subject relatives with ~An, and 3 non-subject
relatives with -DIK f possessive suffix. The results obtained from 30 in-
formants for whom a full set of results was obtained are presented in table
15 below.

From table 15 it can be concluded that, notwithstanding the apparent
difficulty all age-groups had with the production of relative clauses, their
capacity to understand and reproduce the structures increased consider-
ably with the increase of age. No great difference can be seen to exist
between the overall scores on subject and non-subject relatives; rather
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than by this difference, the scores on the individual items appear to be in-
fluenced by the overall complexity of the linguistic context of the relatives
(the sentences on which the informants scored best and worst respectively,
i.e., sentences 9 and 8 of the task, both contained non-subject relatives).

The results presented in table 15 offer some support for Slobin's ex-
planatory reasoning in favour of the greater complexity of non-subject rel-
atives (as compared to subject relatives). Slobin (1986, 284) claims that
it is especially the marking of the subject with genitive case which renders
the non-subject relative clauses difficult to process. From the sentences of
the imitation task, the two sentences with nominal subjects (nos. 8 and
28) yielded consistently lower scores than the sentence with the subject
marked only with a possessive sufPix (no. 9).

sentence no. 4-years 5-years 6-years
- 18 16 13

18 f 1 14 17
n.r. 11 - -
- 14 14 9

23 ~- 3 16 21
n.r. 13 - -

total y An QI'o f 7 q 50 q 64 ~
- 16 23 19

8 ~ 2 7 11
n.r. 12 - -

- 9 12 9
9 f 9 18 21

n.r. 12 - -
- 18 15 14

28 ~ 0 13 16
n.r. 12 2 -

total -DIK Plo -~ 10 ~ 42 q 53 q

Table 15. Responses to relative clauses in the sentence imitation task.
(n - 30; ~ - correct, - - incorrect, n.r. - non-response7)

From a developmental perspective, however, the overall morpho-syntactic
complexity involved in the two types of relative clauses is underrated by

~The high incidence of non-responses at age 4 is caused by the fact that 11 of the
4-year-olds did not cooperate in this task.
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Slobin when he attempts to explain~predict relative complexity by one sin-
gle parameter. One feature of non-subject relatives may well make them
more transparent: in contrast to subject relatives they are marked for per-
son. Thus, the subject of the embedded clause is overtly expressed, and
this should facilitate the acquisition of the -DIK- participle. Secondly, -
DIK is used as a morphological element in a variety of constructions; more
specifically, as verbal noun serving as nucleus for subject~object clauses
and for converbs, cf. [27] and [28] 8.

[27] Songul (5 y.): zabah ol- dug-u- nu andad:yo.

morning become-DIK-POS53-ACC explain-PROG
`He explains that it has become morning.'

[28] Ya~ar (4 y.): Ugak gel- dig-i zaman
plane come-DIK-POSS3 time

`when the plane arrives'

Both subject~object clauses and converbs as in [28] are infrequent, just
like relative clauses. Ya~ar used the converb in [28] quite often (7 x) at
age 4, but never at age 5 and 6. As yet, it is unclear what interaction
between the different types of constructions involving -DIK plays a role in
acquisition.

One sentence in the sentence imitation task yielded a quite interesting
response type. When asked to reproduce the sentence getir-dig-in (-DIK-
Poss2sg) kitabt óegendim (`I liked the book which you have brought'), the
children often responded with: getir-di-n (-PAST-2sg) kitabi, begendim
`you brought the book, [and] I liked it', thus splitting up the compound
sentence into two simplex ones. The close phonetic resemblance (i.e., be-
tween the participle marked for 2sg, getirdiyin and the past, also marked
for 2sg, getirdin) may well facilitate the acquisition of non-subject rela-
tives. That contamination of the two compound forms does indeed take
place, is furthermore illustrated by the following example [29]:

[29] Tahibe (6 y.): Tiirkiye'ye git-ti-k zaman
Turkey-DIR go-PAST-lpl time
`when we went to Turkey'

"Converbs with -yAn as nucleus are widespread in some Anatolian (esp. Eastern)
díalects, but none of these occurred in my data-base).
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Here, instead of gittik zaman, git-tiy-ámiz zaman (-DIK-POSSlpl) would
be required in adult Turkish; it is only in the lst person plural that the
close phonetic resemblance between the two compound suffixes mentioned
does not confuse the argument.

Acquisitional constraints on NP structure

The attributive slot (ai) of Turkish NPs is an important environment for
the development of more complex linguistic structures. Two types of con-
straints on NP structure emerge: One is related to the type of NP, the
other to its size.

From the previous sections we can conclude that NPs of the form [N
N] and [Adv(fki) N] are well established at age 4. As has been shown
in the previous chapter (p.30 fF.), the development of adjectives in the
attributive slot roughly seems to take place during the data-collection
period, i.e., between age 4 and age 6. Also during this period, PPs emerge
as NP qualifiers, though they are not very frequent.

The acquisition of relative clauses ( i.e., the use of participle construc-
tions in the attributive slot), on the other hand, appears to be heavily
constrained, and to lag considerably behind the acquisitional pattern de-
scribed by Slobin for a younger group of monolingual Turkish chíldren.
Verbal nouns in this position (especially -mA), on the other hand, ap-
pear frequently as attributes; these structures have been treated as word
formation devices in the previous chapter (p.41-42.).

Besides this major structural constraint, NPs seem to be also subject to
one general constraint on extent, which is:

[30J In structures of the form [X N]Np, X contains 3 elements at most.

This constraint derives from table 16, in which the occurrences ofattributes
consisting of 2 elements in the total core-sample of spontaneous speech are
given.
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AGE 2-PLACE 3-PLACE 4-PLACE
4 year 9 1
5 year 24 6
6 year 27 8

Table 16. Size of NP-attributes (produced by the core-group informants).

As can be derived from table 16, the number of 3-place attributes increased
with ongoing age, but 4-place attributes were never produced. It is im-
portant to notice that the few 3-place attributes can be of very different
types. Elaborate AdjPs were produced by Tahsin at age 6 ((31a-b]; note
that the suffix - -ll (cf. p.45) is attached at N"- level):

[31a] iki dane teker-li araba
two piece wheel-li car
`a car with two wheels'

[31b] bóyle ust-u leke-li
thus top-POSS3 stain-lI
`with stains on it like that'

An elaborate qualifier of the form PP was produced by Songul at age 4
([32]):

[32] evleri temizlemek ígin siipurge

house-pl-AC clean-INF for broom
`a broom for cleaning the houses'

Nested genitives very occasionally occurred, too, as in [33], produced by
Selda at age 4:

[33] (~kedinin yatagi~nm orasi~na gelmi~
cat-GEN bed-POSS3-GEN place-there-POSS3-DIR come-INFER
`he has come there at the cat's bed'

An example of a lengthier relative clause was given in [25]; an elaborate
paraphrase using the word formation device -mA yer(i~ (cf. p.41) is of-
fered in [34] (Ercan, age 5). Note the use of at-ma, where adults would
prefer at-tl-an (-PASS-AN).
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[34] mektup kapslara atma yere
letter door-pl-DIR throw-MA place-DIR
`to the letters-in-the-doors-throw place'
(e.g.: `to the letter-box')

It can be concluded that constraint [30J has no obvious structural corre-
late; it may be connected with the short memory capacity of the children.
On the other hand, as was mentioned above, Mundy (1955) has shown
that the processing of complex NPs in general is subject to constraints in
adult speech, too. If we briefly consider the two types of qualification dif-
ferentiated by Mundy, it seems that "multiple qualification" is constrained
somewhat more sharply than "series qualification" . None of the 3-place
attributes is of the former type. Typically, maximal extension is of the
type [N [Adj [N]]], as in [35] (Feride, age 5).

[35J óaóassn:n ku~uk tahtas:
father-POSS3-GEN small hat-POSS3

`Her father's small hati9

Rather than the difficulty of prosodic contour (see above, p.68), the over-
riding difficulty, therefore, seems to be that in series qualification the at-
tributes serialised are not adjacent to the head.

In conclusion it can be said that the development of relative clause patterns
is remarkably limited, as compared to what was found in monolingual
children of the same age. On the other hand, constraints on the size of NP
must be seen in relation to general constraints on the structures involved
in any variety of spoken Turkish.

9 Tahta for `hat' is frequent in the data-base ( instead of ~apka~.
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TAM-~emantice and language acqui~ition

Introduction. During the last two decades remarkable progress has been
made in the theory of tense, modality and aspect 1(henceforth, TAM).
Most of the ideas which have been put forward may not be entirely new.
But the scope of specific languages investigated has been enlarged consid-
erably and the cross-linguistic perspective has resulted in a unification of
theory. The relationship between TAM-theory and truth-value semantics
is an uncomfortable one. However, in the meantime it has been recognised
that the problems involved can often be dealt with in terms of structural
(Prague School type) semantics. There has emerged some sort of consensus
that it must be useful to construct a general theoretical framework appli-
cable to all natural languages, abstracting away from language-specific
formal encoding of the relevant distinctions.

Still, formal considerations remain very much in the foreground. Cer-
tain languages may reflect the distinctions worked out in the general theory
more closely than others. A case in point is of course the aspectual system
of Slavonic languages which started linguists thinking about the category,
because here the central notions of perfectivity and imperfectivity appeaz
leacicalised. Therefore not only scholars working on aspectual theory, but
also those whose main concern is the aspectual system of a specific lan-
guage, normally keep close track of the Russian prototype. One approach,
adopted by Bache (19856), is to construct aspect as a metalinguistic cate-
gory on the basis of Russian aspect, and then apply it to an object language
(in his case, English). Johanson (1971), on the other hand, in his anal-
ysis of the aspectual system of Turkish, a language in which the main
distinction is encoded quite clearly, constructs his theory on the basis of
the inventory of Turkish final verb markers. On the basis of a compari-
son with the Russian system he draws the important conclusion that one
main difference between the aspectual systems of the two languages is one
of markedness: In Russian the imperfective appears to be the unmazked

lA common cover term for the categories in the English literature on the subject.
Whenever it is used it is meant to include a fourth category, aktionsart.
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case, in Turkish the perfective (in the terminology of Chung 8c Timberlake
1985, Turkish would be a"dynamicity" language, Russian a"closure" lan-
guage). Another example for a more or less close correspondence between
an abstract semantic system and language-specific encoding is provided by
the systems of modal auxiliary verbs in Western European languages as
means for expressing epistemic and deontic modality. For this reason an
analysis of the English system of modal auxiliaries will serve as a basis for
the description of the acquisition of modality in Turkish.

The terminological problems which for a long time have been associ-
ated with theorising about TAM-systems seem to have been overcome to
a large extent. There is no disagreement as to the fact that tense is a
deictic category operating on a metaphorical time-axis. But, especially
in the Anglo-Saxon literature on aspectual theory (including the influen-
tial works of Comrie 1976, and Lyons 1977, II, 705-6; also lately, Chung
8z Timberlake 1985), a proper distinction between aspect and aktionsart
has not been made. Yet, on "the continent" a broad consensus exists as
to the necessity of such a distinction (to cite only a few works: Bache
1982, 1985a'6; Platzack 1979, 39-40 and 67-68; on ~rkish: ,iohanson 1971;
Von Stutterheim 1987; Guzev 1988). Aktionsart, then, is defined as "the
manner in which an action or situation develops or proceeds in particu-
lar circumstances", aspect as "the speakers~writer's view of the action or
situation described" (Bache 1982, 64). "Aktionsart" thus defined is still a
rather ambiguous category: It refers to the temporal opposition of DuRA-
TIVE vs. PUNCTUAL as much as to kinetic oppositions like DYNAMIC vs.
STATIVE, TELIC vs. ATELIC, SEMELFACTIVE vs. ITERATIVE, etc. (Bache
1982, 70). In Turkish, too, aktionsart is basically, though by no means
exclusively (Johanson 1971, Von Stutterheim 1987), a category which is
concerned with the "inherent meaning" of verbs. The category of aspect
on the other hand centres around the main opposition between PERFEC-
TIVE and IMPERFECTIVE.

For practical reasons I will adopt in the following the terms introduced
by Smith 8c Weist (1987): "viewpoint aspect" and "situation aspect" for
the categories of "aspect" and "aktionsart" respectively Z. Incidentally, in
this short note the authors show in a very instructive way how harmful
the neglect of a precise distinction between the two categories can be for

~In particular, "aspect" can then be used as a cover term for both categories, and
"aspectual values" can be used as synonymous with "non-temporal and non- modal".
Although it is hatdly an accident if Aktionsart forces its way into English as a loanword,
"aktionsartmëfiig" would be too much punishment.
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child language theory.
Modality, i.e., the grammatical marking of speakers' attitudes, on the

other hand has caused less linguistic controversy than the category of as-
pect. Nevertheless, it appears to be difficult to provide clear definitions
and terminology. Lyons (1971, 307 ff.) does not make a terminological
distinction between "mood" and "modality", as other authors do. For
simplex sentences he distinguishes imperative and negation on the one
hand, and "three scales of modality" (`wish' and `intention'; `necessity'
and `obligation'; `certainty' and `possibility'). It is with these latter scales
of modality that the following description and discussion will be concerned.
The elaboration on the four TAM-categories will be presented in the order
modality-tense-aspect.

Modality marking in Western European languages, and in 74~rk-
ish. Under the heading of "modality" those linguistic means are cate-
gorised which the speaker uses to express notions such as possibility, ne-
cessity, intention, or obligation. This semantic category can be said, in
other words, to be concerned with the way in which the speaker expresses
his assessment of the propositional content of his own utterances. If the
factivity or subjective truth-value of the proposition is assessed, this will
be expressed by modal forms which somehow give an indication of its ac-
tual realisation. Other modal functions are concerned with a measure of
obligation or permission involved in the utterance. In this way two differ-
ent types of modality can be distinguished, both of which are important
in verbal communication.

The first of these two types of modality is often referred to as "epistemic
modality", the second type as "deontic modality". Deontic modality "is
concerned with the necessity or possibility of acts performed by morally
responsible agents" (Lyons 1977, II, 823). Deontic necessity derives from
some source or cause. The modalised action may be initiated by a source
outside the agent on whom an obligation is imposed. In that case the
modaltiy is termed "external (deontic) modality". In the case of "internal
(deontic) modality", the action modalised is initiated by the agent himself.
This type of modality is concerned with volition and ability (Hermerén
1978, 43-44, 99).

European languages like English, German, Dutch and French typically
exhibit a strong affinity between these modalising functions and a class of
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modal verbs defined by clearly distinguishable morphological and syntactic
properties. The modal functions fulfilled by other linguistic means, such
as modal adverbs and adjectives, are to a large extent supplementary.

Under these circumstances, the interest of linguists who describe modal-
ity systems in these languages naturally centres around their systems of
auxiliaries. This can also be said of studies on language acquisition; a
tendency reinforced by the fact that modal adverbs are acquired relatively
late, so that they can easily be neglected in studies on early language
acquisition.

Two principal tendencies in acquisitional patterns were established by
researchers in this field (Wells 1979, Stephany 1983, Hofmann 1986): While
modal suxiliaries fulfil both epistemic and deontic functions in English or
German, deontic usage precedes epistemic usage. This has been inter-
preted as a consequence of the primary communicative modal functions in
children's speech. Piaget (1950), on the other hand, links the primacy of
deontic functions to the egocentric stage in cognitive development.

Acquisitional sequences follow a pattern of maximum contrast: Those
auxiliaries are first acquired which fulfil "weak" modal functions, e.g.
modalities low on the implicational scale in figure 3. Typically, a sequence
like (in English) can ) will 1 shall ~ rnust can be expected.

Figure 3 has been taken from Hermerén (1978) 3, where it serves to illus-
trate the comprehensive description offered in the monograph on the func-
tions fulfilled by English modal auxiliaries. Hermerén's analysis is useful
for cross-linguistic description because he consistently aims at constructing
semantic categories. In doing this he has used two methods: paraphras-
ing and componential analysis. Paraphrasing is used to disambiguate the
logical relations holding between the different types of modality; as an
illustration of the method employed I offer Hermerén's discussion of the
implications holding between the modalities in the left column of figure 3
(the "internal" epistemic modalities; op. cit., 99):

'In this figure "want" and "hope" stand for paraphrases of the meaning of auaciliary
verbs; for example: "do you want me to ..." would be expressed in English by "shall I
(come)?", in Turkish by: "(gelJeyim miP."
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internal epistemic external
(deontic) modality (deontic)
modality modality

......................

determination certainty

prediction

trAcAk
intention

custom

presumptio

willingnesa probability

..
posaibility [1]

"it is posaible that..."]

fi AmA

ability possibility [2]

...................

necessity

85

suggestion

11
appropriateneea

"want"

"hope"

permisaion

["it is posaible for x to..."]

~ -atrong implication I - weak implication

Figure 3. Modalities (after Hermerén 1978).
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"As regards the relations of implication between the first three modal-
ities, i.e. DETERMINATION, INTENTION and WILLINGNESS the follow-
ing points can be made: `He is determined to stay till Friday' implies
`He intends to stay till Friday', which is shown by the fact that `He
is determined to stay till Friday, but he does not intend to do so' is
a contradiction (...) However, ABILITY, the fourth modality on this
scale, does not enter into any relations of implication with any of the
other three. Thus, `I am able to make an omelette' is not necessarily
implied by `I am willing to make an omelette' (...)

Thus, the author argues for the existence of a"weak implicational" rela-
tionship between volitional modalities and ability, indicated in figure 3 by
the single arrow (op. cit., 100):

(...)The deviance of `I am willing to make an omelette, but I am not
able to make one' is due to the fact that a speaker would not normally
make statements of willingness (..) unless the hearer could somehow
take the speaker's ability for granted.

An extensive discussion of Hermerén's methods and results are well outside
of the scope of this book. The modality scales mapped out in figure 3 and
the discussion going with it only form part of his work.

In figure 3, I have also indicated how, in my view, primary modalizing
functions in Turkish are distributed over Hermeren's field model. "Pri-
mary" here should be taken as an equivalent of "morphologically simple":

VERB STEM ~- MODALITY MARKER -}- MARKING OF PERSON
I here include the ABILITY-POSSIBILITY-PERMISSION range which shows
rather different morphological characteristics: word formation with
~Abil- denoting ability and its "modality negative" (Halliday 1970, 333)
counterpart yAmA-. I have left out the voluntative mood and the "ap-
propriateness" suffix -sIn for reasons which will be discussed later.

From the other three suffixes, the "strongest" primary modality marker
-mAII can be expected to be acquired relatively late, in accordance with
the developmental sequences established for English and German. The
markers -(Jr ("aorist"), yAcAk and -~AmA- are acquired early, i.e., be-
fore the age of 2;0 (Ekmekt;i 1979). The aorist base ususally indicates
weaker modality than -~AcAk does, just as in adult speech (cf. Yava~
19826). Note that the weakest modality on Hermerén's scale of internal
modalities, e.g., ABILITY, can be expressed with the aorist, but not with
~AcAk.
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Finally, it should be noted that the negative ability marker ~AmA-
exhibits a tendency to express stronger modalities than its indicative
counterpart ~Abil-; thus the situation is reflected which is encountered
in adult speech: "non-achievement", as in imtihant kazanamad:m (not:
...kazanmadam~ "I didn't pass the exam". Likewise, the negative aorist
marker -mAz often expresses stronger shades of modality than is normally
encountered with the indicative; with younger children the "obstinacy-
mode" (e.g., yapmam! "I wouldn't do it!" ) contributes significantly to the
frequency of its occurrence. As in English or German child language, we
can expect that other means to express modality, notably modal adverbs,
will be acquired relatively late (after age 6).

As it is the case with the modal auxiliaries in Western European lan-
guages, individual Turkish modality markers cannot be assigned to any one
of the three scales of modality in figure 3. The only horizontal constraint
is caused by the fact that -mAll cannot be used to express volition.

The Turkish "future tense" and modality. In recent semantic theory
it has been questioned that the future can be considered as a tense proper
(i.e., an undiluted deictic category). According to Lyons (1977, II, 677 ff.)
futurity is never a purely temporal concept since future reference includes
inevitably an element of prediction or some related modal value. Although
he does not explicitly exclude the possibility that there may be languages
with a future tense, he comes close to a universal rejection of the category.
The matter raises difficult philosophical questions, cf. the recent rejection
of Lyon's position on the basis of future marking in English by Davidsen-
Nielsen (1988). Hermerén (1978, 130-131) avoids the problem by defining
FUTURITY as a special feature for his componential analysis.

In this chapter the developmental patterns assocíated with the acquisi-
tion of the Turkish "future tense" -~AcAk are solely considered under the
heading of modality. The fact that -~AcAk must essentially be considered
to be a modal form was establised by Yava~ (1982a~b); it is important to
notice that, in doing so, she did not wholly support Lyon's view; on the
contrary, one of her arguments in favour of the modal nature of -~AcAk
is the observation that for demodalised future marking the "progressive"
tense -Iyor is used regularly in Turkish.

This is one of the reasons why the arguments against Yava~'s analysis
put forward by Von Stutterheim (1987, 130-131) are beside the point and
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partly mystifying. It is not Yava~'s contention that "the concepts of tense
and modality coincide" in Turkish future reference. She merely states that
the use of ~AcAk always implies some sort of modal meaning, as in the
case of future reference with the "aorist". The role of - lyor for future ref-
erence is played down by Von Stutterheim. The one example she offers is
yar:n qah,y:yor musun? "will you work tomorrow?"; it is claimed that this
phrase has "durative aspect" . Quite apart from the fact that no evidence
whatever is adduced by the author for this qualification, she confuses the
issue by citing one example in the interrogative mood. It is certainly the
case that the modal meanings of ~AcAk are invoked by the context in
which the form is used. Indeed, the context is normally future time refer-
ence.

Tense. The acquisitional patterns connected with temporal reference as a
deictic category will be discussed in the framework put forward by Weist
(1986), which is largely based on Reichenbach's theory of tense. Weist con-
ceptualises temporal reference in terms of three loci in time: the speech
time (ST, the interval of the speech act); event time (ET, the time relative
to ST which is established for a specific situation) and reference time (RT,
the temporal context which is identified). Three relationships between
these temporal concepts are possible: si~multaneous (-), prior to (G) or
subsequent ()); compare the following examples in which for clarity's sake
RT is fixed by adverbial phrases (of course, many other configurations are
possible):

[lJ Ali ~imdi qali,7tyor. (ST - RT - ET)
`Ali is working now'

[2] Misafirler dun geldi. (RT - ET G ST)
`The guests arrived yesterday.'

[3J Ma~tan. sonra bir yerde góru,gecekler. (ET 1 RT ~ ST)
`They will meet somewhere after the match.'

According to Weist, the acquisition of tense can be described in terms of
these relationships. He distinguishes four stages of acquisition. The ini-
tial phase of language development has been described as overwhelmingly
focussíng upon the here-and-now. TAM-distinctions are generally lack-
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ing in the speech of very young children, which means that RT, ET and
ST are fixed at one point in time (ST - RT - ET). In the next stage,
children start making reference to prior situations (between age 1;6 and
age 2;0), which means that RT remains fixed at ST, but ET can enter
into a priority relationship with ST. The emergence of past time reference,
however, is not the only sign that children break out of the here-and-now
constraints: as they start expressing their intentions and desires, by im-
plication they begin referring to future events. It has for instance been
found that Turkish middleclass children have acquired a three way system
at about age 2;0: besides the progressive - lyor and the past tense marker
-DI, it contains the modality marker -sln (the "future tense" ~AcAk is
acquired slightly later, cf. Aksu 1978a). During the third stage, the con-
cept of RT emerges in the child's temporal system but this initial reference
time system is restricted: when RT is established prior to or subsequent
to ST, ET is bound to the RT context. This developmental stage is char-
acterised by the onset of temporal adverbs ( like `today' ,`yesterday' and
`tomorrow') and temporal adverbial clauses, and by the absence of tempo-
ral prepositions signifying `before' and `after'. Clancy 8z al. (1976) found
that Italian, English, German and Turkish children began producing tem-
poral adverbial clauses between age 2;8 and age 3;4. These constructions
always preceded the use of `before' and `after' as subordinate conjunctions.

According to Weist, the establishment of unrestricted RT develops after
age 4;0. Therefore an analysis of the relevant forms in the data seems
worthwhile. Turkish tense markers which can be expected to be useful
indicators for this development are the pluperfect -ml,gtl (ET G RT C ST,
or ET ) RT C ST) 4 and the "future in the past" ~AcAktl (ET G RT ~
ST). Besides, the postpositions sonra and dnce and adverbial verb markers
("converbs") like ~IncA must be considered as means for setting up RT
independently of ET.

Another factor which must be taken into account in studying the ac-
quisition of tense is that of remoteness. This matter has received little
attention so far in developmental research, simply because the languages
studied have not encoded the category of remoteness in their derivational
morphology. Turkish has no system for "metrical tense" comparable to the
cases cited in Chung 8i Timberlake ( 1985, 207-209). However, Johanson
(1971, 58 ff.) claimed that the compound tense -DIydI is used for remote

~The Turkiah pluperfect ia often being used in cases witout explicit RT. In those cases
RT can be said to be "psychologically" relevant (Johanson 1971, 58-59; Von Stutterheim
1987, 91).
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past reference; he offers "seinerzeit..." as a paraphrase. Others claim this
form to be more or less synonymous with the pluperfect -ml,gtz. Johanson's
analysis is problematic, as he himself admits rather implicitly elsewhere in
his book (op. cit., 309):

Die Bemerkung L1.B.Swift's, dali diydi "less formal" (als das Plus-
quamperfekt mi~ti) sei, trifft in dem Sinne zu, daíi diydi in der Um-
gangssprache hë.ufig vorkommt, wë,hrend es nur langsam die Litera-
tursprache erobert. Durch die Annë,herung der Literatursprache an
die gesprochene Sprache wird der unbedeutende stilistische Unter-
schied zwischen diydi und mi~ti zweifellos immer mehr verschwinden.

In other words: The distributional patterns of the two forms in varieties
of Turkish have strong sociolinguistic implications, and even Johanson's
own corpus of literary texts can hardly be expected to be homogeneous in
this respect. An interesting proposal is made by Ersen-Rasch (1985, 292)
who claims that the difference between -Dlydi and -ml,gt7 relates to the
attitude assumed by the speaker (and is therefore essentially of a modal
nature): sana para vermi~tim "I had given you the money" (for a fact),
but sana para verdiydim "I had given you the money" (...as you should
be able to remember). However, she does not discuss the sociolinguistic
implications of such an opposition either.

The distribution of -DIydI and -ml,gtz in the data-set will be analysed
below. Moreover, the correlation between tlie emergence of -DIydI and
adverbs signaling temporal remoteness or proximity will be investigated.

The acquisition of ineans for setting up reference time (RT) indepen-
dently of event time (ET) will furthermore be assessed by analysing the
types of temporal clauses emerging in the data. In Turkish, subordinate
temporal clauses (or reason clauses) are not introduced by conjunctions,
but are construed with non-finite inflexion of the verb in the subordinate
clause. These forms are called "gerunds" or "converbs"; I will adopt the
latter term. A few examples of these converbs are offered in [4]-[7]:

[4] Eve giderken Yilmaz't górdum.
home going-AOR-ken

`While going home I saw Yilmaz.'

[5] Bunun haóerini duyunca sevindik
news of it hear -ylncA

`When (after~because) we heard the news about it we became glad.'
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[6] Ahmet dó~ndugu zaman kimse yoktu evde
return-VN-POSS3 time

`When Ahmet returned nobody was at home'

[7] Eve geldim mi rahatLk isterim.
home come-PAST-lsg-QUE

`The moment I get home I want my peace.

Examples of `primary' converbs are provided by [4] and [5]. There exist
only a few (i.e., about 6) of these forms which are not marked for person and
number (cf. Lewis 1978, 183ff.). However, there are a great many syntactic
and semantic equivalents of them, many of which are construed with the
verbal noun -DIK as a nucleus (as in [6]). In other cases temporal clauses
are formally derived from finite tense markers, like the interrogative mood
of the past in [7]. The shades of ineaning by which the various converbs
differ are often extremely subtle, and a full discussion of the entire system
is well outside the scope of this book 5. The following remarks about the
semantics of these forms must however be made here. In the first place,
temporal and contingent shades of ineaning of some converbs may overlap,
as in [5]. Secondly, the temporal reference involved is complicated by
considerations of an aspectual nature: at first sight, the converb -rken in
[4], and the converbs in [5]-[7] can be considered to have imperfective and
perfective aspect respectively. Again, an exact analysis of the semantics
involved will show the latter forms to differ in that for instance -DI mi in [7]
signals coincidence of the completion of the event in the subordinate clause
with the onset of the event in the main clause, whereas a form like ~IncA
in [5] simply states that the event in the main clause takes place after the
event in the subordinate clause (very often with the implication of a causal
relationship). A final point to be made about these forms is that their
distribution can be expected to yield a considerable amount of variation

~among different varieties of Turkish, including probably substantial inter-
individual differences in use-characteristics.

It can also be expected that the development of complex temporal ref-
erence provided by converbs cannot be separated from the development of
conditionals. On the one hand, a protasis with ~IncA often carries condi-
tional meaning in generic statements (e.g., with the aorist in the apodosis).

6In genetal, good descriptions of individual forms are offered by Ersen-Rasch (1985,
passim ~.
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On the other hand, although in ~rkish ise primarily carries conditional
meaning, in many contexts the meaning of a conditional sentence may
come close to deictic, cf. [8] e:

[8] Turkiye'ye giderseniz, Amasya'ya da ugrayimz.
Turkey-DIR go-AOR-COND-2p1

`If you go to Turkey, visit Amasya, too.'

In English (and in related languages) "before" and "after" (and their equiv-
alents) are important indicators for the course taken by the acquisition of

temporal reference. From a cross-linguistic developmental perspective it

should be noted that the corresponding lexemes play a somewhat different

role in Turkish: sonra "later; after" and ónce "first; before" function as

adverbs and postpositions, but only to a much more limited extent than

in English as heads of temporal clauses (-DlktAn sonra "after..." and

-mAdAn 6nce "before..."), because this function is taken over largely by
the converbs discussed above.

Picture deacriptions: a speciflc type of discourse. In picture descrip-
tions aspectual oppositions are largely eliminated because of the deictic
context shared by speaker and listener. The patterns of temporal refer-
ence found to be employed by the informants in picture descriptions will
nevertheless be scrutinized below. Because the same pictures were used for
elictation at all three cycles of data collection, the results obtained provide
a firm basis for inter-individual and longitudinal comparison.

The descriptions of pictures, and of scenes in general, can be expected
to be based on a system of verb marking sharply distinguishing between
states and events. In Turkish, such a system is provided by the progressive
-Iyor for the description of events on the one hand, and -m7~ for states
viewed as results of past events on the other. 7 The functions of these two

60f course, neither iae nor the converb forming particle iken ia exclusively used in
combination with the aorist. But for the discussion of the present data-set only those
cases are relevant; therefore in the following paragraphes I will uae the term "conditional"
for -(~raA (or iae~-raA with NP's) only, and diacusa the "converb -(~rken" ( meant to
include NP-y ken).

~Of courae, other types of states such as intrinsic qualitives and location are expressed

in general with nominal and locative predications. These are generally zero-marked (for

third persons at least) and do not involve verbs in Turkish. Therefore I will not diacuss

them.
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forms are prototypically exemplified in [9]:

[9] CHILD (7-y.):

Pencereden ku~ girmi~ bag:nyor.
enter-mIg ahout -Iyor

`Through the window a bird has entered; It shouts.'

Both forms are early acquired in child language; the function of -ml,g in
the description of pictures and scenes is a primary one in the acquisition
process (Aksu-Ko~ 19866). The primary meaning of -mI~ has been shown
to be that of a perfect (in the sense of Comrie 1976; i.e., "perfect meaning"
should not be confused with "perfective meaning") independently by Jo-
hanson (1971, 208ff.) and Slobin 8Z Aksu (1982). The latter authors claim
that -ml,g is acquired in aspectual (i.e., in the sense of situational aspect,
aktionsart) opposition to -DI (Cf. also Aksu-Ko~ 1978a, 19866). This view
is problematic. In fact, Weist (1986) discusses perfects and their acquisi-
tion in terms of temporal qualities; perfects are said to have the temporal
structure ET 1 RT - ST, as opposed to imperfect forms (ET - RT ~
ST). The acquisition of the perfect~imperfect opposition should thus be
typically expected to take place during Weist's third stage of acquisition
of temporal reference, i.e. the "restricted RT" stage. This interpretation is
at first sight very well compatible with Aksu-Ko~'s findings on the acqui-
sition of Turkish. It seems inconsistent that Weist (1986, 363ff.) does not
analyse the early binary system in Mandarin in similar temporal terms and
cites an analysis in terms of the aspectual values `complete' and `ongoing'
instead. The question whether oppositions in the verbal system at first
represent temporal or aspectual values is considered fundamental by most
researchers. But, from a structural linguistic point of view, we are dealing
with a conflation of a lot of oppositions in the system if we approach the
problem from adult-like semantics. Therefore the solution of the problem
cannot be based on linguistic data alone.

With the two forms mentioned one can refer to the scenes depicted
deictically. Of course, modal forms can be expected to be used, too. Fur-
thermore, if the pictures described in fact refer to a story, i.e., form a
sequence, reference to events which have taken place in pictures preceding
the one currently being described will be referred to by other forms for
past reference than -ml,g, most especially, by -DI. Thus, the basic inflec-
tional system for the description of scenes closely resembles the three place
system for temporal reference emerging in child language at about age 2;3
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(Aksu-Ko~ 8t Slobin 1985, 864). Finally, the person describing a picture

may also start out telling the story depicted as a story, i.e., completely
without (temporal) deictic reference, as an adult may do if he relates it to
a child, or a child if he relates it to a younger sibling.

Aspect. In Turkish, the main aspectual opposition imperfective vs. per-

fective is fairly overtly coded: the simple past -DI represents the perfec-

tive pole, whereas -Iyordu and -(~rdl are the most important imperfective

forms. As one of his most important results Johanson (1971, 114ff.; Von

Stutterheim 1987 offers a synopsis of Johanson's views) established that

-DI represents the neutralized value of the opposition:

"(...) daí3 di sich zu der ldee der Intraterminalitët (e.g., `imperfectiv-

ity ~ in einer Weise verhiilt, wie es fiir ein unmarkiertes Glied einer

Opposition zu erwarten wëre: es weist dieser ldee gegenuber Am-

bivalenz, aber keine Indifj`erenz auf."

The quality defining the difference between the two imperfective forms is

termed "saliency" ("Pr~gnanz") by Johanson (1971, Chapter IV). How-

ever, Johanson is mainly preoccupied with the very difficult demarkation

of -lyordu and another imperfective past, -mAktAydl, rather than with

the demarkation of -Iyordu and -(~rdl. Without the complication created

by this third form, which hardly can be expected to be relevant for our

purpose (indeed, -mAktAydl does not turn up in the present data-set), it

seems sufFicient to consider the opposition -lyordu vs. -()rd7 as one be-

tween a progressive (Johanson: "kursiv") and between a non-progressive

form.
As to what developmental characteristics may be expected to be found

with the informants of this study, the literature offers us little guidance.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the first signs of a perfective~imperfective

distinction (i.e., the ability to take an internal perspective on situations

displaced in time) must be expected around the age of two 8, depending

on the formal means by which aspect is coded in the language. Although

Aksu-Ko~ (1986a) implies that the age-range 3 to 6 is crucial for the de-

velopment of "viewpoint" aspect in Turkish, the results she obtained on

the acquisition of this category are obscured by the conflation of a whole

list of categories into one general category of "transitivity" .

"Somewhat earlier (Polish: lexicalised aspect), or somewhat later (Finnish: aspect
distinction by means of case markers), as the case may be.
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While in the present study a semantic perspective on language acqui-
sition is preferred to some general framework of discourse analysis, I do
not deny that aspectual oppositions can only be assessed by analysing
its discourse functions. This means that I will have to rely on the "free
conversation" sections in the data-set. Because these data are far less
stimulus-controlled, the results of such an analysis will be tentative, even
if it is restricted to a check on the occurrence of imperfective forms per
se, and an assessment, if possible, of the discourse functions of the main
aspectual oposition in the light of the analysis in Johanson (1971, Chapter
VII).

The acquisition of rrcodality

In this paragraph an attempt will be made to clarify the acquisition pat-
terns of modality marking as reflected in the data-base. I have tried to
extract from the data developmental patterns in the modal system; these
may concern increasing diversification on the strong -) weak implica-
tional scale introduced in figure 3 on the one hand, and overt markings of
the horizontal distinction between epistemic and the two types of deontic
meaning on the other.

As a first step, I will discuss three pictures which were used to elicit
speech from the children. The scenes depicted can be described by adults
with sentences like [10]-[12]:

[10] Tav,gan kedebegi yakalamaya ugra,gayor ~ qalz~zyor
"The rabbit is trying to catch the butterfly"

[11] K:z ,gapkas:nt tutmaya qal:,~tyor.
"The girl is trying to catch her cap"

[12] Kópek adamtn ayag:nt zszrmaya qalt~zyor.
"The dog is trying to bite the man's leg"

The hypotactic constructions involved in each of these sentences not only
serve to express modality: The propositional content is modified, too.
Nevertheless, the three pictures are suitable to illustrate developmental
sequences of modality markers, as I will try to show in the following.
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Developmental patterns. In table 17, the various forms employed by
the twelve core-group children (cf. chapter 2, p.16) to describe the three
pictures at the three cycles of data collection are grouped together.

First I will ofïer examples for each of the types from Table 17, and then
proceed to interpret the results.

4-YEARS 5-YEARS Ó-YEARS

-Iyor 9 4 4
-Iyormu~ 5 1

~ Amlyor (ki~
-y AmAml,t 1

y AcAk 7 9 5
y AcAkml~ 5 5 5
-y AcAktlr 1
~ AcAk oluyor 2 5

-mAyA gidiyor 1 2
-mAyA ~ali,tiyor~ugra,tiyor 5 8
-mAk istiyor 2 3

no response 8 6 3

TOTAL 36 36 36
(12x3)

Table 17. Forms employed to describe telic action in pictures.

In describing the pictures, only one non-modal form is produced by the

children, i.e., -Iyor, as exemplified in [13]. Note that in principle -lyor can

also be interpreted as a marker for future tense in the purely declarative

mood (Yava~ 1982a~6). Example (13] is also illustrative of the fact that those

children who use -Iyor to describe the scenes in the pictures modalize the
transition from one state into another, possibly achieved by the agent, as a
yes-no-proposition: Non-achievement is marked with -~ArrcA-. Compare

also [14].
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[13] ADULT: Burda da?
Ercan (4-y.): ~,i,~an.

Elinde ~ey var.
Bir de 3 ey dutuyo,
kólebek.

ADULT: TutuyOr mu?

Ercan: Ihtih, kólebek tutuyor.
ADULT: Tutacak mi kelebegi?
Ercan: Bir de ,~u tarafa bakal:m.

Bak, górdun mti?
Kólebegi dutamamt~.

[14] ADULT: Burda ne góruyoraun,
bana anlat.

Bulent (5-y.): Bunun taktae: gidiyo

ADULT: Neyi gidiyor9
Biilent: Taktaas

ADULT: Tahtaas ht, niye?

Biilent: Ucuyo.
ADULT: Neden9

Biilent: Bunu alamryo ki.

97

And here?
A mouse.
He holds something in his hand.
And he is catching something,
a butterfly.
He is catching it?
Yes, he is catching a butterfly.
Will he catch the butterfly?
Let's also look over there.
(i.e., to the next picturea)
Look, do you see?
He couldn't catch the butterfly.

What do you see here,
tell me.
Her cap is going.
Her what is going?
Her cap. (i.e., at. Tk.: ~apkasi)
Oh, her board, why?

It's flying.
Why?
She just can't catch it.

bunun.

The most frequently used modal suffix used at age 4 and 5 is the primary
modal suífix ~AcAk, as in [15]; sometimes with one of the extensions
exemplified in the examples [16]-[18].

[15] ADULT: Kiz ne yap2yor?
Songul: O tutacak ,~apkayi.

What is the girl doing?
She will catch the cap.

[16] Ay;e (4-y.): Bu kóbek de ayag:nan
~unu tutacagmrg.
Ayagsni kadirms~.

And this dog is going to
grab him with his leg.
He has lifted his leg.

[17] ADULT: O oglan ne yapsyor? What is the boy doing?
Tahsin (5-y.): Eli~alacaktir aapkaasns. His hand~he will take his cap.

[18] ADULT: Tav,~an da? And the rabbit?
cHILD (5-y.): Tav,~an ad:~tav~an ar: The rabbit xx~the rabbit is

yaka6yacak oluyo. going to catch a bee.
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The compound suffix -~AcAkml,g occurs in -mlg-modulated descriptions.e
Elaborations with - tlr, or paraphrase oluyor, on the other hand, do com-
municate essential modal functions: in [17] the modal meaning is moved
higher up on the modality scale, in [18] it seems rather that the deontic
interpretation is reinforced.

It should be noted at this point that the two types of deontic modal
functions of ~AcAk are correlated in a natural way with first person sub-
ject (internal deontic modality) and second person subject (external deon-
tic modality, as in [19]).

[19] cHILD (8 y.): Ogretmen dedi ki: "pauze. The teacher said:"(it's time for a)
yemek yiyece:r~iz." break. You will eat your food"

[20] cH[LD (6 y.): Ama Murat okula gidiyo. But Murat is going to school.
Ben Murad': okula alacagrm I will (NEC) take Murat to school
Te ordayma,~. And he must be there (now).

[21] ca[LD (6 y.): Buraya dórt dene elma du,tmu~. Four apples have fallen there.
Elmast du~uyo óunun Her apples are falling down.
da gine du,~ecek. and they will fall again.

With children up to 6 years old we find that at least traces of a"one form-
one function" principle are operative, cf. [20]. Third-person subjects are
ambiguous as to modality type and in most cases suggest a mixed meaning
(e.g., [21]). By devices like the paraphrase in [18] this ambiguity can be
resolved.

Finally in the examples [22]-[24] the description of the scenes becomes
more adult-like.

[22] ADULT: Fare ne yapsyor orada? What's the mouse doing there?
Bak, ,~u yukarda4 Up here?

catLD (5-y.): Fare óócegi~ óóceyi The mouse is going to catch
yakalamaye gidiyo. the beetle~ beetle.

'However, by older children (i.e., after age 6) growing up in the Netherlands this
compound form could be seen to develop genuinely modal connotations, cf. Boeschoten
(1987).
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[23] ADULT: Ne oluyor? What happens?
CHILD (5-y.): ~abbaai yakalamaya She is trying to catch

uyragiyo. her cap.

(24] CHILD (6 y.): Epeneyi dutmak istiyo. He wants to catch the butterfly.

The device in [22] is very frequently employed, especially by children older

than 6, to mark modality in cases where telic action is accompanied with

body movement; the morphology of the construction seems to function

simultaneously as a stepping stone for the adult-like description of the

scenes in the pictures (as in examples [10]-[12] and [23]~, and for overt
inchoative marking as in (24].

Returning to figure 3, and the modal functions presented in it, two over-

lapping stages in the acquisition of the system emerge. In the first stage

we find the primary formal means which are established early at the age

of two (cf. Ekmek~i 1979). Development of the modal system between the

ages of 4 and 5, and probably before as well, appears in the first place to
affect the ~AcAl~marker, the scope of use of which is adjusted. In the

second stage, characteristically some elaborations on the ~AcAl~base are
developed. From the analysis of the picture descriptions we learned that

from the modal system other semantic systems may branch off during this
stage. I must here add the reason why I have thus excluded the volunta-
tive mood (including -sIn) from the discussion. F4irther development of

its function seems to be connected with the emergence of objective and
reason clauses along the lines of [25] (cf. chapter 6), and not to add to

the overall evolution of the modal system. Note, however, the specialised

"suggestive" meaning exemplified in [26].

[25] ADULT: Acaba ni~in aagins gekiyor? Why should he be pulling her hair?
cHILD (7-y.): Bagsrmasin diye. So that he will not shout.

[26] Ya~ar (6-y.): `~igek alak mi?' `Shall we buy flowers?', he asks
diyor annesine. his mother.
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The elaboration of temporal reference

The pluperfects. Most children (9 out of 12) belonging to the core-group
produced the form -Dlydl within at least one cycle of data-collection (cf.
table 18, leftmost column). The distributional pattern of this form over
the age groups seems to indicate that most children can be assumed to
have the form in their repertoire at age 4; the fact that some of them
produce it at age 4, but not at age 5 seems to indicate that the data-set
for each child at each cycle is too small to check the productive use of the
form fully. Two of the three children who did not produce -DIydI on any
occasion (e.g., Selda and Songul) can be seen to be the ones who give least
evidence of the development of complex temporal reference in general (cf.
table 18, middle and rightmost column). One child produces no -DIydI,
but is the only one in whose speech there is evidence of the acquisition of
-ml~qtl.

As to the function of -DIydI: Both pluperfect meaning (cf. [27]) and
remote temporal reference (cf. [28]) are in evidence in the data for all three
age groups, cf. the following examples:

[27] ADULT: Tiirkiye'ye gittiniz mi 6u sene?
`Have you been to T~rkey this year?'

Ercan (5-y.): Tiirkiye'ye gittiydik geldik buraya.
`We had been to Turkey, and have come here.'

[28] ADULT: Tiirkiye'ye gittiniz ~rrti bu sene?
`Have you been to 7~rkey this year?'

Dilek (5-y.): Daha goktan gittiydik.
`Already a long time ago we went.'

[29] Ay~e (4-y.): aslan da górdu ku (???~ aldrydi.
'And the lion saw (RT1) that he had got [it].
"Diivecem" dédiydi.

`He had said "I will beat you."'
0 da kagtt gitti géri geldi.
`And he run off and came back (RT2).
Yémegleri dóktuydu.
`He had spilled the food.'
Aslan da "var:rtm seni yécerrc" dédiydi hiii~ dédi.
`And the lion had said~no, said: "I'll come and eat you".'



Table 18. Temporal reference (in brackets: number of tokens).

pluperfects adverbe
conditional temporel

tDlyDl tmlqtl clausee clauses sonra óncc o:aman
Ercnn 4 y. - - tD! m7 (1); - - }(1) }(2)

~-~~rsA (1)
b y. } (2) - tDI mi (2) - - }(2) }(2)
8 y. - - -f ~raA 1 ~- raA 2 } 1 } 3 -

Bulent 4 y. - - tDI ml (1) - - - }(1)
b y. } (2) - tDl mI (3) DI ml (3) - - } (8)
8 y. - - t(~raA 3 t raA (1) } 1 - } 2

Cevdet 4 y. } (1) - - - - - -
b y. } (1) - tylncA (1) tylncA (2) - - }(10)
8 y. - - tylncA 1) trlncA 3 - } 1 -

Dilek 4 y. - - fDl m7 (2) - - - -
6 Y. } (2) - - tDl m! (2) - }(1) -
8 y. } 7 t(~raA (2) t rsA 1 } 1 - -

Ay;e 4 y. } (4) - tglncA (1) -f(~rken (4) }(2) - }(3)
6 y. - - tylncA (1) tylncA ( 3); - - -

tmAdAn óncc (1)
8 y. } 1 - - tDlylndA 2 } 3 - } 1

Feride 4 y. } (4) - ~-DI ml (1) tD7 m7 (1) - - }(2)
6 y. } (9) - tDI ml (3) tDI mI (1) }(2) }(1) }(6)

tDl m7(1);
8 y. } (1) - t(~raA (2); - }(6) - -

-fDIyI giói 2



Teble 18, continued.

pluperfecte adverbe
conditional temporal

tDIyDI tml~tl claueee clauses sonra ónce o zaman

Selde 4 y. - - - - - - -
6 y. - - - - - - -

8 y. - } 2

Tnhibe 4 y. } (1) - t()rsA (3) - - - ~-(2)
qlncA (1)

6 y. } (2) - ~-ylncA (1) - - - -
g y, } (Z) - -f()rken (2); fDl ml (1) }(4) - -

~- rsA 3

Tahsin 4 y. - - ylncA ( 2) - - - -

b y. } (2) - f()rsA (2) - ~-(1) - -
g y. - - tDI mi 3 t rsA 3 - - } 4

Songul 4 y. - - -
-

- - - }(3)6 y.
gy,

-
-

-
- - tDImI(1 } 7 } 1 } 1

Ya9ar 4 y. - - fDlyl zaman (1) - - - }(7)
6 y. - -~ (4) - t()rsA (1); ~-(1) - }(1)

-f()rken (1)
g y, - } 4 ~-DIg7 zaman 1 ~- reA 2 } g - -

Zeki 4 y. - - f()rken (1) -
-

-
-

-
-

-
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[30] Anur,T: Kim dedi "boya" diye?
`Who told [you] to paint?'

Feride (5-y.): Kimse demediydi.
`Nobody had told [me].'

[31] Dilek (5-y.): Onceden gelmediydi.
`He hadn't come before'

103

Examples like [29] are especially interesting, because from a lengthier piece
of discourse like this we can draw an inference about the way -DIyd7 func-
tions in the language of the children. Clearly, in [29] Ay~e is preoccupied
with presenting several events in the right temporal order. Reference time
(RT) is fixed by the occurrences of the simple past -DI, and relatively an-
terior events are subsequently referred to with -DIyd7. I did not find clear
cases where RT was set by -Dlydl. It seems, for instance, that [27] is best
interpreted by assuming that wat is achieved with -Dlyd7 is a serialisation
in correct temporal order of the two events, with a clear break between
them implied. Pluperfect meaning seems also to be implied by the ad-
verb in [31]. An example of a Turkish pluperfect with a speaker-internal
("psychological") reference time posterior to the event is offered by [30].

The forms produced by the one child (Ya~ar) who develops -ml~tl are
insufficient to get an answer to the question if the form functions in the
same way in his speech as -DIydI does in the speech of the other children
(however, compare [32] with [27]). In any case, the function of pluperfect
is very much in evidence ([33]-[34]):

[32] anoLT: Turkiye'ye gittiniz mi bu sene?
`Have you been to Turkey this year?'

Ya~ar (5-y.): Ba,gka zaman gitmi~dim,
`I had gone another time,
hemenceg geldim oXula.
I came directly to school.'

[33] Ya~ar (5-y.): YoX, cocuXlar namaza giremez.
`No, kids can't undertake the namaz.
Ben ba,gXa zaman gimi~dim de gssm:~lar.
I had taken part another time, and they got angry.'
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[34] Ya~ar (5-y.): AyaXaóa gomu~duX,
`We had put down [our] shoe,
6i kaardla kalem vemi,q.
[and] he gave a card and a pencil.'

(Referring to a Dutch cuetom at the feast of Santa Claus, who
is believed to put presenta in the children's shoes at night.)

The examples [33] and [34] are the only ones where we can be sure that
-ml,qtl is really used to put two events in relative temporal order; charac-
teristically the following event is described with -ml,q, whereas -DI is used
in (32].

Temporal and conditional clauses. The occurrences of non-finite verb
form types within the three cycles of data collection are also presented in
Table 18. The overall pattern obtained is quite complex, but three general
principles seem to govern the acquisition of these forms:

1. Temporal and conditional clauses are not formally differentiated by
most children, although Tahibe and Ya~ar may be doing so.

2. The general pattern is that only one or two forms are used by one
child, although different children apparently select different forms.

3. There is an apparent tendency for the forms to be used with condi-
tional meaning first; clearly deictic temporal clauses were represented
by only one example of a 4-year-old.

In fact, the dichotomy introduced above (temporal vs. conditional) has
to be justified. It is a difficult question when generic statements cease
to be temporal and become purely conditional. The division made here
is between reference to concrete time ("temporal" ) and all other cases
("conditional" ). Only if reference is made to concrete time, does the intri-
cateness of complex temporal reference come fully to the fore. Examples
of the forms most frequently used for conditional and temporal reference
are given in [35]-[41]:
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[35] Ercan (4-y.): ~imdi bastrn mr ne olur?
`If you now press [the button], what will happen?'

[36] Bulent (4-y.): Kim óbur yana geldi mi kazanda.
`Whoever reaches the other side has won.'

[37] Ercan (5-y.): Oyuncak oynuyoz bitirdik mi.
`We will play after we have finished.'

[38] Cevdet (5-y.): ,Suraya basrnca ne olur?
`If you press there, what will happen?'

[39] Cevdet ( 6-y.): Teyzemlerden geCince doyru okula gittik.
`After coming from with my sunt we went directly to school.'

[40] Tahibe (4-y.): UFak gelirse onu ga~:r:r.
`If an airplain arrives he'll drive it away.'
(said of a kite)

[41] Tahibe (6-y.): ~,ok yatarsak, bi daha gedir.
`After we have slept many times,
he [St. Niclaus] comes again.'

Example [35] features the use of -DI mI in conditionals; the apparent
equivalence of this form and the conditional is furthermore illustrated by
[36]; here, standard Turkish would require the conditional (kám óbiir yana
geCirse...). The form is clearly used temporally in [37]. The use of the
converb -DI mI is especially widespread at age 4 and, to a lesser extent,
at age 5. However, some children (Cevdet, Ay~e) seem to prefer -~IncA
from the start. Two examples of this form with conditional and temporal
meaning respectively are offered in [38] and [39]. The conditional -(~rsA
is preferred by most 6-year-old children, cf. examples [40] and [41]). The
temporal reading of [41] is decidedly non-standard.

Another strategy applied by some children is the overextension of the
converb -(Jrken "While..." which cannot normally imply completeness, as
in [43]. The formal conflation of conditional and temporal clauses is empha-
sised by the fact that even this form is occasionally used as a conditional,
as in [42]. lo

'oThe forms ~-igen~, ~-agan~, ~akene~are dialectal varieties of -(frken.
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[42] Zeki (4-y.): Hem de a~bóyle diyaza basigen gidiyo gendisi.
`And if you push the ?button like that, it goes by itself.
diyaz could well be a representation of cihaz `gadget'

[43] Ercan (4-y.): Yatagan okula gidiyo.
`After having slept he goes to school.'
Sonra geri gaXakene ,~eye gidiyo.
`Then,having got up again, he goes to what's-its- name.'
GaXakene de Turkiye'ye gidi.
`And after having slept [once moreJ he goes to Turkey.'

Finally, the forms in [44], [45] and [46], containing the verbal noun -DIK,
are morphologically more complex than the forms discussed before. That
must be the reason why they are quite rare (they are only produced by
three informants):

[44] Ya~ar (4-y.): Bisafir geldigi zaman gay igiyo.

guest come-VN-POSS3 time

`If guests come they drink tea.'

[45] Ay~e (6-y.): Ben hastaneye yattigimda...
I hospital-DAT lie-DIK-POSSlsg- LOC

`When I had been hospitalized...'

[46] Feride (6-y.): durtdugun gibi gendisi gidáyo.
push-DIK-POSS2sg like

`The moment you push it, it goes by itself.'

Finally, some examples of rare forms produced at age 5 and 6 are offered
in [47] and [48]:

(47] ADULT: Ne xaman gideceksin?
`When will you go' (to Coran achool)

Bulent (5-y.): Bóyudum muydu.
`When I have grown up.'

[48] Ay~e (5-y.): Zabahleyin yaptyom, ogula gelmeden ónce.
`I do it in the morning, before going to school.'
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The interrogative mood of -Dlydi in [47] gives the temporal clause ex-
plicit post-future meaning; ódyudum muydu contrasts in this respect with
bóyudum mii.

Temporal adverbs. Another option for the independent setting of RT
is offered by temporal adverbs. There is a tendency for some children to
develop a three place deictic system with o zaman "then" ("at that time" ),
(ondan~ sonrn "and then...; later" and ónce (seldomly also evel~evvel) "at
first, before". The occurrences of these adverbs are presented in the right-
most column of Table 18. Apparently, o zaman is acquired first; the other
two are rare at age 4. At age 5, sonra and dnce are also in evidence in the
data of about half of the children, but as a whole o zaman is still employed
much more frequently. This has changed at age 6; by then ondan sonra...
"and then..." has been developed by some children (Feride, Songul, Ya~ar,
Zeki) as a set phrase. An analysis of the use of the three adverbs leads to
the conclusion that mostly they do not function as some sort of alternative
for complex temporal reference, which avoids the verbal suffixes as in [49]:

[49] Biilent (5-y.): Yuze gadar duracaz,
`We stay till hundred [years have passed],
o zaman gidecez.
then we will go.'

[50] Ercan (4-y.): ~una basarsano zaman gafanayor.
`If you push it [the button], then it closes down.'

[51] Zeki (5-y.): Once konu~ince,
`If one has spoken first,
ondan sonra 6u teyp mi giktiyor?
does then [noise] comes out [of] this tape?'

[52] Ercan (5-y.): Biraz sonra eve mi gideceksin,
`Will you go home shortly,
okul óitiriyor mu, óiraz sonra?
if school is adjorned, shortly?'
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[53] Dilek (5-y.) Onceden gitmediydi.
'Before he hadn't come.'

Mostly, the three adverbs, or elaborations thereof, are used in combination,

either with one of the non-finite verb forms discussed in the last paragraph

(cf. [50] and [51]), or with -DIydI, as in [53]. Example [52] exhibits a par-

ticular elaborate marking of complex temporal reference; moreover, here

- DI m7 is replaced by the innovative -Iyor mu, which indicates deictic

temporal proximity.

Temporal reference in picture deacriptione

The verb forms used in the descriptions of the two picture sequences (cf.

p.18) were analysed. A count of the forms employed by the children is

presented in Table 19 (pp.110-111).

A global appraisal on the basis of this count leads to the following observa-

tions (the characteristics enumerated will be discussed below in this order):

1. As expected, the pictures were mostly described in terms of states
(-m7~) and events (-Iyor).

2. Two children, Ercan and Tahibe, make frequent use of the aorist at
age 4, a form hardly ever used at an older age.

3. The 4-year-olds used -DI about three times as often as the 5- and
6-year-olds.

4. Besides, sometimes imperfective past forms, too, are used by the
4-year-olds, but not by the older age groups.

5. The "future tense" -~AcAk is frequently employed by most children
to mark modality; quite often this form is suffixed with the inferential

particle imi~, yielding the compound form ~AcAkml~ (cf. p.97)

6. The compound form -yormu~ seems to play some role in the discourse

strategy for picture description in some children (notably, Cevdet,
Ercan and Zeki).

7. Patterns of inter-individual differences in the distribution of the

forms at age 4 at first sight seem to be retained fairly consistently
at age 5(but not as clearly at age 6). For instance, at age 4 Dilek
shows a clear preference for the progressive -Iyor (as opposed to
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-mi,g, and she has upheld this preference at age 5. Even more clearly,
Ercan upheld a clear preference for -ml,q in combination with a vir-
tual takeover of -lyormu,g as marker for progressive meaning at the
expense of -lyor.

The occasional use of the aorist for describing pictures can very well con-
form with standard language use, as long as the form is used either modally,
or generic, cf. [54]:

[54] ADULT: Nereye gidiyorlar?
`Were are they going?'

Biilent (4-y.): sih, Turkiye.
`Eeem, (to] ~rkey.'

nnutT: Uxak deyil mi, bisikdetle?
`Isn't that far, by bike?'

Bulent: Yooo, uzaX, arabayla giderler.
No, it's far, they (A Ox~ go ( e.g.: one goes~ by car.'

But at age 4 Ercan and Tahibe use the aorist exclusively deictically, which
shows that the functional demarkation of the aorist and the progressive
-lyor has not yet stabilised. An even more primitive developmental stage
of the tense-system is in evidence in the descriptions by Tahsin at age 4:
He used the infinitive -mAk several time as a finite form. This use of both
aorist and infinitive has completely disappeared at age 5; this shows that
the occurrences at age 4 are really indicators of a relatively slow acquisition
of some features of the TAM-system by some children, and not of attrition.

A similar explanation accounts for the occurrence of -DI, and of a
few occurrences of the imperfective past -lyordu and of -DIydI at age 4:
by the children of that age these forms are sometimes used to describe
states, where -ml,q would be more appropriate. There is one snag: the
children may just be taking a historical perspective on the story depicted
in sequence and start telling it as a story; such a strategy was pretty clear
in evidence ín example [29]. One cannot in all cases be sure that such a
perspective is not actually taken by a child using -DI; in that case these
cases should be considered in the light of discourse coherence, rather than
be interpreted as signs of an underdifferentiation of -DI and -ml~.
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Table 19. Finite tense markers in picture descriptions (percentages).

-DIydI~
-Iyor -mIg -DI -Iyormuq -yAcAk(mIq) ()r -Iyordu~

-mI4tI

4-years

Ercan 22 7 3 - 22 45 - 7
Bulent 32 19 17 5 19 2 5 ~
Cevdet 66 13 13 4 13 - - ~
Dilek 58 25 3 - 8 2 3 ~

cn
Ayge 11 67 4 10 8 - -

Feride 40 22 24 - 11 - 3
Selda 72 12 6 - - - -

Tahibe 68 15 3 - 5 11 -

Tahsin 65 6 6 - - - 6(-mAk:ló)

Songiil 80 20 - - - - -
Ya~ar 75 - 13 - 13 - -
Zeki 26 42 - 27 5 - -

AVERAGE 51 21 7 4 9 5 1



Table 19, continued.

-DIydI~
-Iyor -mIq -DI -Iyormug -yAcAk(mI~) ()r -Iyordu~

-mI4tI

b-yeara

Ercan 48 36 - - 16 - -

Bulent 50 40 - - 10 - -
Cevdet 35 19 - 4 42 - -
Dilek 43 31 - 9 16 2 -

Ayge 4 53 - 24 20 - -

Feride 49 24 1? - 11 - -
Selda 59 31 - - 10 - -

Tahibe 54 39 3 - 3 - -
Tahsin 56 44 - - - - -
Songiil 75 25 - - - - -
Ya~ar 43 38 2 3 13 - 2

Zeki 47 34 - 11 B - -

AVERAGE 47 35 2 4 12 0 0

8-years

Ercan 69 31 - - - - -
Bulent 58 16 10 - 26 - -

Cevdet 55 40 - - - - 5
Dilek 63 20 17 - - - -
Ay~e 64 21 15 - - - -

Feride 35 16 8 - 16 - 25
Selda 57 5 11 7 21 - -

Tahibe 59 41 - - - - -
Tahsin 57 32 3 - - 8 -

Songul 46 38 3 - 15 - -
Ya~ar 60 20 - - 20 - -

Zeki 70 30 - - - - -

AVERAGE 58 27 5 O.e 8 1 2.6
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The situation is clarified by the disappearance of all imperfective and plu-
perfect forms at the age of 5; by then, besides -ml~, only -DI is occasionally
used for past time reference. By the age of 6 the occurrences of -DI in

picture descriptions can be seen to have the function described in the intro-

duction: it serves to mark the story-line connecting the successive pictures

(cf. [55]):

[55] Feride (6-y.): Aslan da kapiyt a~ti.
`And the lion has opened the door.'
Ondan sonra st~an ona bak:yor.
`And then [e.g., now] the mouse looks at him.

(56] Tahibe (5-y.): Yemegi yedi. Ondan sonra kaldtnyor.
`He has eaten the food. And then [e.g., now]

he cleares [things] away.'

[57] ADULT: Burda ne olmu~9
`What has happened here?'

Tahibe (5-y.): Sabah oldu.
`It has become morning.'

Characteristically, the advancement of the story is, apart from -DI, also
indicated by ondan sonra in most of these instances ([55], [56]). Whereas
the instances of -DI used by the 6-year-olds are all of this type, some of
the cases still are -ml~-equivalents (cf. [57]), whereas others are of the
story-advancing variety ((56]).

The use of ~AcAk for the marking of modality by all three age-groups
was to be expected. In picture descriptions, of course, the modality marked
is usually epistemic (i.e., concerned with prediction of what will happen
next). Sometimes the supposed intentions of the acting figures in the pic-
ture stories is commented upon; in those cases the compound -~AcAkmt,g
is often used (cf. p.97 for examples).

An intriguing feature of the picture descriptions by some 4- and 5-year-
olds is the high incidence of the compound form -Iyormug (the reader is

referred to the description of one complete sequence by a frequent user

of this form at age 5, Ercan, given in appendix I. I can think of two

possible interpretations for the prominence this compound form takes in
some descriptions: firstly, it could be that an inferential nuance is being

added to -Iyor, i.e., the child takes the assumes things to be happening
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from looking at the pictures. Secondly, it could be that a child starts
out by telling the picture stories in the -ml~-mode (Johanson, 1971, 279),
which for instance is often used for telling stories about Nasrettin Hoca.
In any case, the use of -Iyormu~ in this fashion seems to be triggered by
the frequent static usage of -mI3 in picture descriptions; in other words,
whichever ofthe two interpretations may be correct, we have to reckon with
interference of other functions that -m7~ has besides the deictic description
of states: marker of inferential modality and~or historical past (Cf. table
20 below; Zeki's -Iyormu,g responses there can be seen to be triggered by
-ml,g-marked questions by the interviewer).

Finally, it seemed imperative to analyse the role the adult interviewer's
input plays in the patterns of inter-individual variation uncovered. It was
found that the choice of forms made by the interviewers was influenced
more by the choices made by the informants than the other way round.

Zeki (5-y.) Songul (5-y.)
total -Iyor 47 75
total -Iyormu~ 11 -
total -ml~ 34 25
input adult next form
interviewer from child
-Iyor -~ -Iyor 7 18

-~ -tyormu,l 1 -
-~ -mi,~ 1 2
TOTAL: 9 18

-mi,~ -~ -lyor 1 7
-~ -Iyormu,~ 8 -
-) -mi3 15 3
TOTAL: 24 10

(spontaneous) -lyor - 4
-Iyormu~ 1 -
-ml,~ 4 2
-DI - 1
~AcAkmi,t 1 -

TOTAL: C 7

Table 20. Forms offered by an interviewer, and reponses of two
informants during the description of a picture story.
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This impression is confirmed by the analysis of response patterns in two
picture descriptions by two 5-year-olds (table 20): Songul exhibits a strong
inclination towards the use of -Iyor, whereas Zeki's tense-marking is rather
diverse. Not only do the response patterns of the two children differ con-
siderably, but the choice between -Iyor and -ml,g made by the interviewer
(who by the way is the same person in both cases) is clearly influenced by
the informants' preferences.

Aspect

Imperfective forms are exceedingly scarce in the whole data-set. Only
one of the core-group informants used -Iyordu (or -()rd~ at all, and only
two did so at age 5. Six out of twelve core-group informants produced
one or two imperfective forms at age 6, but the instances mostly have a
somewhat undefined quality; only very few examples of clear application
of the discourse functions of the main aspectual opposition, as exemplified
in [58]-[60], are to be found in the data-base.

[58] Cevdet (6-y.): Eski evdeydik.
`We stayed in the old house.
O zaman hep bahgeye gidiyoduk.
At that time we went (IPFV.) to the playground frequently.'

[59] Zeki (5-y.): Turg 6redmenin ya~ gunu oluyordu.
`The ~rkish teacher had (IPFV.) his birthday.
Elma verdi manderen~
`He gave apples, mandarins~
elma vermedi, mandeyen verdi sonra.
he didn't give apples, he gave mandarins, then.'

(60] Ya~ar (6-y.): Benimle oynamak istemiyor.
`He doesn't want to play with me.'

AnutT: Eskiden oynar mayd:?
`Did he use to?'

Ya~ar: Oynuyorduk.
We played (IPFV.)
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Of these examples, [58] exemplifies the function of a sequence -DI -~
-Iyordu. The -Dl-form establishes a temporal framework in which an in-
traterminal event, marked with -Iyordu, takes place. Alternatively, from
the perspective of discourse analysis, one can say that the story-line is
advanced by -Dl-forms, while -Iyordu elaborates on the situations suc-
cessively introduced by means of -DI (Johanson 1971, 255ff.; Aksu-Kog
1986a, where the popular concepts foregrounding~backgrounding are in-
voked). In [59] on the other hand, the reverse order -Iyordu -~ -DI is
used to indicate the inclusion of the -Dl-marked event in the -Iyordu-event
mentioned previously (Johanson 1971, 261ff.). Of course, the imperfective
form may well be used in isolation; in example [60] an iterative reading is
implied by the context.

But most occurrences of -Iyordu in the data-base give the impression
that the functions of the form are not very well stabilised; I found examples
in which, like in [61], the exact meaning of the form is rather obscure, and
even a case in which -Iyordu takes over from -()rdI in the apodosis of a
counterfactual: here the lack of differentiation between the two imperfec-
tive forms is transferred to the realm of modality.

[61] Zeki (5-y.): Heb oyuncag verdi. Men~men~a~ robod isdiyodum.

`He gave presents all the time.I wanted((iPFV.) a robot.'

ADULT: O sana ba,gka bir,~ey mi verdi?

`Did he give you something else?'
Zeki: Auto isticegdim.

`I would have wanted a car.'

[62] Bulent (6-y.): O olmasayda biz hep oynuyorduk.
`If he hadn't been there, we would have played all the time.'

Another phenomenon to be considered shortly in connection with imper-
fectivity is the rather frequent use made by the children (as compared
with other converbs) of iken~-(~rken. This form is often overextended to
a non-standard temporal function, as has been mentioned before (p.105).
But some cases of use with imperfective meaning are to be found in the
data-base, cf. [63], [64]:
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[63] Feride (5-y.): Giigguggen de ,qóle ederdim.
`When I was small, I used to do (~PFV.~Hns.) like this.'

[64] Songul (6-y.): En sonunda gidikene hediyeleri óize verdi.
`Finally, while going away, they gave us the presents.'

[65] AnuLT: Nastl uyand:rm:,q?
`How has he woken him up?'

Songul (6-y.): Garyoyu gald:rarak.
`By lifting the bed.'

The introduction of a situation by means of -iken bears a close resem-
blance to the function -lyordu has in [59]. Example [63] may be more or
less prototypical: kíigukken "When I was small" accounts for about half of
the occurrences in the data-base. One may ask why, on the other hand,
the converb ~ArAk does not occur in the data-set, since this form in a
sense has the mirror function of iken (In fact, ~ArAk does occur two or
three times, but only in clauses of manner of the type [65]). As Johanson
(1971, 261) pointed out, Gulerek girdi "He entered laughing" can well be
paraphrased as Girdi. Guluyordu "He entered. He was laughing", yielding
the function of the aspectual main opposition exemplified in [58]. In a
similar vein, Girerken giildii "While entering he laughed." could be para-
phrased as Giriyordu. Guldu "He entered. He laughed [some time during
his entering]." Now, the placement of the -(~rken-clause conforms to the
word order of its paraphrase, whereas the ~ArAk-clause does not, which
may explain the fact that apparently the former is acquired earlier.

While analysing the occurrences of imperfective forms in the speech of the
7-year-olds of Verhoeven's data-collection (cf. p.20), I was struck by the
fact that most of the children of that age produced quite coherent little
stories involving the contrastive use of the main aspectual opposition, as
in [66]:
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[Ó6] CHILD (7-y.): Kirtldi o.
It [the playing car] got broken.'
Geri yaptam tekerini.
`I remade its wheel.'

ADULT: sen yaptan, tamir ettin?
`You made it, you repaired it?'

CHILD: o zaman da onunnan oynuyodum.
`Then I played (IPFV.) with it.'
O zaman bizim gu~guk óebek geldi.
`Then, our little baby came.'
Bi tane gu~~uk motor ald:k.
`We got one small car.'
O zaman da motorna oynuyodu.
And then he played ( IPFV.) with the car.
D:,qartya rzkd:, gap: a~:ytda.
`He went outside, the door was open.'
O zaman da~arzda oynardsm ben.
`At that moment I was playing ( IPFV.) outdoors.'
Yaymur kesildi.
`It had stopped raining.'

Examples of this kind are lacking in my data-base on the 4-6-year-olds.
One (very rare) case coming closest to a coherent story is [67], in which
the proceedings of a children's game are explained li:

11Note the way in which the child develops the innovation adam óoef(u~ "mr. the
villain" out of a word finding problem
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[67] Zeki (4-y.) Ama A,ge gacayodu.
`Ay~e ran (IPFV.).
A~e gagd:, biz de adam~adam~boefdug.
`Ay~e ran off, and we were men~men~ villains.'
Osman da~Osman da boefdu,
Osman was a villain, -
ben de adam boefuydum.
and I was a man-villain, too.
0 zaman ba,ggusu adam boefu diildi.
Then, nobody else was a man-villain.
Bu, sadece boefdu.
He was the only villain.
Biz de~biz de A~e'yi alab gacaanyodug,
`And we grabbed Ay~e and kidnapped (IPFV.) her.
Boef da bizi~bizim elimizdeki g:za al:yodu.
`And the villain [tried] to get (IPFV.) the girl we held.'

After Zeki starts out rather incoherently with his description (because he
does not offer the information in optimal order), he manages to come up
with a coherent version on retrial (from Osman... on). The scarcity of
imperfective forms in the present data-base thus may well reflect a certain
stage of development in the mastering of discourse organisation, more than
anything else.

Di~cu.ssion

Our data on the acquisition of modality in Turkish confirm the earlier re-
sults on the acquisition of modality in Western European languages. The
formal means for the expression of deontic and epistemic modality are
gradually developed with ongoing age. As in English and German, for ex-
ample, the "weaker" types of modality emerge early. They are expressed
largely with the aorist-base and the "future" marker ~AcAk, and elabo-
rations of the latter. Further development of the system only occurs after
age 6. A special characteristic in the speech of the children growing up
in the Netherlands is the frequent overextension of the compound form
~AcAkml~.

The "pluperfect" form -DIydI is well in evidence in the 4-year-olds,
and continues to be used by the children at ages 5 and 6 so frequently that
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we may well consider it as a form characteristic of the age range 4 to 6.
One child develops the use of -ml~tl instead. For -Dlydl, the use as a
remote past is predominant, especially if the children refer to their stay in
Turkey. However, there are also cases to be found in the data-set in which
the form is used to refer to events prior to other events, described with
-DIydI. Clear cases of remote past reference with -ml,gtl did not occur.
This result poses more questions than can be answered on the basis of the
present data-collection. One valid hypothesis could be that most children
with an Anatolian background acquire -DI,ydI first, and relatively few
-ml,gtl instead, both cases reflecting the language use of their environments
according to different regional backgrounds (possible functional differences
between the two forms would not necessarily impeach such a situation).
This hypothesis cannot be checked, because there is neither a satisfactory
description of these forms in the dialects available, nor did I collect any
data on the linguistic input to the informants. It is interesting to notice
that at age 5 five out of twelve core-group children substitute -mi,yt7 for
-ml,g or -DI in their responses to the one item in the sentence imitation
task containing that form lZ (cf. APPENDIX I, no. 16); Ercan substituted
-DIydi for -ml,qtl at age 4. This could mean that the -DIydl-children,
too, eventually will acquire the pluperfect -mI3tI.

That more complex types of temporal reference require considerable
cognitive skills and are relatively late acquisitions (Weist 1986, Piaget
1950) is borne out by the fact that subordination with conditional clauses
appears earlier than formally identical temporal clauses in the present
data-set, presumably because reference to concrete time in those cases
not only requires the handling of some sort of relative time in the non-
present. Intraterminal, i.e., aspectual values are involved, too. Sentence
types which explicitly involve the setting of free reference time are scarce
and are hardly ever produced by the 4-year-olds; the only exception to
this may actually be example [29]. The system for complex temporal ref-
erence can be seen to evolve from the initial marking of coincidence. Two
forms are predominant at age 4 and age 5: -DI mI and ~IncA; the first
form marks a combination of the completion of an event described in the
subordinate clause, and inchoative meaning for the main clause. The same
is claimed by Aksu-Kog (19866) to hold for the meaning of ~IncA in child
language. This interpretation (e.g., the assumption of initial temporal

'~When the same task was applied to the control group of eight 5-year-olds in Turkey,
three of them did the same.
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proximity of ET and RT) is furthermore confirmed by the fact that at ages
4 and 5 the set phrase used to further the story line ("and then...") is o
zaman, while this function has shifted to ondan sonra at age 6.

Example [52], among others, represents one of the two instances of use
of the "future in the past" in the core-sample; the converb -mAdAn ónce
in [48] with explicit use of the postposition ónce "after" occurs only once.

A considerable degree of inter-individual variation was also found by
comparing the tense marking systems used by the children for picture de-
scriptions. An adult-like system of finite tense-markers (-Iyor for events,
-ml,q for states and occasionally -DI linking the pictures of a series) is
only established at age 6. The most important characteristics deviating
from this pattern in the speech of at least a number of children at age 4
and 5 were found to be, first, a not wholly developed functional distinction
between -ml,g and -DL This corroborates Aksu-Kog 8t Slobin (1985) who
claim that the opposition is not firmly establised before age 4. Boeschoten
(1988) found that the "correct" use of -DI in picture descripions increases
further between age 6 and 7. Secondly, the use made of -Iyormu,g by a
number of children also seems to point to a measure of confusion of the
different functions of -ml~.

The evidence on the use of the main aspectual opposition imperfective
vs. perfective made by the i~nformants is inconclusive. The imperfective
forms can be assumed to have been acquired from the onset of the data-
collection at the age of 4}; they certainly cannot be expected to pose any
special formal difficulties as they are no more complex than for instance
Dlydl. The scarcity of imperfective forms could be concluded to be a dis-
course phenomenon. Johanson (1971, 114ff.) stressed the strict neutrality
of the unmarked member of the opposition, -DI, in Turkish, in deviation
from the situation encountered in other languages. In virtually all cases
where -lyordu has a discourse function, from a grammatical perspective
also -DI would do. Therefore, the aspectual opposition may well remain
opaque for young children. Besides, longer stretches of narratives are scarce
in the data-base anyway.

It should finally be noticed that all temporal and aspectual values which
are newly acquired are more often than not supported by temporal adverbs.
This was seen to be the case with the patterns of temporal reference as-
sociated with -DIydI and in instances of story-advancing -Dl-use in the
picture descriptions. The same tendency to use temporal adverbs is also
detectable with the imperfective forms (cf. examples [58], [59], [62], [64],
[66]).



6 Clauses of reason and purpose

Introduction

Previous research. The acquisition of causal connectives in Turkish has
been investigated by Aksu (19786). 5he found that elements with deictic
or anaphoric referential functions are acquired early: the clitic DA, the
deictic particle i,qte and ondan and onv,n i~in "therefore", both derived in
a transparent way from the demonstrative pronoun o 1. Next, around the
age of 3;0, the converb ~IncA and the connector diye are acquired. Of
these two, ~IncA only has causal connotation in connection with (rela-
tive) temporal reference (cf. pp.91, 105), and characteristically never turns
up in answers to "why" questions. As will appear, diye is an extremely
important element for causal connection in spoken Turkish. The functions
of diye (which are by no means confined to causal connection only) will be
discussed below.

Subordinate clauses involving nominalisations such as -Dlyl i~in and
-~rrLAk i~in are clearly acquired later. The last causal connector to be
acquired by Turkish children, according to Aksu, is the coordinating con-
junction ~unku "for". Its remarkably late acquisition as compared to the
formally much more complex subordinations is explained by Aksu-Ko~ 8t
Slobin (1985, 875) as a result of the fact that this particular conjunction
involves reversed order of inention (e.g., effect-cause, instead of cause-
effect ).

In this chapter the ways in which the informants expressed reason and
purpose are reviewed mainly on the basis of the answers given to "why"
questions put to them by the adult interviewers. There are a number of rea-
sons for this selective attention. First, in this way a collection of instances
is obtained which offers a clear insight into different response strategies
involving formally rather disparate elements. Secondly, answering "why"
questions can be viewed as a sort of task, built into the data-collection
procedure in a natural way, which may provoke the production of linguis-
tic structures whose complexity may render them scarce in a data-base

' For examples, aee below.
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like the present one. Actually, the complexity of these structures is re-
duced, because clauses of reason and purpose, in their function as answers
to "why" questions, more often than not are used eliptically. Thirdly,
an extra dimension of variability is added by the fact that Turkish has a
pluriformal system of at least three "why" equivalents with transparent et-
ymologies involving formal elements (suffixes) linking them to options for
answer strategies. Indeed, Aksu-Ko~ 8z Slobin (1985, 868) speculate on
the ways in which the different "why"s in Turkish, and question-answer
sequences in general, may exemplify grammatical morphemes to young
children.

`~Why" in Turkish. There coexist no less than four different "why"-

equivalents in Turkish: neden (formally: ne "what" ~ABL), ni~in (or its
elaborate equivalent ne i~in, ne followed by the postposition i~in "for" ),
niye (ne ~DIR) and ne diye. Surprisingly, possible semantic differences
between these forms are largely ignored in grammars of Turkish. Indeed,
in discussions with a number of native speakers of Turkish I have not been
able to find one single instance in which one of the three forms ni~in, niye
and neden would be excluded. Although in a number of instances niye was
felt to be slightly less appropriate than the other two options, even then
the use of the form was not judged as incorrect Z.

The forth "why" equivalent, ne diye, on the other hand, has modal
overtones (of reproach, remorse, etc.) , cf. ne diye yemek yemiyorsun
"What's the idea of not eating?" (Lewis 1978, 175; cf. also the example in
Gencan 1975, 393). Nevertheless, the existence of differences between the
other three forms is suggested by translational equivalents offered by some
authors: Lewis (1978, 74) for instance translates ne i~in with "what for".
Kononov (1956, 550) translates niye and ni~in with "pocemu" (`why'), ne
diye with "dlja cego (`for-what'), pocemu" and neden with "otcego" (`from-
what'), without going further into his reasons for doing so. The same sort
of suggestion is made by Ersen-Rasch (1985, 87-88); she translates: ne
diye "weswegen", ne i~in "wofur~wozu" and neden "warum", treating niye
and ni~in as "shortened forms" of ne diye and ne i~in resp.

~Two such example would be: Araba niye~nisin~neden yalt;mtyor `Why doesn't the
ear function?', with non-animate subject. Posaibly closest to establishing a semantic
difference are instances like: Yartn niye~neden~ni4in gelemiyecekein `Why aren't you
able to come tomorrow?'
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While no such rules exist as rules of grammar, it stands to reason that
in a distributional sense the form of answers to "why" questions will be
influenced by the choice of the "why"-equivalent. For instance, answers
to ni~in-questions can be expected to contain a quasi-converb with -DIgI
i~in more often than answers to niye- or neden-questions. To my knowl-
edge, this matter has not been investigated for any variety of Turkish;
therefore I will have no point of reference for the developmental patterns
found in my data-base. Nevertheless, the linguistic structures elicited by
"why" questions may vary according to the forms employed, and this will
be examined. Finally, once again I would like to stress that the variety of
"why"-forms in child-adult interaction probably plays a role in the acqui-
sition of Turkish.

Conjunctive use of "diye". The element diye fulfills a remarkable amal-
gam of functions in Turkish syntax, part of which are conjunctive (Kononov
1956, 540fF.; Lewis 1978, 175; Ersen-Rasch 1985, 86-87, 108) 3. Not all
these functions are conjunctive.

In the first place it signals the end of quotations of direct speech (with
all verba dicendi but de-) as in [la], compare also [lb]; by extension it is
used with verbs of thought, as in [2].

[la] Memur, "Paranaz var mt?" diye sordu.
Officer ask-PAST
`The officer asked: "Do you have money?".'

( ~.... sordu.)

[lb] "Para~rc yok", dedi.
"I've got no money", he said.'
( ~`.... diye dedi. )

[2] Baba, ~ocuga nas:l bir isim verrrleli diye du~undu
father child-DAT how a name give-osL think-PAST
`The father thought about what sort of
of a name he ought to give the child.'

The diye clause may also contain some statement in writing, like in [3].
Another function of diye in colloquial Turkish is exemplified in [4] and yet

~Some of the examples given below are adapted from these grammars.
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another one is the affect-effect type in [5] which is closely akin to the type
exemplified by [6]:

[3] Yarrn gel diye bir telgraf gekti
tomorrow come! a telegram draw-PAST

`He sent a telegram stating "come tomorrow"'

[4] Liva diye óir dostum var.
a friend-POSSlsg there-is

`I have a friend named Liva.'

(5] Kargay: biilbul diye satarlar
crow-ACC nightingale sell-AOR-pl

`They sell the crow for a nightingale.' (saying)

[6] Eylence diye bir ,gey yok buralarda
amusement something there-isn't here-pl-LOc

`There isn't something you could call amusement around here.'

The combination of diye with main verbs which do not imply "thinking"
yields clauses of reason, as in [8] and [9] (compare [7], where kork- func-
tions as a verb of thought). The clause incorporated by diye may be an
NP (cf. [10]).

[7] Kadan, ~ocuk ayliyacak diye korkuyordu
woman child weep-FUT fear-PAST:IMPV

`The woman was afraid that the child was going to cry.'

[8] Kadin, ~ocuk aglar diye odassndan ~ikmadi.

woman child weep-AOA room-POS53sg-ABL leave-NEG-PAST
`The woman didn't leave its room, lest the child should cry.'

[9] Yalan sóyledim diye kulagsm: ~ekti
lie tell-PAST-lsg

`Because I had told a lie, he pulled my ear.'

[10] Yad:gár diye sutannem satmiyor.
keepsake foster mother-POSSlsg seIl-NEG-PROG
`Because it is a keepsake, my foster mother is not selling.'
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However, in combination with the voluntative and optative suffixes (-sln,
-bAylm, ~AIIm) 4 diye yields clauses of purpose, as in [11] and [12].

[11] Cantnaniz stktlmastn diye uzatmiyacaysm.
spirit-POSS2p1 get bored-NEG-OPT draw out-FUT-lsg
`In order that you will not get bored, I will not prolong [this].'

[12] Vaktinde yeti~eyim diye erken ~:kt:m.
in time reach-vor,lsg early go out-PASTlsg
`In order to be in time, I went out early.'

[13] Vaktinde yeti,qeyim dedim
in time reach-vot,lsg say-PnsT-lsg
`I thought, let me be in time'

Etymologically diye is a converb derived from de- "to say", and my rea-
son for mentioning this fact is the following: There cannot be said to exist
a paradigmatic relationsip between diye and de- in modern Turkish, be-
cause, apart from some lexicalised forms, the use of the converb ~A has
become restricted to reduplications of it. Nevertheless, diye semantically
and distributionally remains closely linked to de-, as can be seen from the
complementary distribution exemplified in [la-lb] and from a comparison
of [12] and [13]. b Also, it must be noted that diye clauses generally need
some thinking, i.e., human or at least animate, matrix clause agent, with
the exception of the types exemplified by [3], [4] and [6].

Other types of clauses of reason and purpose. The important role
played by diye in speech, as compared with the written language, is by
no means a feature of child language only. It is a general characteristic of
spoken Turkish, and the reason for this given by Ersen-Rasch (1985, 86)
is the same as the one given by Aksu-Ko~ 8t Slobin (1985): By using the
diye-option one avoids the syntactic complexities of the alternative con-

~Or, more especially in dialects, the optative -A.
óAnother striking distributional feature ia the variable perapective a speaker may take

on personal reference in diye-clauses: a perfectly acceptable alternative for Pervin, óa~t
(`head'-POSS3sg) a~nyor diye yatts, `Pervin lay down, because she has a headache'would
be: Pervin, 6a~:m (`head'-POSSlsg) a~rsyor diye yatti (Ersen-Rasch 1985, 86-87~.
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structions involving nominalisations, cf. the reason clauses [14]-[15]e and
the clauses of purpose [l6a-b]. There is an important difference between
the last two: in [lóa] the subject of the subordinate clause is coindexed
with the subject of the matrix clause; in [l6b] it is not.

[14] Kar yagdrgi i~in yollar kapandi
snow fall-vN-POSS3sg for road-pl close-PASS-PAST

`Because snow has fallen, the roads have been closed.'

[15] Param olmadigindan Fransa'ya gidemiyecegim
money-POSSlsg be-NEG-VN-POSS3sg-ABL France-DIR go-INABIL-FUT-lsg

`Because I have no money, I will be unable to go to France.'

[16a] Bu durumu degi~tirmek i~in ne yapacaks:n?

this situation-ACC change-CAUS-INF for what do-FUT-2sg

`What are you going to do in order to change this situation?'

[lób] Durumun deyi~rnesi i~in ne yapslmalt?

situation-GEN change-VN-POSS3sg do-PASS-OBLIG

`What has to be done for the situation to change?'

Now, the reason clause [15] could also be rendered as [15']:

[15'] Param yok. Onun igin T.'ye gidemiyeceyim.
`I have got no money. Therefore I will be unable to go to T.'

With this, a common colloquial elliptic answer to "why" questions is con-
nected, in which the clitic DE serves as an extra connective element ([17]);
in a similar way, [18] is formally connected with [14].

6In wtitten Turkish, the extension of -DlylndAn (cf. [15]) with the postposition
dolays is often preferred.
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(17] Niye gelmedin? - Hastayd:m da, onun i~in.
`Why haven't you come? `I was ill, that's why.'

[18] Kitaóa neden almad:n? - Begenmedim de, ondan.
`Why haven't you bought' `I didn't like it, that's why.'
the book?'

[19] Niye yemiyorsun. - A~ degilim de...
`Why aren't you eating?' `I'm not hungry, that's it.'

This type of reason clauses may be shortened, yielding a reinforced ellipsis
(cf. [19]).

Finally, from Aksu (1978b) it can be gathered that the coordinating
conjunction ~unku "for" may play a role in the developmental sequences
to be analysed below.

Acqui~itional patterns

The types of clauses of reason and purpose discussed above were found to
be in full use already by the 4-year-olds, with the exception of the complex
types containing a nominalisation ([14]-[16]). This finding is in agreement
with Aksu (19786) who reported the latter type to be a late acquisition
in her data-set ( not before around age 4;0). While the forms are used,
and continue to be used ( which is not surprising, as they all correspond to
adult forms), some interesting developments (both structurally and con-
versationally) over the age groups can be observed. In general, the variety
of options available seems to relate to different overall strategies. But one
striking feature of the data is the central position diye appears to have in
both reason clauses and clauses of purpose, produced mostly in answer to
"why" questions ( cf. table 21 below).

In discussing the various answer patterns it must be noted that one
possible answer one may get to a"why" question is a"plain" answer, e.g.,
one without any conjunctive element. Actually, this type is relatively fre-
quently employed by the 6-year-olds (accounting for 32 Plo of the answers,
as against 15~ with the 5-year-olds and 25~o with the 4-year-olds). How-
ever, with the 4- and 5-years these plain answers may be telegraphic (cf.
[20]), but not with the 6-year-olds ([21]).
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type of no reep., plain -aln diye, ...DE, ...diye -DI~I iyin

"why" ege 'donno' nnaw. i;te (kiJ -aln, ondan, (remon yunku -mAk iyin

-aln iyin onun iyin clauses)
4-y. 2 6 6 1 - - 1 1

niye 5-y. 4 11 16 5 3 6 1 -
6-y. - 7 - 2 3 7 2 1
4-y. - 2 5 2 - 1 2 -

neden 5-y. 5 3 5 1 13 4 - -
6-y. 2 10 7 1 5 2 - 1
4-y. - - 2 1 1 - - -

nigin 5-y. - 1 1 3 2 - - 2
6-y. - 2 1 - 1 1 - 1
4-y. x x 2 2 2 - - -

sPONT. 5-y. X x - 7 3 - 1 -
(no "why" ) 6-y. x x 1 5 - 1 - -

TOTAL 13 42 46 30 33 22 7 6

Table 21. Forms used in answers to "why" questions.

[20] AnuLT: Neden karanlr.k olmu~?
`Why has it grown dark?'

Dilek (5 y.): A~gam.
`Evening.'

[21] anuLT: Niye yzkanamad:?
`Why couldn't he wash himself?'

Dilek (6 y.): 0 aslan geldi, korkuyor.
`That lion came, he is afraid.'

No response, or the answer bilmem~bilmiyorum "I don't know", was infre-
quent at all three age levels.

The dectic particle i,qte was used occasionally, on the one hand, as a
procedure to cut short questions, especially by the 4- and 5-year-olds
([22]). On the other hand, i,qte, followed by a full utterance, was seen to be
developed by two children (Ay~e and Tahibe) into an overall strategy for
the introduction of clarifications of both purpose ([24]) and reason ([23]).
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[22] ADULT: Niye yatiyor óóyle?
`Why is he lying down like that?'

Biilent (4 y.): I,qte.
`He just is.'

[23] ADULT: Niye asmt,q ~ama,qtrlart?
`Why has she suspended the linen?'

Ay~e (5 y.): I,qte, gurusun diye.
`She just has, so that it may dry.'

[24] ADULT: Niye sólemiyorsun?
`Why don't you tell?'

Selda (4-y.): I,gte, ~ok yoyuldum.
`I just don't, I've got very tired.'

Purpose is overwhelmingly expressed by -sIn diye at all age-levels. How-
ever, some acquisitional phenomena difïerentiate between the younger and
older children. (Only) four-year-olds quite often leave out diye, as in [25].
On the other hand, the older children, especially the 6-year-olds, quite
often use icin instead of diye 7. This last example results from a contam-
ination with the standard form -mAk igin (as in [16]). In [27], the clause
of purpose is even doubly marked.

[25] ADULT: Neden?
~Why?~

Songul (4 y.): ~imdi ku,q girmesin.
now bird enter-cvEa-oPT
`So that the bird wouldn't get in now.'

[26] ADULT: Ne igin oraya koymu,glar onu?
`Why have they put it there?'

Dilek (5 y.): As:m:,glar, gune,q varmas:n uesun.
auapend-INFER-pl sun reach-NEG-OPT for
`They have suspended it, in order that
the sun may not get to it.'

'With variants uyun, isun, uyun
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[27] ADULT: Neyi agmi~g?

`What has he turned on?'

Bulent (5 y.): Yaganacak ugun déyi.
wash-PASS-FUT for
`In order to wash himself.'

[28] ADULT: Niye?
~ Why~,

Cevdet (4 y.): Daa iyce uyartstn diye.
still well wake up-CAUS-OPT diye
`In order to better wake him up.'

[29] ADULT: Neden koymu~?
`Why has he put [it there]?'

Bulent (6 y.) Yeti,geyim diyor oraya.
reach-VOL say-PROG there-DIR
`He wants to reach there.'

Another striking feature is the children's overgeneralisation of -sin to cases
where the voluntative would be required in adult language use: [28] would
be represented as daha iyice uyariayim diye. In fact, in the type of clauses
of purpose discussed, the voluntative occurs only once in the entire data-
base, and even then in combination with de-, and not with diye ([29]).

In [28], the subject of the diye clause is coindexed with the matrix
subject. This is achieved by causativisation of the embedded predicate,
probably implying a connection with the acquisition of the type -mAk
i~in in which the subject of the subordinate clause in standard Turkish is
indeed coindexed with the matrix subject. In [30], this is again achieved
by causativisation, whereas [31] would be non-standard in this case (and
would correspond either to uyand:rrn,ak (get awake-CAUS-INF) i~in, or to
uyanmasi (get awake-vN-POSS3sg) igin, cf. [16a-b].
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[30] Selda (5 y.): ~av~an-n:n odas:na girrni~.
`He has entered the rabbit's room.'

ADULT: Haha, ne iginQ
`Yeah, why?'

Selda: Uyandarm.ak i~in.
get awake-CAUS-INF
`In order to wake [him] up.'

[31] 5elda (5 y.): Bagrayo.
`It shouts.'

ADULT: Ne tgin9
~Why~,

Selda: Uyanmag i~in.
get awake-INF
`For [him] to wake up.'

Finally, another alternative to the diye type clause of purpose which crops
up very rarely is the type in which the conjunction ki is used instead of
dáye (cf. [32]).

[32] ADULT: Ne yapayor ku,y orada?
`What's the bird doing over there?'

Songiil (4 y.): Bagrayor ki uyansan.
ahout-PROG wake up-OPT
`It shouts in order that he may wake up.'

[33] Feride (5 y.): Kafasa acasan diye otur~nu,g.
head-POSS3sg hurt-OPT sit-PERF
`He has sat down, because his head aches.'

A rather infrequent, but interesting developmental type is the one exem-
plified by [33]. This utterance may well have to be interpreted as a reason
clause, to be equated to Kafasa acayor (ac:-Px.ocJ diye oturmu~. This type
illustrates the fact that the acquisition of reason clauses and that of clauses
of purpose are interrelated. This can also be inferred from the fact that
the diye option is greatly expanded by the 5-year-olds, who at the same
time have the structurally simplified reason clause of the type [17]-[19] at
their disposal (cf. [34]-[37]).
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[34] ADULT:

Ercan (5 y.):

[35] ADULT:

Ay~e (6 y.):

[3Ó] ADULT:

Cevdet (5-y.):

[37J ADULT:

Biilent (5-y.):

Chapter 6

Buras: niye karanltk?
`Why is it dark there?'
I,gigi gabatm:3lar da.
light-ACC cloae-PERF-pl
`They have put out the light, that's it.'

Neden ?
~Why~,

Kuguk de.
`He is small, that's it.'

[rama,g:r as:yor, Neden?
`She's suspending linen. Why?'
Yasm:,q da, onun i~in.
`It's wet, that's why.'

Neden gapka gidíyor bóyle?
`Why does the cap go off like that?'
Soguk oldu da, ondan gidiyor.
`A breeeze rose, that's why it goes off.'

Thus, the diye clauses are employed as a general strategy for answering
"why" questions. This is also clear from the free use made of them in
cases where the semantic subject (usually left unexpressed by the children,
but occuring in the questions put to the by the adult) is not human or
even animate (as in examples [38]-[41]). s The examples found in the
data-base indicate a complete lack of consideration for semantic adult
constraints on diye reason clauses, cf. [42]-[44]. Here, [43] and [44J are
judged to be unacceptable by adult speakers presumably because the diye
clauses contain purely stative predications; therefore the semantic subject,
though human (which it is not in [42]), has nothing really to think about
(thus, again a direct semantic correspondence with de- is in evidence).

[38J ADULT: Nigin geliyorsun óyleyse?
`Why then do you come?'

Tahsin (5-y.): Ablam góturuyor ya, ogul var diye.
"you know" achool there- ia

`But my sister brings me, because there's school.'

"In [41], kork- must be conaidered a verb of thought; in that sense the example
cortesponda to [2] above.
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[39] ADOLT: Neden9
~Why~,

Tahibe (5-y.): Uygumuz geldi diye.
slecp-POSSlpI come-PAST
`Because we got sleepy.'

[40] ADULT: Neyi agmi,~9
`What has he opened?

Bulent (5-y.): i~te. Soguk gelecek diye a~mt~.
breeze come-FUT open-PERF

`He just has. He has opened it,
because a breeze will rise.'

[41] Zeki (6-y.): Beni kapar diye korkmu,q.
me (ACC) grab-AOR get afraid-PERF
`He fears that he will grab him.'

[42] ADULT: Niye uguyo biliyor musun onlar?
`Do you know why they fly away?'

Songiil (6-y.) Eved, ruzgar var diye, gog soguk.
yea wind there-is much breeze
`Yes, because there is wind, quite a breeze.'

[43] ADULT: Neden agmiyor du~u?
`Why doesn't he turn on the shower?'

Cevdet (4-y.): Bozulmug diye.
get broken-PERF
`Because it has got broken.'

[44] ADOLT: NiyeP
~Why~~

Ercan (6-y.): Yeti,gemiyor, kv,~uk diye.
reach-IMPOSS-PROG small
`He can't reach [there], because he is small.'

Examples of the other two types of reason clauses, i.e., the coordinate
type with gunku and the complex one with -Dlgi igin, are scarce. They
do not suffice to answer the question if and how the acquisition of these
constructions may in fact be motivated by the children becoming aware of
the discrepancy between the use they make of diye and the adult norm.
But the four ( !) cases of -DIgI igin-clauses to be found in the full core-
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sample (from two informants) all accommodated adjectives in the reason
clause (cf. [45]), thus avoiding the non-standard option [44].

[45] ADULT: Ni~in istiyorlar?

`Why do they want it?'
Ercan (6-y.): Guxe! oldugu iigun istiyolar.

beautiful be-VN-POSS3sg for
`They want it because it's nice.'

[46] Yagar (5-y.): Anesini ~agsrcag, ~ungu ,gabgay: almaya ugra3acag.
`She'll call her mother, for she will try to catch the cap.'
(`.... for her to try and catch the cap.')

The example [46] with gicnku on the other hand seem rather to be employed
for the avoidance of complex types of clauses of purpose, and constitutes
a type of developmental error on its own.

Discussion

The evidence on the strategies for answering "why" questions found in the
data can be summarized as follows: Those strategies which are already in
evidence at age 4 persist with the 5- and 6-year-olds as well. The devel-
opment of more complex types of clauses of reason and purpose centres
around diye constructions, most of which have a distinctly colloquial qual-
ity in adult language use. The two semantic types of diye clauses are only
differentiated by tense and modality marking. The reason clauses with
díye seem to be extended from the clauses of purpose constructed with
OPTATIVE f diye, and the constraints governing them in adult Turkish
are generally disregarded. The view that clauses of reason and purpose
constitute one single category is also supported by the nature of the few
examples of gunku in the data-base. s Other functions diye has in adult
language use are almost entirely absent: The type exemplified by [4] was
found once (Tahibe (5-y.): Zeyneb diye bir ktz "a girl named Z."), and its
use in the quotation of direct speech was likewise found only once (with
the same child, [47]).

9Two out of eight children írom a 7-year-old control group in Turkey could be seen
to have developed yet another type of clause of purpose: yunku combined with type [l6],
e.g.:~unki óiaiklet du~memesi iyin "in order for the bicycle not to fall'. This is another
indication for the close interplay of the two types of clauses in acquisition.
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[47] Tahibe (6-y.): Sinterkdaas dedi -kendisi vard:- bi de:
"Oyuncaglars getir" diye gzzds.
`St. Nicholas said: -he was [here] himself'- also:
"bring the toys", [diye] he got angry.'

As has been noted, clauses of reason and purpose are especially frequently
encountered elliptically, in answer to `why" questions. The same type of
clauses turned up in full sentences produced spontaneously (i.e., not in
answer to "why" questions), but these are far less frequent. Thus it can be
concluded that "why" questions form an important discourse context for
the relatively complex structures involved. This can also be derived from
the fact that the children at older age were found to be quite sensitive to
the "why" question forms employed by the adult interviewers: while the
4-year-olds showed no signs of differentiating their answers according to
the different types of "why" questions, the 5-year-olds answered with a
diye clause to neden only once (401'0), but 36oyo of their answers to niye were
of this type lo. The corresponding figures for the 6-year-olds are 6~ vs.
53~0; for the 4-year-olds: 25qo vs. 15010.

Furthermore, some children often took wh-questions with neyi `what'
(ACC) for niye "why" questions, cf. [27] and [40]; at age 5, one child,
Bulent, responded to neyi in this manner completely consistently.

A special device, developed quite consistently by Ay~e and Songiil at
age 5, is: `first answer with i,~te, and then add an answer, if you feel like
it'. Curiously enough, with both children no trace of this strategy is left
at age 6; in fact the use made by all informants of i~te has been greatly
reduced by then.

Finally, one important feature of the data is the fact that the forms
mAk i~in and -DIgI i~in are almost completely lacking; the only child
showing any signs of developing the latter option for reason clauses was
Selda. At first sight, the late acquisition of these forms seems to be in
agreement with Aksu's findings (cf. p.121). However, the acquisition of
the coordinate conjunction ~unku "for" shows a tendency to precede the
acquisition of the constructions with i~in; this contradicts earlier findings
by Aksu (19786).

loSee table 21. The option ne diye was never employed by the interviewers; nigin
infrequently. The percentages are based on the answers concerned with reason and
purpose; the no responses, `don't know's and plain answers were left aside.
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Longitudinal tendenciea. It did not always prove easy to establish
the patterns of development from an analysis of spontaneous speech data.
However, in all cases quantified variables (i.e., the scores on the sentence
imitation task and the productive vocabulary task, the lexical variables de-
fined in chapter 3, and other variables analysed in Verhoeven 8t Boeschoten
1986) yielded significant increases of linguistic ability over time (from age
4 to age 5 and from age 5 to age 6).

In-depth analysis uncovered in detail the following developmental pat-
terns between age 4 and age 6:

~ The ongoing establishment of adjectives as a syntactic category.
. A diversification of word-formation devices (compounding, sufí'ixing).
~ On the other hand, the development of more complex NP structures

seemed constrained.
~ Development over time was clearly in evidence when semantic cate-

gories were taken as a basis for the analysis of subsystems of gram-
mar. This was most notably the case with modality marking, com-
plex temporal reference and conjunction. In each case, a growth of
complexity of the system was observed, and in each case the devel-
opmental patterns could be linked to cognitive development.

~ One point at which the acquisition of Turkish by children growing
up in a diaspora context may really be stagnating is the development
of relative clause structures. Although the results obtained from the
sentence imitation task indicate that the competence of handling RCs
develops to a certain extent between age 4 and age 6, virtually no
RCs were used by the children in spontaneous speech.

General linguistic patterns. From the previous analysis of the lexical,
syntactic and semantic characteristics of spontaneous Turkish speech sam-
ples collected from children growing up in the Netherlands one striking gen-
eral characteristic emerged: A number of important linguistic parameters
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yielded patterns reflecting markedly substandard forms with widespread
regional distribution in Central Anatolia. Moreover, all of these patterns
were overgeneralised one way or the other.

~ Apart from compounding, the word formation device most frequently
employed proved to be the collective suffix -gid which is typically
lacking in written standard 'Ilirkish, but quite common in spoken
Turkish, especially in Anatolia. It was overgeneralised by a number
of children to mark personal names, even if only a single person
without his entourage was referred to (p.44).

~ For expressing totality (as defined in chapter 3, p.36ff.), all the chil-
dren at all cycles of data recording exclusively used the adverb hep
as some sort of totality operator. This element was used over the full
range of standard and substandard usages, but was also overgener-
alised to cases in which the adverb was put in AdjP slots.

~ For expressing pluperfect meaning, all informants, with one excep-
tion, always used -DIyd7, and never -ml~tl (p.100ff.). The former
marker is used in standard Turkish to express distant past, a mean-
ing which also often crops up in the speech of the informants of the
present study.

~ Certain complex types of predications, i.e. those containing subor-
dinate clauses which I have termed `clauses of purpose and reason',
are expressed almost exclusively with the aid of the conjunction diye
(chapter 6). The resulting patterns of subordination can be assumed
to be easier to process than the more common standard types of
subordination which, in this case like in many others, require nomi-
nalisations. In addition, the children did not heed the rather complex
but strict constraints applying to the selection of the subject of diye
clauses in all adult varieties of Turkish.

Although some of these patterns, and more specifically, the overindulgence
in them, may turn out to be acquisitional features, they may also be the
first symptoms of newly developing norms of Turkish spoken in the Nether-
lands (or even in Western Europe). Two circumstances reinforce this im-
pression. Firstly, none of the characteristics mentioned were found in the
limited data-base of child speech collected in Anatolia (cf. Boeschoten 8i
Verhoeven 1986, Verhoeven 8c Boeschoten 1987). Secondly, the patterns
were found independently of the regions where the informants' parents
came from (in particular, Central Anatolia and the Black Sea region).
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In this connection it seems remarkable that DiLuzio (forthc.), in report-
ing research among second generation Italian immigrants in the German
city of Konstanz, also mentions the importance of spoken norms deviating
from standard Italian. He speaks of a resemblance with the variety termed
Italiano populare, a spoken norm of illiterates in Northern Italy.

From a psycholinguistic point of view, the patterns provide evidence
of a strong inclination towards unifunctionality. In each case (with the
exception of the suffix -gil) out of many formal devices to express cer-
tain meanings one is chosen which is relatively easier to process (the diye
clauses) or was earlier acquired to express a closely related meaning (the
pluperfect -Dlydl). The case of hep is especially interesting, because here
the principle of unifunctionality both seems to block the acquisition of
single lexical items and leads to the disregard of word class distinctions.

Finally, the patterns found do not point in any way to possible transfer
of Dutch structures.

Socio-economic background variables. The present study has yielded
no significant results as to the influence of background variables. In the
first place, the socio-economic background of the informants' parents was
fairly homogeneous, both with respect to their roots in Turkey (rural, no
professional education), and with respect to their living conditions in the
Netherlands. Secondly, those factors which will surely lead to a further
differentiation of LI proficiency among the informants at a later age have
not had the time to assert themselves. In fact, in an earlier report Ver-
hoeven 8e Boeschoten (1987) compared scores on a number of linguistic
measures in the speech of children growing up in the Netherlands and a
control group in Turkey. They found the variance of these measures to be
roughly equal at age 5; at age 7, however, the variance on all measures had
clearly increased with the children in the Netherlands as compared wih the
control group in T~rkey.

All informants of the present study had a very limited knowledge of
Dutch at the moment they entered kindergarten. Only after that moment
did the dominant LZ environment come into play. Although no transfer of
Dutch structures could be found, certain linguistic effects apparently have
to be related to the reduced L1 input (cf. also Verhoeven 8z Boeschoten
1986).

Accumulating effects resulting from attitudinal factors to be connected
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with the informants and their families may well emerge only after a certain

period of time has elapsed.

Turkish-Dutch bilingualism and language change in progresa. It

seems tempting to interpret the set of data analysed in this volume in the

light of linguistic change in progress. However, after careful consideration
it becomes clear that the data analysed in the present study, and the other

information available so far, can only be a basis for speculation.

In principle, variational patterns to be found in the data may emanate
from three different sources: 1. acquisitional patterns; 2. the varying re-
gional backgrounds of the informants; 3. contact phenomena (with Dutch
as a second language), the corresponding mechanisms of linguistic change
over generations being: 1. imperfect learning; 2. dialect leveling; 3. in-

terference. An intricate interplay of these mechanisms has to be assumed.

Without a very precise research design aiming at disentangling the influ-

ence these parameters have on specific phenomena, the matter is difficult

to address at all, and certainly such an undertaking could not just be based

on spontaneous speech data obtained from 4 to 6 year old children.

To illustrate this point, let me take one simple example. In a pilot study
it was found that some Turkish children growing up in the Netherlands
between ages 4 and 6 used uvular [R] to realise ~r~ not only in Dutch

(acquiring varieties of this language in which [R] is the norm), but also in
Turkish (Boeschoten 1984). Although a case of interference seems to be

in evidence here, a number of questions cannot be convincingly answered:
1. What role (if any) does [R] play in acquisitional sequences of ~r~ in

(monolingual) Turkish?; 2. What is the connection with ~r~-weakening

in Turkish dialects in general (e.g., realisations like [geliyoh] for standard
Turkish geliyor)?; 3. Had ~r~ ([r]) already been acquired by the particular
informants before they became exposed to Dutch [R] in kindergarten?; 4.
Will [R] eventually disappear and yield its place to [r] in the speech of
these informants?

Lacking a diachronic perspective it seems well-nigh impossible to judge

the data presented in this study in terms of linguistic change. It should not

be forgotten that it is clear that the language spoken by first generation

adults is essentially irrelevant to the discussion, and a second generation
has not yet grown up. Therefore, no net effect over generations can be
judged.
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Even the Dutch lexical items which frequently get mixed into the chil-
dren's speech cannot be said to have entered Turkish as loanwords; any
such judgement would be subject to W.Mackey's "synchronic fallacy" (cf.
Hasselmo 1972, Boeschoten 8t Verhoeven 1987).

In several publications D. Slobin (1977, 1986) has attempted to link de-
velopmental sequences observed in the speech of children acquiring Turkish
with trends of diachronic change exhibited by Turkic languages in gen-
eral and contact situations. Pfaff (forthc.) has tried to integrate some
of Slobin's trends into a predictive model based on contrastive analysis
(Turkish~German). It should be noticed however, first, that the Turkic
languages cited in Slobin (1977): Gagauz, Karaim and Azeri have all been
in close contact with Indo-European languages for centuries 1 and second,
that the concrete "evidence" he invokes (Slobin 1977, 1982, 1986) is partly
frivolous from a comparatist point of view:

~ If it is stated (Slobin 1986, 288) that Turkic languages have sus-
tained "the basic typological characteristics of the language family"
it should at least be remembered that one basic tendency of the
diachronic development has been an increase in the degree of agglu-
tination, particular in verbal inflection.

~ Borrowed structures like the relative clauses (RC) introduced with
the Persian loan conjunction ki have remained peripheral in Turkish
Z. RC's introduced with ki are totally absent from the data set of
the present study, probably a reflection of L1 input characteristics.

~ In Slobin (1986, 288) we read:

In Old Turkic we see movement of -DIK from a simple
past tense to a nominal form.

This interpretation has indeed been put forward by some Soviet-
turkologists, but is almost certainly wrong. All indications so far
run counter to it.

It is also unclear why Azeri and Turkmen examples with ~An are
cited in Slobin (1986, 287) with the implication that they have ousted

1Slobin does not refer to Uzbek, although Tajiki-Uzbek contact phenomena are prob-
ably the best studied ones.

~Except for written Ottoman Turkiah. Turkish here stands for `Republican' Turkish
proper. The situation is different in the case of certain varieties of Uzbek, and, possibly,
Azeri. Gagauz is not only anomalous with respect to subordinate strategies, but seems
to have shifted to SVO word ordcr generally.
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-DIK, and without any historical evidence to support this.

~ In comparison, it seems obvious that the idiosyncratic developments
in Gagauz, Karaim, Uzbek and Azeri cannot be accounted for by
the typological characteristics of the contact languages involved, or
by psycholinguistic mechanisms, alone. The setting of the language
contact in each case has certainly played a role, too.

It seems that the kind of patterns emerging in the speech of Turkish chil-
dren in a diaspora context can only be predicted in very general psycholin-
guistic terms. In particular, it stands to reason that both the lexical de-
velopment and the acquisition of certain types of subordination (RC's and
clauses involving nominalisations of the verb) may stagnate. The precise
structures which eventually will take over the function of these elements
are hardly predictable, except that a certain number of Dutch lexical items
can be expected to emerge as loanwords. In the case of subordinate clauses,
the diye clauses might, on the basis of this study, be expected to play an
important role in a future local Turkish variety. On the other hand, there
is no evidence of new RC structures emerging. Other sites for which Pfaff
(forth.) expects possible erosion of the language system were not found
to be relevant in the present study. This holds most notably for the case-
system which appeared to be fully intact. Boeschoten (forthc.b) speculates
on the possibility that an inter-language variety ("code-switching mode")
which seems to be emerging with groups of adolescents may provide the
environment for an erosion of the case-system in the future.

However, the possible emergence of special brands of Turkish also in-
volves a restructuring of the system (i.e., the emergence of new norms~. It
seems impossible to make any precise predictions in that respect. Also, the
data obtained in Berlin (by Pfaff and others), a bilingual context with a
longer history, seem to indicate that even locally Turkish will not develop
in monolithic ways. It seems that the Turkish speech of some groups of
children growing up in Berlin may be closer to the standard language than
the speech of the groups of informants of the present study; but there ap-
pear also to be children in Berlin with a background leading to a greater
amount of erosion of Turkish (PfafF, forthc.)
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Outlook. The main aim of this study was to describe developmental pat-
terns in the speech of Turkish children born in the Netherlands in the age
range from 4 to 6 years in a longitudinal design. This is only a small step,
if it is our goal, to obtain a full picture not only of the L1 development in
the bilingual situation the Turkish children find themselves in, but also of
the consequences of its synchronic features for the possible emergence of a
local variety (or of varieties) of Turkish in the Netherlands. L1 acquisition
by the second generation must be considered an important stage. But even
on the age group considered in this study additional information is needed
on a nurnber of factors:

. First and foremost, precise data on the language input to the chil-
dren are indispensable for an appraisal of the connection between
non-standard distributions in the speech of the second generation
children, and patterns in the language of the first generation.

~ Secondly, the process of LZ acquisition by the informants has not
been considered. Because in the age range considered Turkish is still
clearly the dominant language of the children, it may be that (as
yet) no mechanisms of LZ transfer play a role in the L1 acquisition
of the children. Nevertheless, the functional distribution of the two
languages in the life of the children should be properly studied in
real life contexts (until now, this kind of information has mostly be
collected with the aid of questionnaires; some information can be
found in Huls 1987).

~ Thirdly, for the L1 acquisition after age 4 by Turkish children growing
up in the Netherlands, mother tongue instruction in Turkish is of
major importance. Until now, Turkish instruction has usually been
marginal, i.e. 2,5 hours each week at best. Mother tongue instruction
for ethnic groups in kindergarten classes has only attained a legal
basis in 1985. This is not the place to enter into the discussion about
the pros and cons of this type of instruction. It must be remarked,
however, that a better knowledge of the bilingual effects of models
of bilingual education and their implementation is urgently needed.
After all, for many children their Turkish teacher is virtually the only
source of standard language input. This study has provided some
indication for a possible stagnation of the acquisition of precisely
the more standard-like pole of Turkish in the repertoire of children
growing up in the Netherlands.
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Sentence imitation task

1. ~imdi ~aL~marmz lázim.
2. Fabrikaya yakin bir yerde oturuyoruz.
3. Okula ge~ geldigim i~in juffrouw ~ok kizdi.
4. Biz ugakla giderken babamiz arabayla gitti.
5. Biiyiiyiince doktor olmak istiyorum.
6. Haftaya bir daha gelmeye ~aLgacagim.
7. Anneai kadar guzel yemekler pi~iren yoktur.
8. Nihayet abimin anlattigi sokagi bulabildik.
9. Getirdigin kitabi begendim.

10. SSylediklerimi tekrarlamaya ~ali~.
11. Bu muzik kasetini radyodan doldurdum.
12. Amcam misafir geldigi zaman ~ok sevindik.
13. Dedemin gelmesini heveslerim.
14. Ablam g5zluk takmazsa bir~ey gbremez.
15. Hollandaya geleli yogurtlu yemekler yemedik.
16. Hasta kalmi~tun, onun igin gelemedim.
17. ~ocuklara hediye dagitildi.
18. Televizyonda ~ikan ~ocuk programlanna bakmam.
19. Turkiyede kalsaydim daha mutlu olurdum.
20. Dallanni kopardiktan sonra agaci kestiler.
21. Yagmur yagmayinca gi~ek buyumez.
22. Bahgi tutar tutmaz kizarttik.
23. Kendisini aynada g5ren k5pek ~a~irir.
24. Bizim straatirtuzda on kadar gocuk oturuyor.
25. Babam misafirleri bankaya oturttu.
26. Bundan bdyle bir daha gelemiyecegim.
27. Annem kendisi okula gitmemigtir.
28. Ablanun okudugu okulda Turk dgretmeni var.



APPENDIX II

picture
no.

1

Tran~cript of picture ~equence "getting up"; Ay~e, 5 y.

deacription
(roman-adult, italic-child~

tranalation

Bu resimde ne góruyoraun
bana teker teker anlat, oldu mu?
oldu mu?
Burdan ba~hytver, hadi bakahm.
Oldu. Evde da~ varmt~.
Ht? -
Evde bu day var(...
Evin yaninda dag vnrmig[...

Caytr óóyumu;(...
Efendim[...
Caytr óóyumui.
Ht?
Caytr óóyumu~.
~ayir mi bóyumug?
Hehe.
Htmm, burasi niye aiyah?
nereai9
Buraat niye aiyah9
Garanlamt; dt;an
Garanlamtg mi dtgari, neden?
Hehe, i~te.
I~te mi?
Hn.

Tell me what you see
in this picture, one by one,
OK?
Start from there, let's see.
OK. There's a roof on the house.
What?
There's this roof on the houae[...
Ah, there's a mountain
next to the houae[...
The meadow has grown[...
Sorry[...
The meadow has grown.
What?
The meadow has grown.
The meadow has grown?
Yeah.
Ah, and why ia it dark here?
Where?
And why ia it dark here?
It has grown dark outaide.
Has it grown dark outaide, why?
Yeah, it juat has.
It juet haa?
Yeah.
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2 Hihihi, burda? Well, and here?
I~ims~ dt~ari. It has grown light.
Gu~lar gonmu~lar dumansna. Birda have aettled on ita "smoke".
Digan igimig hu. It has grown light outside, yea.
He. Yeah.
Ku; nereye koymu~~konmug? Where hae the bird settled?
Dumansna On ita "smoke„
Dumanhga mi konmu~? It has settled on the chimney?
Hehe. Yeah.
Hihihi, afferin sana be. Well, good for you.

3 Bunlar? Theae?
Ney? What?
Burda ne góruyoraun? What do you see here?
Penceresini ayms; He has opened his window
yattyomu~. and is lying down.
Dav~an da yadms~. The rabbit has lain down, too.

4 O uyuyuncs While he was aleeping
penceresinden gu~ ~skmt~. a bird has appeared

through his window.
Otmu~ de o uyanaa gu~~... It singa to (?)wnke him up, tht bird[...
Bu ne, bu kim? What's this, who is this?
siss, babys. Hmm, babies.
Baby mi? Hihi, aferin. Bu? A baby? Well, good for you. This?
0 da óaby. That's a baby, too.
O da mi baby. That's a baby too?

5 Ne yapiyo~ne oluyo orda, What's he doing~what's happening there,
anlat bakalim, ne giiruyoraun? Tell me, what do you see.
Gune;. Buldu da gune~. The aun. A cloud and the sun.
Hl? What?
Buldu da gune;. A cloud and the sun.
Gune~ mi var? There's the sun?
He, óa~ga bi~ey ... Yeah, something elae ...

g Burda ne góruyorsun? What do you see here?
Gu; pencerden ~igmt~ da The bird has appeared

through the window
o~lamn yata~na gonmu~. and has settled on the boy's bed.
Hiu, oglamn yatagina mi konmu~. Yes, it has settled on the boy's bed.
Iyi, burda ne oluyor? OK, what happens here?



?-8

9

lU

11

12

GaXmt; yata~tndan.
Hnm, kug nereye gitmig?
Gui ucmu~.
Nereye?
Peneereden~ gune~in icine
giriyomu~.
Gune;in i~ine mi girmig?
Hee.
Hihihi yanmamig demi?
Ihih.
Burda?
GaXmi~,
yata~sndan gaXms~.

Hiu, hi burada?
Yata~indan gagmi~.
Tav~an uyuyomuq.
Gitmi; adam.
Hih~.
Gidiyomu~ gapiys asmt;.
H~h~.

Tav~an da gaXms~,
baXmt~ ki yoX.
Burda?
Hee.
Peki, burda?
Dav~an gaXms;,
yasti~a oturmu;.

Bu da óaXiyomuq.
Yast~ga mi oturmug tavgan?
Bu ne?
YasttX.
Hn, bu da mi yastik?
Hs~.
Burda?
D gaXsncs dav~an górmu;
yastsx da.
Hihi, gbrmug mu?
Hee.
Kimi?
Bunu.

Tranacript

He hae got up from his bed.
Hmm, where has the bird gone?
The bird has flown off.
Where to?
Through the window~ it is entering
the aun.
It has entered the aun?
Yeah.
And it has not burned?
No.
Here?
He has got up,
he has got out of his bed.

Well, and here?
He has got up from his bed.
The rabbit is sleeping.
The man haa gone.
Yea.
He is going, he has opened the door.
Yes.

And the rabbit has got up
and aeea that he ian't there.
Here?
Yeah.
OK, here?
The rabbit has got up
and has sat down on the pillow.

And he ie looking.
The rabbit has sat down on a pillow?
What's this?
A pillow.
Ia thia a pillow, too?
Yeah.
Here?
After he got up he saw a rabbit
on the pillow.
Oh, he has aeen hím?
Yeah.
Whom?
Thia one.

157
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13 Hiht, burda ne oluyo? OW, what's happening here?
Gune~ stkmt~. The sun has appeared.
O da: 'GaXtn, gidece~im'. And he [says]: `Get up, I'll go'.
Tavgan da gidiyomug. The rabbit ia going, too.
Tavgan da mi gidiyomug? The rabbit is going, too?
Burda ne oluyor? What's happening here?
Uyuyomu; tav~anlar. The rabbits are flying.
Tavganlar u~uyor muymu~. The rabbits are flying?

14 Hu, peki burda? OK, here?
Dav~an ucmu~ gelmi~, The rabbit has come flying.
banyoya gelmi~. He has come to the bathroom.
Banyoya mt gelmi~, hu. He has come to the bathroom? Well.
Ne yapiyor burda? What is he doing here?
Ne yapmak istiyor? What does he want to do?
Boruyu eógecekmy. He's going to tear the pipe apart.

Boruyu mu sókecekmi~. He's going to tear the pipe apart?
Nt. Yeah.
Niye? W hy?
I~te. Just so.
Hi, burda? Oh, here?
Elini uzattyomu~ boruya(... He's atretching hia hand toward the pipe[...
Hi, elini niye usatiyor oraya? Yes, why is he stretching his hand there?
Gtracak óoruyt. He'll break the pipe.
Boruyu luracak mi? He'll break the pipe?
He. Yeah.

15 Burda? Here?
Adam ytXmt~. The man has appeared.
Bagms; ki óoruyt gtracak. He has seen that he'll break the pipe.
Hu. Oh.
Elini uzatms~ óoruya. He has stretched his hand to the pipe.

1g Hu, burda? Yes, here?
O ctXtnct óoruyu yapsyomu~. Now he has appeared, he ie repairing the pipe.
Adam mi yapiyomug boruyu? The man is repaiting the pipe?
Flt:. Yeah.

l~i Hu. Burda ne oluyor? Oh. What is happening here?
Nerde. Where?
Burda Here.
Su dógmu; onun gafaatna, He has poured water on his head.
gayamamt~. He couldn't get away.
Kim kaSamamig? Who couldn't get away?
Bu. This one.
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Htu, burda ne yapiyor?
Gendi ysXandtrtyomu~.
Kim?
Bu.
Neyle yikamyor?
Boruyla.
Boruyla mi yikamyor?
Hn.
Burda?
O ytXanmt~, ondan aonra o00
damltyomu~, ytXands.

Hum, burda ne góruyoraun?
Yorgant uattene yekmi~.
Yorgam ustune mi ~ekmig?
Bu da yek~ 6u da gekmi~.
Himm, yorgan mt onlar?
Htst.

Hiht. Burda?
t~ay getiriyo mu?
Bu da gave getiriyo.
Bu Say getiriyo,
o da kahve mi getiriyo?
Hee.
Hn.

Ondan aonra
gaveaini getirmi~ler.
Bu iyiyomu~,
bu da iyiyomu~.
Ne yapiyorlar burda bagka?
ht, iyiyolar.
Hu[...
Burda yéyip tciyolar.
Yeyip iSiyolar mi? Hu.
Tavug gelmi~.eve.
Hu, bu nereye oturmug,
tavgan?
Goltuga.
Goltuga mi oturmu~. Adam?
Adam da aandelyeye oturmu~.
Hu, afferin sana!

Transcript

Yes, what is he doing here?
He's waehing himself.
W ho?
This one.
With what is he washing himself?
With the pipe.
He's washing himself with the pipe?
Yeah.
Here?
He has washed himself, and then heee
he drips, he has washed himself.
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Hmm, what do you aee here?
He has pulled the blanket over him[self].
He has pulled the blanket over him[self]?
He, too~ he has pulled [one], too.
Hmm, those are blankets?
Yeah.

Oh. Here?
Ia he bringing tea?
And this one is bringing coffee.
This one ie bringing tea,
and that one is bringing coffee?
Yeah.
Oh.

Then
they have brought their coffee.
This one is drinking [it],
and thia one, too.
What else are they doing?
Eem, they are drinking.
Yea[...
They are eating and drinking here.
They are eating and drinking? Well.
The chick has come to the house.
Yea, where has this one sat down,
the rabbit?
On the chair.
He has sat down on a chair. And the man?
And the man has sat down on a chair.
Well, good for you!
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A few commenta:

1. In the description of picture 1: day varmti,~. Here, dag ([dary]) is in fact
the Dutch word dak "roof", pronounced in such a(non-Dutch) way that it
becomes homophonous with Turkish dag "mountain". This results in a mis-
understanding between child and adult of the kind discussed in Boeschoten
(forthc.').

2. Also picture 1: The word for "meadow", gayir, is pronounced with voiceless
fricative ( [cayrr]). The incomplete acquisition of ~c,~ was observed with many
4-year-olds ( substitutions: [c], [~]). In fact, the sound is the penultimate
phoneme to be acquired in Turkish; only ~r~ comes later (Boeschoten 1984).
An alternation [g]~[c] can also be observed in [uC-]~[uc-] "to fly", and other
cases.

3. Also picture 1: karanla- "to grow dark" (at night) may be an innovation
(in analogy to karanlsk "darkness"; yet the item may also be a dialect form
(DS, 2651 has karar~s-, but not karanla(n~-).

4. Picture 2: Duman "smoke" is generalised to mean "chimney", like many
other children did at age 4 and b(besides, they produced duman ~eyi (cf.
p.41ff.) and (at age 6) dumanl:k, or else the Dutch form achoorsteen, but
never the standard Turkish form baca.

5. Picture 4: uyuyuncs: ~ Inci is on record as a dialectal variant of y IncA;
the final ~I~ may resist labial harmonisation (cf. Yuce 1973, 31). Idem:
kaXtinc:, picture 12.

6. Picture 7 8z passim: ka7~- is a general Central Anatolian variant corre-
sponding to standard Turkish kalk-.

7. Picture 12: górmu.~: The defronting of round vowels is a feature of Central
Anatolian dialects, cf. Boeschoten (forthc.`).

8. Picture 18: Gendi yiXandiriyomu~. A most interesting acquisitional pat-
tern. Not only is the reflexive doubly marked with the pronoun gendi "self'
(unmarked - 3ag, absolute case and the reflexive derivation yikan- "to was
oneself' from ytika- "to wash", but at the same time the agency of the sub-
ject is stressed by addition of the causative marker -DIr- to the reflexive
verb, and by the fact that gendi is not marked with the accusative suffix
(cf. p.49ff.)
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Frequency wordlists

The lista have been compiled on the basis of 75 utterances selected from the speech
of each of the 12 core-informants for all three cycles of data-collection. These 75
utterances consist of 25 utterances from free conversation, 25 from the description
of single pictures and 25 from the description of a picture sequence (cf. p.18), all
selected at random. Especially the list of content-words will be positively biased
to some degree towards referents shown on the pictures.

Non-standard forms and meanings (dialect-forms and~or innovations) are
marked with an asteriz.

a. Functáon word~

n children~n tokens

item 4-yeare 5-years 6-yeara total tranelation remarks
aha 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 (deictic particle)
alt 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 underaide postp. noun
alti 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 eix num
ama 7~18 9~15 4~8 41 but conj
aman 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 pleaee!
arka 2~2 2~4 3~7 13 back(side) poatp. noun
artik 2~2 1~1 0~0 3 at least modpart
agagi 2~2 2~2 3~3 7 down(wards) diradv
aynen 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 the same adv
ayni 2~2 0~0 1~1 3 (the) eame adj
ayri 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 different adj
az 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 (a) little adj
az kaldi 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 almost
azcik 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 (a tiny) little adj
azicik 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 (a tiny) little adj
bagka 3~5 4~6 5~7 18 (any) other adj
bagla- 0~0 2~3 1~1 4 to begin
bazen 0~0 1~1 3~10 11 sometimes adv
baai 0~0 0~0 3~4 4 aometimes' (-bazen) adv
bazi 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 some adj
ben 11~32 10~29 12~42 103 I pron
beri 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 hither diradv
beg 1~1 1~2 1~1 4 five num
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n children~n tokena
item
bile
bir
biraz
birazcik
bi(r)de
biri(ei)
birinde...b.
bi(r)gey
biyer-
bis
bóyle
bu
bugun
bura
S~g-
~ok
5oktan
Sunki~u
dahn
DE
defa
degil
degilmi
demin
digari
diye
dogru
dórt
en
et-
falan~filan
gene
geri
gibi
gine
habu(ra)
hálá
hadi
hani
hayran
hem (de)
hemen
hemencek
hemi'

Appendix III

4-years 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation
0~0 0~0 2~2 2

10~18 5~15 12~45 78
1~1 2~2 4~4 7
0~0 2~3 0~0 3
7~12 8~16 9~24 52
2~2 3~3 4~4 9
0~0 1~1 0~0 1

?~15 3~6 9~31 52
0~0 1~1 2~2 3

7~22 7~13 11~26 61
9~30 5~7 8~17 54

11~105 10~92 12~57 154
1~1 1~1 1~1 3

10~33 10~33 7~29 95
0~0 0~0 1~1 1
5~7 5~7 5~10 24
0~0 1~1 0~0 1
1~1 3~3 0~0 4
3~4 5~6 6~10 20

10~126 12~177 12~85 382
0~0 0~0 1~1 1
7~13 4~4 6~7 24
2~4 1~2 1~1 7
1~1 0~0 0~0 1
3~7 2~3 7~11 21
2~4 8~17 5~8 29
0~0 0~0 1~1 1
1~1 0~0 0~0 1
1~1 1~1 1~1 3
2~5 0~0 1~2 7
1~1 0~0 4~5 6
4~4 2~3 3~3 10
3~5 0~0 1~2 7
3~4 0~0 4~6 10
0~0 2~3 0~0 3
1~1 0~0 1~4 5
0~0 1~1 1~1 2
1~1 1~1 0~0 2
2~2 0~0 2~2 4
0~0 0~0 1~1 1
2~2 1~2 2~2 6
1~1 2~6 2~2 9
0~0 1~5 0~0 5
0~0 1~1 0~0 1

remarka
even modpart
one; a num~det
a little adv
a little bit adv
and alao conj
someone pron
one time...the other t.
something
some place
we
thus
this
today
this-place
to try
much
for long
for
atill
and; alao; but
time (turn)
not
ian't it?
juat now
out; outaide
xx
towarda
four
~auperlative~
to do
...or so
again
back(warda)
(just) like
again
just thia
atill
come on!
...you know!
surpriae!
(and) alao
inatantly
inatantly
all

pron
adv
pron
adv
n

adv
adv
conj
part
conj

adv
diradv
conj
postp (~-DAT)
num
part

cf. gine, yine
diradv
poatp

excl
conj
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n children~n tokens
item
hep
hep
hepsi~hepimiz
her
herkes
hergey
heraaman
hiS
is
i~eri
iSin
iki
ile

ise
iste-
i~te
kadar
kadar
kenar
kendi
kendisi
kere
ki
ki
kim
kimse
mecbur
nasil
ne
ne zaman
nere
niye
0
01-
olsun
on
onbe~
ondan
ora
orta
oaaman
óbur

4-years 5-years 6-years total translation remarks
3~4 4~5 10~20 41 constnntly adv
1~2 3~3 2~7 12 all' adj
3~4 2~2 4~4 10 all of them~us
2~2 1~1 3~3 6 every
0~0 1~1 1~1 2 everybody
0~0 2~2 2~2 4 everything
0~0 0~0 2~2 2 always
4~5 1~1 8~18 24 ever
4~9 8~12 7~13 34 inaide postp. noun
1~1 1~2 2~3 8 in(wards) diradv
1~1 0~0 6~8 9 for,because postp
6~8 7~10 4~5 23 two num

7~13 5~9 8~12 34 with; and poatp~conj
(mostly ~-lEn~,
~-I(y)nEn~,etc.)

1~1 0~0 0~0 1 however conj
2~4 2~4 3~4 12 to want

10~20 6~14 4~6 40 there!
1~1 1~2 3~7 10 as...as postp
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 until postp (~DAT)
0~0 1~3 0~0 3 side
5~6 2~2 5~7 15 self pron
2~2 3~3 1~1 6 (s)he pron
2~2 0~0 3~10 12 time (turn)

8~14 8~11 8~12 37 xx modpart
0~0 2~2 4~9 11 that;so that pron
5~6 4~8 2~3 17 who pron
1~1 1~1 2~2 4 somebody pron
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 forced (to)
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 how

5~12 4~6 3~3 21 what pron
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 when
1~2 1~1 0~0 3 place-where
2~4 2~2 1~1 7 why

11~120 12~97 11~91 308 that pron
7~13 6~18 11~22 53 to become; be
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 OK
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 ten num
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 fifteen num
0~0 2~6 1~2 8 ... that's why

11~34 12~38 11~25 98 place-where
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 middle postp. noun

8~12 8~29 5~10 49 then adv
1~1 3~3 5~6 10 ( the) other lx ~óbir~
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n children~n tokena
item 4-yeaza 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation remarka
ón 1~1 3~3 0~0 4 front poatp. nounn
ónce 0~0 2~2 2~2 4 before adv
óyle 5~9 1~1 4~4 14 thua
peg 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 space after poatp. nounaadece 1~2 1~1 0~0 2 only
aefer 1~1 1~1 3~4 6 time (turn)aen 5~19 0~0 5~7 26 you (sg) pron
eia 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 you (pl) pron
son 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 end poatp, noun
aonra 2~3 2~7 9~25 25 (and) then advsonra 0~0 1~7 0~0 7 after poatp(fABL)
gey 7~18 10~37 10~21 78 thing
gimdi 7~10 9~12 4~5 27 now varr.:~gindik~,~;imdik~
góyle 5~10 4~7 2~11 24 thus
~u 7~38 5~8 5~11 57 that prongura 5~11 4~5 3~4 20 place-over-there
tfi 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 ( emph. DIR) part
tabii 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 of courae excl
tane 4~5 8~15 8~16 38 piece countn
taraf 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 direction poatp. noun
tek 0~0 1~1 3~3 4 one aingle num
tekrar 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 again
tum 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 all
ugrag- 0~0 1~2 1~2 4 to exert oneaelf
uS 2~2 2~3 3~3 B extremity
uat 5~11 4~6 3~5 22 top poatp. noun
uzer- 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 over poatp. noun
vallahi 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 by God excl
var 12~45 12~50 12~49 144 there is~are
ve 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 and
ya 4~4 2~2 5~10 18 xx part
ya da 0~0 0~0 1~3 3 or conj
yalnia 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 only conj
yan 5~7 4~5 3~4 16 side poatp. noun
yana 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 at poetp
yani 1~2 0~0 0~0 2 e.g.
YBP- 7~24 7~13 9~18 55 to do
yarin 3~4 2~2 0~0 8 tomorrow
yetmi~beg 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 seventy five num
yine 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 again
yok 6~9 2~6 9~8 23 there is~are not;

no
yoksa 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 else conj
yukari 8~8 1~1 6~8 17 down(warda) diradv
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n children~n tokens
item 4-years 5-years 6-yeare total ttanslation remarks
yuz 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 hundred num
aaman 2~4 2~4 1~1 9 when... conj
zaten 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 anyway

total types: 155
hapaxes: 36
one informant only: 5
types 4-year-olds: 102
types 5-year-olds: 109
types 6-year olds: 117



166

b. Content words

n children~n tokens

Appendix III

item 4-yeare 5-years 6-yeats total translation
abi 5~6 8~16 5~7 29 elder brother
abla 5~8 5~9 2~2 19 elder sister
acik- 1~2 0~0 0~0 2 to get hungry
aS- 5~7 7~13 5~6 26 to open (tr.)
aSik 0~0 2~2 2~2 4 open
aSil- 1~1 1~3 1~1 5 to open (itr.)
ad 2~2 4~4 1~1 7 nnme
adam 9~41 10~35 7~16 92 men
agaS 6~13 5~9 1~1 23 tree
agil- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to toll ( in the grass)
agir 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 heavy
agirhk 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 weight
agiz 1~1 2~2 3~3 6 mouth
agla- 2~2 1~2 1~1 5 to cry (weep)
agri- 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 to hurt
ak- 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 to flow
akillan- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to get aensible
akilh 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 clever
alut- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to let flow (caus.)
akgam 0~0 2~2 2~2 4 evening
a1- 10~27 11~32 12~46 105 to take;get; buy
ahn- 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 to be taken (pass.)
amca 4~6 0~0 1~1 7 paternal uncle; uncle!
anla- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to understand
anlat- 1~2 1~1 0~0 3 to explain, tell
anne 7~17 10~19 8~19 55 mother
anten 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 antenna
ara- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to look for
araba 7~10 4~4 9~19 33 car
ari 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 bee
arkadag 0~0 4~5 3~4 9 friend
armut 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 pear
as- 1~1 3~5 2~3 9 to suspend
aeil- 1~1 1~2 0~0 3 to get auepended ( pasa.)
asili 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 suspended
asker 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 (the) military
aalan 4~9 0~0 0~0 9 lion
at 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 horse
at- 3~3 5~5 6~10 18 to throw
atla- 1~1 0~0 2~2 3 to jump
arvat' 0~0 1~4 0~0 4 woman

remarks

adj

lx adi

adj

adj
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n children~n tokens
item 4-years 5-years
ayak 8~11 7~9
ayakkabi 2~2 3~5
baba 8~12 7~12
babaanne 2~3 1~1

bagir- 3~4 3~8
bagla- 2~2 0~0
bahSe 0~0 0~0
bak- 11~16 7~14
bahk 3~3 1~1
banka 0~0 1~1
banyo 2~2 1~1
bardak 2~2 0~0
bas- 2~2 0~0
bag 1~1 0~0
bayil- 0~0 1~2
bayrak 1~1 2~2
bayram 0~0 2~2
bebek 2~3 3~3
bekle- 1~1 0~0
begik 0~0 0~0
beyas 0~0 0~0
bez 0~0 2~2
biber 1~1 0~0
bi1- 5~7 10~22
bilys 0~0 0~0
bin- 3~4 2~4
bindir- 0~0 0~0
bisiklet 6~16 7~17

biskuvit 1~1 0~0
bit- 0~0 1~1
bitir- 0~0 0~0
bigak 1~1 i~l
birak- 0~0 0~0
boncuk 1~1 1~1
bors 0~0 1~1
boya 0~0 2~2
boya- 1~1 1~1
boyala- 1~1 1~2
boyan- 0~0 0~0
bëcek 3~6 2~2
bosul- 1~1 0~0
bu1- 1~2 1~1
bulut 0~0 1~1

6-yeara total translation remarks
1~1 21 foot

5~10 17 shoe
5~9 33 father, dad
0~0 4 (paternal)

grandmother
0~0 12 to shout
0~0 2 to tie
1~1 1 garden

12~23 53 to look
1~1 5 fish
0~0 1 bank cf. list c.: bank
0~0 3 bathroom
0~0 2 mug
3~5 7 to press, push
0~0 1 head
0~0 2 to faint
0~0 3 flag
1~1 3 feast
6~9 15 baby;doll
2~2 3 to wait
1~1 1 baby carriage'
1~1 1 white adj
0~0 2 cloth
1~1 2 paprika

7~15 44 to know
1~1 1 marble (toy~
2~2 10 to mount
2~2 2 to have mount
4~6 39 bicycle varr.: ~piaeet,pisi(k)le(t),

piei(k), bieitlet, pislet~)
1~1 2 cookie var. 4y.: ~puskit~
2~2 3 to come to an end
2~2 2 to finish
0~0 2 knife mostly ~pi~ak~
1~1 1 to quit
0~0 2 bead
0~0 1 debt
1~2 4 paint
2~3 5 to paint
0~0 3 to paint'
1~2 2 to get painted
0~0 8 beetle varr.: ~bSgu,bSSu(k)~
1~1 2 to get ruined
0~0 3 to find
0~0 1 cloud cf. list c.:wolken
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n children~n tokena
item 4-yeara 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation remarks
buzdolabi 0~0 0~0 1~1 1
buyu- 2~2 1~1 2~3 6
buyuk 5~13 4~8 7~10 31
buyut- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1
cam 2~2 2~4 3~4 10

refrigerator
to grow (up~
big adj
to enlarge
window pane; window;
vase'(lx~

cami 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 mosque
can 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 inner self
canavar 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 wild beaat
ceket 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 jacket
cep 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 pocket
cereyan 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 electric current
ctciv' 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 chick
5abuk 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 fast adv
Sagir- 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 to call
Sa1- 1~1 0~0 2~2 3 to ateal
~a1- 0~0 1~1 2~2 3 to make muaic; ring
~al- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to cast' ( in so.'s face~
Sahg- 1~1 3~3 1~1 5 to work
Samagir 0~0 3~4 1~2 6 laundry
~anta 5~8 1~2 4~5 15 bag
~argaf 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 eheet
Sargi 2~2 0~0 4~5 7 market'(place~
Say 2~3 1~1 7~9 13 tea
ynyu 0~0 2~3 0~0 3 meadow
5ek- 3~3 1~4 6~7 14 to pull
Segme 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 tap var.: ~5ekme~

Sevir- 2~2 1~1 0~0 3 to turn (tr.~
Sik- 6~7 5~8 4~6 21 to go out, come out
Sikar- 0~0 2~2 2~2 4 to bring out
5ikart- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to bring out
giz- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to draw
Si~ek 5~9 3~3 8~14 26 flower
~i4ekSi 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 flouriat
Signe- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to chew
Sikulata 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 chocolate
Singene 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 asocial person(s~ ("Gipsy"~

Sisme 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 boot
Socuk 6~11 3~5 10~29 45 child
Sorap 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 aock
Sóp 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 litter
Suval 1~2 0~0 0~0 1 sack
dag 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 mountain
dagit- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to diatribute
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n children~n tokena
item 4-yeare 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation
dal 2~3 1~5 0~0
damla- 1~1 0~0 1~1
dane 0~0 0~0 1~1
dayak 0~0 0~0 1~1
dayan- 1~1 0~0 1~1
dayi 2~4 1~1 0~0
de- 3~11 3~6 10~37
dede 2~3 3~4 2~2
defter 0~0 0~0 1~1
deg- 0~0 1~2 0~0
degdir- 1~1 0~0 0~0
delik 1~1 0~0 0~0
delir- 0~0 1~1 0~0
demir 0~0 1~1 1~1
denis 0~0 1~1 1~1
dera 1~2 0~0 3~3
dik- 0~0 0~0 1~1
dikil- 2~2 0~0 1~2
di3 1~1 0~0 0~0
di~Si 1~2 0~0 0~0
digle- 1~2 1~1 0~0
diya~' 1~1 0~0 0~0
diyash' 1~1 0~0 0~0
dog- 0~0 0~0 1~1
dogru 0~0 0~0 2~2
domus 0~0 1~1 2~2
dondurma 0~0 1~1 0~0
dók- 2~3 1~1 2~3
dókul- 1~1 2~3 i~l
dón - 2~2 1~1 2~2

ddnder-' 1~2 1~1 0~0
dóv- 1~1 2~2 3~3
dóvug 0~0 0~0 3~3
duman 0~0 3~3 0~0
dur- 6~8 4~5 2~2
durdur- 0~0 I~1 0~0
duy- 0~0 1~1 1~1
dudu"k 0~0 0~0 1~1
du"gme 0~0 0~0 1~1
d"ugmeli 0~0 0~0 1~1
d'ugun 0~0 0~0 1~1
d"ukkàn 0~0 0~0 1~1
dumd"uz 0~0 0~0 1~1

169

remarka
8 branch
2 to drip
1 dance
1 hiding
2 to lean
5 (maternal) uncle

54 to say
6 granddad
1 notebook
2 to touch
1 to have meet'
1 hole
1 to go made
2 iron
2 aea
5 lesaon, clasa
1 to plant
4 to atay poated
1 touth
2 dentiat
3 to gnaw
1 ??
1 ??
1 to be born
2 atraight
3 pig
1 icecream cf. liat c.:ija(je)
7 to pour (tr.)
5 to pour out (itr.)
5 to turn around,

turn back
3 to let revolve
6 to beat, thrash
3 fight
3 amoke; chimney'(2x)

15 to atop (itr.); atand
1 to atop (tr.)
2 to hear
1 whiatle
1 button
1 with-a-button adj
1 (circumcision-)feast
1 ahop
1 quite smooth adj
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n children~n tokens
item
d'ug-
d'u~un-
dii~ur-
d'uzle-
ebe
egi1-
ekmek
el
elbise
elle-
elma
enigte
epelek~epenek'
erik
erkek
eski
essah
egek
e~ya
et
etek
ev
evcilik
fabrika
fare
fermuar
firgala-
firildak
filim
fotograf
gávur
gazete
gece
geg-
ge1-
gelin
gemi
getir-
gez-
gidgidak
gir-
git-
giy-

Appendix III

4-years 5-years
10~20 6~7

0~0 0~0
3~3 4~4
2~2 0~0
0~0 0~0
0~0 1~1
2~2 3~9

7~10 6~10
0~0 0~0
0~0 1~1
4~7 3~7
0~0 1~1
1~1 1~1
0~0 0~0
0~0 1~2
0~0 0~0
0~0 0~0
0~0 0~0
0~0 0~0
0~0 1~1
1~2 1~1

6~13 9~19
0~0 0~0
0~0 0~0
1~1 2~7
1~1 0~0
1~1 0~0
0~0 1~1
1~1 1~1
1~1 0~0
1~1 0~0
1~1 0~0
0~0 0~0
1~1 1~1

12~37 9~27
0~0 1~1
3~3 5~6
4~5 4~7
1~1 2~2
1~1 0~0
2~3 6~14

12~65 12~61
1~2 3~4

6-years total translation remarks
6~10 37 to fall

1~1 1 to think
5~6 13 to let fall
1~1 3 to smooth
1~1 1 foster-mother
0~0 1 to bend over
1~2 13 bread
5~7 27 hand
2~2 2 clothes
1~1 2 to grasp'

11~24 38 apple
0~0 1 brother-in-law
0~0 2 butterfly (DS 1762)
1~1 1 plum
0~0 2 male
2~3 3 old; ex- adj
1~1 1 real" adj
2~2 2 donkey
2~2 2 goods
2~2 3 meat
0~0 3 skirt

10~23 55 house, home
1 ~ 1 1 mother 8t father-game
2~2 2 fabric
1 ~ 1 9 mouse
0~0 1 zipper
0~0 1 to broom
0~0 1 windmill (toy)
1~1 3 film
3~3 4 photograph
0~0 1 unbeliever
0~0 1 newspaper
2~2 2 night
1~1 3 to pass (by)

11~51 115 to come
0~0 1 bride
2~2 11 ship, 'boat

8~16 28 to bring
3~3 6 to walk about
0~0 1 cock'
2~5 22 to enter

11~62 188 to go
2~5 11 to put on
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n children~n tokens
item 4-yeara 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation remarka
giydir- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to have put on
giyin- 1~1 0~0 2~3 4 to dresa
gizli 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 aecret(ly) adj
gór- 5~8 1~1 6~6 15 to see
górev 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 duty
górun- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to be in sight
góru~- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to meet
góster- 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 to show
góatert- 2~2 0~0 1~1 3 to show'
gSt 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 buttocks
gótur- 3~8 7~11 3~4 23 to carry~bring away
góz 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 eye
gugguruk' 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 cock
gugurukla- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to crow
gul 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 rose
gu1- 0~0 3~9 5~8 17 tolaugh
gullu 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 rose- adj
gun 2~2 1~1 3~6 9 day
gune~ 1~3 5~9 1~1 13 sun
guzel 1~1 4~6 4~6 13 beautiful;good,nice adj
guzelce 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 nicely
haberim yok 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 I don't know about it
hala 0~0 1~2 0~0 2 ( paternal) aunt
hah 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 carpet
harf 0~0 0~0 1~3 1 letter ( elphabet)
hasta 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 ill adj
hastalan- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to get ill
hastane 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 hoapital
hava 3~4 3~5 1~1 10 air; weather
havlu 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 towel
havus 0~0 0~0 3~3 3 carrot
hazirla- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to prepare
hediye 0~0 2~2 3~3 5 preaent
hirka 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 quilted jacket
hirsiz 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 thief
hiz 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 apeed
hizli 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 speedy, fast adj
hippi 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 hippy
hoca 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 Coran-teacher
hopla- 0~0 0~0 1~2 2 to jump up and down
iair- 4~4 5~5 1~1 10 to bite (often ~iatir-~)
isla- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to wet
islak 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 wet adj
ialan- 0~0 2~4 1~1 5 to get wet
islat- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to wet
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n children~n tokena
item 4-yeara 5-yeara 6-yeara total tranalation remarka
iqik 2~2 1~1 3~3 6 light
iS- 4~8 5~7 8~10 25 to drink

iSecek 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 beverage
iSi1- 1~2 0~0 0~0 1 to be drunken

i5irt-' 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to let drink ( caus.)

iski 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 liquor

iftar 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 breaking of the ïast

ilgili 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 concerned (with) adj

ilikle- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to close' (the door)

in- 3~3 2~2 2~2 7 to deacend, diam~unt

indir- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to get down

insan 1~1 0~0 2~2 3 ( a) human

ip 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 rope

iplik 3~4 1~1 1~1 6 rope'

isim 0~0 1~1 2~2 3 name

iate- 1~2 1~1 2~2 5 to wiah

i~ 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 work
it- i~l 0~0 1~1 2 to puah
itikle-' 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to push hard intensive

iyi 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 good adj

iyice 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 well

iyile~- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to get well
iyile~tir-' 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to treat

izin 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 vacation
kágit 2~4 0~0 1~1 5 paper

kabak 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 pumpkin

kas- 3~6 4~13 3~3 22 to run;run away

ka4ir- 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 to drive away

kadin 2~2 2~2 7~13 17 woman

kafa 1~1 3~4 3~3 8 head
kahve 2~6 1~1 3~3 10 coffee;coffee houae vnr.: ~kayfe~
ka1- 2~2 0~0 2~3 5 to remain; dwell
kaldir- 1~2 3~3 1~1 6 to raiae mostly:~kadrr-~

kalem 1~1 1~1 2~2 4 pencil

kalk- 4~9 6~11 2~4 24 to stand up, riae moatly: ~kak-~

kalorifer 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 central heating

kamyon 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 truck
kap- 2~6 1~3 0~0 9 to catch
kapak 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 cover
kapat- 1~1 3~3 0~0 4 to close
kapi 3~7 6~7 5~8 22 door
kaplan 1~4 0~0 0~0 4 tiger
kar 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 anow
karanhk 1~2 2~2 1~1 5 dark
kararlan- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to get fixed
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n children~n tokena
item 4-yeara 5-years 6-yeara total translation remarka
karde~ 4~6 4~5 5~11 22 (younger) sibling
kari 1~1 0~0 3~3 4 wife; woman'(3x)
karin 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 belly
karnabahar 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 calliflower
karpuz 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 watermelon
kart 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 card
karyola 0~0 2~2 1~1 3 bed varr.: ~gaynola~,

~kalevn~,~óarYo~
ka~ik 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 apoon
kat- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to add
katolik 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 (a) catholic
kavanos 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 glasjar varr.: ~kagnoz~
kavga 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 quarrel
kavga et- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to quarrel
kayik 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 boat
kasan- 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 to win
kedi 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 cat
kelebek 1~2 1~2 0~0 4 butterfly var.: ~gólebek~
kemer 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 belt
kes- 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 to cut
lur- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to break (tr.)
lutil- 1~1 2~2 0~0 3 to break (itr.)
larmizi 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 red adj
lus- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to aqueeze
Iug 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 winter
kiz 5~7 8~20 12~19 46 girl
kiz- 2~2 2~2 0~0 4 to get angry
kitap 3~5 1~1 7~11 17 book
kitle- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to lock
kitlen- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to be locked ( pasa.)
ko- 3~3 3~7 0~0 10 to put (down), place
kocaman 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 enormoua
kol 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 arm
kola 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 cola
kolay 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 eaey
koltuk 0~0 1~1 2~2 3 armchair, chair'
kon- 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 to settle (bird)
konug- 2~3 1~2 6~8 13 to apeak
kopart- 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 to tear off
kork- 1~1 3~3 0~0 4 to fear
korkaci' 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 coward
korku 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 fear
korkuns 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 terrible
ko~- 1~2 2~2 1~1 5 to run
koy- 4~10 6~12 10~24 36 to put ( down), place cf. ko-
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n children~n tokena
item
kos
kópek
kSge
kraGSe
kucakla-
kulak
kum
kumlu
Kuran
kurbag
kuru-
kug
kutu
kusucuk
kuSuk
kusun-'
kus-
lahana
lamba
limon
limonata
lokum
magasa
mahalle
masa
mektup
minibus
motor
mud"ur
muz
namaz
namas 1u1-
nine
oda
oglan
ok
oku-
okul
okuma yazma
okut-
orman
oruS
ot
otobua
otur-

Appendix III

4-years 5-years 6-years total translation remarks
1~1 0~0 0~0 1 walnut
5~7 6~8 1~2 15 dog
ljl 0~0 0~0 1 corner
0~0 0~0 2~3 3 queen
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to embrace
2~2 1~1 0~0 3 ear
1~1 0~0 1~1 2 sand
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 sandy
0~0 1~1 7~9 10 Coran
1~1 0~0 0~0 1 frog
1~2 4~4 0~0 6 to dry (itr.)
5~6 8~21 2~4 31 bird
1~1 0~0 0~0 1 box

adj

0~0 1~4 1~1 5 very small adj
6~9 3~8 6~9 26 small adj
1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to dwindle
1~3 1~1 2~3 7 to be angry at so.
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 cabbage
2~2 1~2 1~1 5 lamp
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 lemon
0~0 1~1 1~1 2 lemonade
0~0 0~0 1~2 2 eweet
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 store
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 quarter
1~1 1~1 1~2 4 table
6~7 5~8 1~1 16 letter
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 minibus var.: ~binubiis~
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 ..motorboat
0~0 0~0 1~2 2 director
0~0 0~0 4~4 4 banana
0~0 2~2 1~1 3 ritual worship
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to worship
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 granny
0~0 1~1 0~0 1 room
4~6 3~5 1~2 13 boy
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 arrow
2~2 0~0 9~13 15 to read

5~11 8~14 9~25 50 school
0~0 0~0 1~1 1 reading and writing
2~2 1~1 0~0 3 to teach
0~0 1~1 0~0 2 woods
0~0 0~0 3~5 5 fasting
1~1 0~0 0~0 1 grass
1~1 1~1 0~0 2 bus
6~7 6~7 8~18 32 to sit (down);to dwell
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n children~n tokens
item 4-yeara 5-years 6-yeats total translation remarks
oyna- 6~11 7~16 12~46 73 to play, dance (lx)
oynat- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to let play
oynattir-' 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to let play
oyun 1~1 1~2 0~0 3 game
oyuncak 3~3 3~4 6~8 15 toy
óglen 0~0 0~0 1~3 3 noon
ógren- 0~0 1~1 2~3 4 to learn
ógret- 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 to teach
5gretmen 1~1 2~4 3~4 9 teacher
ó1- 1~1 1~1 5~6 8 to die
óld'ur- 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 to kill
óld'urt-' 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to kill
ólu 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 dead body
Sp- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to kiss
ór- 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 to plait
órdek 0~0 2~2 0~0 2 duck
órgu ór- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to plait
ërt- 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 to cover
órtu 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 blanket
órtuk 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 covered
Srtu1- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to be covered
óteberiler 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 various things
pantalon 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 trousers
para 2~6 3~7 6~8 21 mo.ney
parasis 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 pennyleas adj
park 0~0 1~1 2~3 4 park
parla- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to shine
pasta 3~3 1~3 2~2 8 pastry
patla- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to burst
pazar 0~0 0~0 3~3 3 market
Pazar 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 Sunday
pencere 3~3 0~0 1~1 4 window
p~jama 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 pijamas
pil 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 battery
pipo 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 pipe
pie 1~1 0~0 2~2 3 dirty
pislen- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to get dirty
pislet- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to soil
pi~ir- 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 to cook
polis 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 police officer
portakal 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 otange
renk 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 colour
renkli 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 coloured adj
resim 0~0 2~2 3~4 fi picture

175
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n children~n tokens
item 4-yeara 5-years
robot 0~0 2~3
ruzgár 2~2 2~4

saat 2~8 0~0
sabah 1~1 2~4
sade 1~1 0~0
sakalh 0~0 0~0
sakia 0~0 0~0
sakla- 1~1 0~0
saklan- 0~0 1~1
salata 0~0 0~0
salatahk 0~0 0~0
sahncak 1~1 0~0
salln- 0~0 1~1
sallan- 1~1 0~0
sallanga~' 1~1 0~0
salon 0~0 0~0
sandalye 0~0 0~0
sat- 2~3 1~1
saa 0~0 0~0
selám 0~0 0~0
sene 0~0 0~0
ser- 3~4 3~7
aert 1~1 0~0
ses 0~0 1~1
sev- 0~0 1~1
sevin- 0~0 1~1
seyret- 1~2 0~0
sicak 0~0 0~0
aisan 1~1 4~14
sig- 0~0 0~0
sik- 1~1 0~0
smif 0~0 1~1
aira 0~0 0~0
sirt 3~3 1~2
aiva- 1~1 0~0
aigara 1~1 0~0
aihirbazlik 0~0 0~0
ail- 2~2 2~4
silgi 0~0 0~0
simit 1~2 0~0
ainek 2~2 2~9
aiyah o~0 0~0
sofra 0~0 2~2

Appendix III

6-yeara total translation remarka

0~0 3 robot
1~2 g wind
0~0 8 watch
2~2 7 morning
0~0 1 pure adj
2~2 2 bearded adj
1~1 1 chewing gum
1~1 2 to hide
2~2 3 to hide oneaelí
1~1 1 salad
2~2 2 cucumber
1~2 3 swing
0~0 1 to weave
2~2 3 to awing (itr.)
0~0 1 awing
1~1 1 drawing room
1~1 1 chair

6~16 20 to sell
1~2 2 lute
1~1 1 gretings
3~3 3 year
0~0 11 to apread (tr.)

0~0 1 hard adj
0~0 1 voice
3~4 5 to love
1~1 2 to be glad
0~0 2 to watch
2~2 2 hot adj
0~0 15 mouae var.: ~i~an
1~1 1 to fit (into)
0~0 1 to squeeze
2~2 3 clasa, classroom
1~1 1 row
0~0 5 back
0~0 1 to roll up (sleeves)
0~0 1 cigaret
1~1 1 magic
1~2 8 to wipe, erase
1~1 1 eraser
0~0 1 roll of bread
0~0 11 fly
2~2 2 black adj
1~1 3 laid table
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n children~n tokens
item 4-years 5-years 6-years total translation remarks
soguk 2~2 3~6 3~4 12 wind'
soguk 0~0 1~2 0~0 1 windy' adj
soguk 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 cold adj
sok- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to thrust into
sokak 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 atreet
sëk- 1~1 1~1 0~0 2 to tear down
sóyle- 2~2 0~0 3~3 5 to say
su 5~8 8~12 6~11 39 water
sunnet 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 circumcision
sur- 4~5 4~6 2~2 13 to drag;drive
surpu` 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 broom
siislen- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to make os. up
sut 2~2 2~4 0~0 6 milk
gapka 8~11 6~9 2~4 24 cap van.:~;a7rba~,~Snpga~
~eftali 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 peach
~eker 3~5 4~4 6~9 18 sugar
gemsiye 1~2 0~0 1~1 3 umbrella
~eytan 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 devil
~ige 2~2 2~2 0~0 4 bottle
~i~ir- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to inflate
gi~ko 1~1 1~3 1~1 5 fat adj
tabak 1~1 1~2 0~0 3 plate
tahta 0~0 2~3 0~0 3 board
tak- 1~1 3~3 1~1 5 to attach
taksi 1~2 0~0 0~0 2 ( private) car
tarak 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 comb
ta~ 0~0 0~0 3~4 4 stone
ta~i- 0~0 0~0 2~2 2 to carry
tatil 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 vacation
tavir 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 attitude
tav~an 6~9 5~18 1~2 29 hare
tavuk 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 chicken
teker 1~1 3~3 0~0 4 wheel
televizyon 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 television
temiz 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 clean
temizle- 2~2 0~0 0~0 2 to clean (up)
teyp 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 tape recorder
teyze 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 (maternal) sunt
TÍR 0~0 0~0 1~2 2 (TIR-)truck
top 0~0 1~1 4~7 8 ball
topla- 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 to collect
toprak 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 earth
tut- 6~12 6~13 6~11 26 to hold;catch
tukur- 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to spit
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n children~n tokens
item 4-yeara 5-years 6-years total translation remarks
uS- 8~14 8~25 2~2 41 to fly var.: ~ug-~
uSak 2~2 4~5 1~1 8 plane
usur- 0~0 5~6 0~0 6 to let fly (caus.)
usurt- 1~1 1~1 2~3 5 to let fly (caus.)

usurtma 1~1 4~4 1~1 6 kite var.:(la 4-y.):~ugurme~

ufak 0~0 1~2 0~0 2 tiny

unut- 0~0 3~3 3~3 6 to forget

utan- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to be ashamed
uyan- 2~2 6~6 1~1 9 to wake up

uyandir- 1~1 2~2 0~0 3 to arose
uyart- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to arose

uyku 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 sleep
uyu- 4~8 5~9 1~1 18 to sleep
uzak 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 far off adj
uzan - 1~1 0~0 1~1 2 to stretch os. out
uzat- 1~1 1~2 4~4 7 to atretch out
ugu- 1~1 1~1 1~1 3 to feel cold

uz- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to annoy (so.)

var- 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 to go'

ver- 4~7 6~15 10~25 47 to give
vur- 2~2 5~5 1~1 8 to hit
yag- 1~1 3~5 5~7 13 to pour down
yagmur 1~1 3~4 5~6 11 rain

yagmurlu 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 rainy adj

yagmurluk 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 awning'

yakala- 3~8 4~12 0~0 20 to catch
yalun 0~0 1~1 1~1 2 near

yavran-' 0~0 0~0 1~1 1 to implore

yamul-' 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to be bent DS 4158

yanLg 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 mistakenly adj

yan- 1~2 0~0 0~0 2 to burn (tr.)

yap- 8~20 8~13 5~9 42 to make, repair

yapig- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to stick

yapigkan 0~0 1~2 0~0 2 magnete

yaptak 1~2 1~1 2~3 6 leaf
yardim et- 0~0 0~0 1~2 2 to help
yarig 0~0 0~0 2~3 3 race
yaq- 1~2 2~4 1~1 7 age
yat- 6~9 4~5 4~? 21 to lie down,be in bed

yatak 3~4 7~10 1~1 15 bed

yatir- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to have lie down

yatir- 0~0 1~1 0~0 1 to transfer ( money)

yayak' 1~1 0~0 0~0 1 on foot
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n children~n tokens
item 4-years 5-years
yaz 0~0 1~1
yaz- 2~6 3~4
yazi 1~3 1~1
yazil- 1~1 0~0
yazili 1~1 0~0
ye- 7~15 5~7
yel 0~0 2~3
yemek 6~14 6~10
yemeklik 0~0 0~0
yemi~ 1~1 0~0
yen- 0~0 0~0
yen- 0~0 0~0
yenge 0~0 0~0
yeni 0~0 0~0
yer 4~9 6~10
yegil 0~0 0~0
yika- 2~2 0~0
yikan- 2~2 0~0
yikil- 0~0 1~1
yirtik 1~1 0~0
yiyecek 0~0 0~0
yol 0~0 0~0
yolla- 1~2 0~0
yorgan 3~4 3~3
yorul- 1~1 1~1
yu- 0~0 1~2
yumurta 0~0 2~2
yuru- 3~4 1~2
yuz 0~0 2~2
yuz- 2~2 2~2
zehitle- 0~0 0~0
zeytin 1~1 0~0
zil 1~2 1~1
zipla- 0~0 1~1
zor 0~0 1~1

types: 601
hapaxes: 231
one informant only: 29
types 4-y.: 325
types 5-y.: 321
types 6-y.: 384

6-yeats total translation remarks
0~0 1 summer
2~2 12 to write
2~3 7 something written
0~0 1 to be written ( pass.~
1~1 2 written adj

10~24 46 to eat
0~0 3 wind cí. soguk,ruzgàr

7~10 34 meal
1~1 1 foodstuff
0~0 1 fruit
1~1 1 to be eaten
1~1 1 to win
1~1 1 sunt
1~2 2 new adj
3~5 24 place, ground, floor
1~1 1 green adj
1~1 3 to wash
1~1 3 to wash oneself
0~0 1 to collaps
0~0 1 torn adj
1~1 1 foodstuff
1~1 1 road
0~0 2 to send
1~1 B quilt
3~3 5 to get tired
0~0 2 to wash
3~5 7 egg
1~1 7 to walk
1~1 3 face
1~1 5 to ewim, float
1~1 1 to poison
0~0 1 olive
1~1 4 bell
1~1 2 to hop
0~0 1 difticult adj
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c. Dutch itema

Appendix III

item no. of children~ tranalation
no. of tokens

aankleden 1~1
auto 1~1
bank 1~1
barbi 1~1
boef 1~4
buurthuis 1~1
carneval 1~1
clown 1 ~ 1
dag! 1 ~ 1
dier 1 ~ 1
eend 1~2
flat 1~1
fout 1~1
ijsje 1~1
juffrouw 1~1
kadootje 2~2
kasteel 1~1
keratman 1~1
koffie 2~2
lolliea 1 ~ 1
mandar~jn 1~1
mandje 1~1
meester 1~1
muis 1~4
olifant 1~1
paddeatoel 1~ 1
patat 2~3
pauze 1~1
reataurant 1~1
achoorsteen 1~1
apaarbank 1~1
speeltuin 1~1
straat 2~2
tik 1~2
trap 1~1
vaas 1~1
video 1 ~ 1
vis 1~1
wolf 1 ~ 1
wolken 2~2

to dresa
car

(~barebu~)
villain (in children's game)
comunity center

bye!
animal
duck (~engi~)
apartment
miatake
icecream
(female) teacher
preaent
caatle
Santa Claus
coffee
lolies
mandarin
basket
schoolmsater
mouse
elephant
muahroom
potato chips
pause

chimney
saving'a bank
children's park
atreet
tap
stairecase
vase

fiah
wolf
clouds

types:40
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d. The sixty rnoat frequent iterna
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lexeme tokena
n

tranelation lexeme tokens
n

tranalation

DE 382 and; also; but (clitic) ye- 46 to eat
0 308 that Socuk 45 child
git- 188 to go bi1- 44 to know
bu- 154 this ama 41 but
var 144 there ie~are hep 41 all (the time)
ge1- 115 to come uS- 41 to fly
a1- 105 to take, get; to buy igte 40 there!; just (part.)
ben 103 I bisiklet 39 bicycle
yap- 97 to make, repair; to do au 39 water
ora 96 place-there elma 38 apple
bura 95 place-here d"ug- 37 to fall
adam 92 man ki 37 (modal particle)
bir 78 one; a(DET) tane 38 piece (countnoun)
gey 76 thing iS 34 inside
oyna- 73 to play; to dance ile 34 with; and
biz 61 we yemek 34 meal, dish
gu 57 that araba 33 car
anne 55 mother baba 33 father
ev 55 house otur- 32 to sit (down); to dwell
bóyle 54 thus sonra 32 (and)then,later; after
de- 54 to say buyuk 31 big
bak- 53 to look ku~ 31 bird
01- 53 to become; to be abi 29 eldest~elder brother
bi(t)de 52 and alao diye 29 (conj.)
bi(r)gey 52 something tavgan 29 hare
okul 50 school getir- 28 to bring
ozaman 49 then el 27 hand
ver- 47 to give ~imdi 27 now
luz 46 girl aS- 26 to open (tr.)
ko(y)- 46 to put (down); to place SiSek 26 flower

kusuk 26 smnll
aen 28 you (sg.)
tut- 26 to hold; to catch
iS- 26 to drink
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Summary

This study is about the acquisition of Zlu~kish as a first language by chil-
dren born in the Netherlands and growing up there. It contains the re-
sults of an investigation which can be viewed as a first step in a linguistic
exploration of Turkish as a minority language in the Netherlands, and in
Western Europe in general. The study's aim was heuristic, and it is largely
based on an analysis of a data-base of spontaneous speech, consisting of
conversations of adults with 24 children in kindergarten classes, and of pic-
ture descriptions by the same children. The speech samples were recorded
during three cycles of data collection taking when the children were respec-
tively 4, 5 and 6 years old. All informants were born in the Netherlands; in
each case both parents were Turkish and workingclass. In-depth analysis
was carried out on the data collected from twelve informants. Besides, a
limited amount of experimental data was collected: at each cycle of data
collection a sentence imitation task and a productive vocabulary test were
administered.

There were good reasons to choose the acquisition of Turkish by sec-
ond generation children at kindergazten age as a subject for this initial
study. In the first place it stands to reason that developments taking place
with the second generation will be of vital importance for the genesis of
local varieties of Turkish in the diaspora context. And what the ~rk-
ish of the second generation will look like, will be determined to a lazge
extent by the language acquisition process. Another important aspect,
however, which is certainly of great importance for the special develop-
ment Tl~rkish undergoes in Western Europe, i.e., dialect accommodation,
is not under consideration in the present study. Finally, there was a good
reason for concentrating on the age group of kindergarteners. For most
Turkish children growing up in the Netherlands their entrance in a kinder-
garten class marks the moment from which they aze in intensive contact
with Dutch as a seond language. Before that, the language input they
receive is predominantly Turkish; therefore it is reasonable to assume that
those characteristics of the first language acquisition process which form
a reflection of the position ~rkish has as a minority language dominated
by another language, Dutch, will mainly develop from age 4 onwazds.

At this point the reader may ask why another question, not yet raised,
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has not been put forward as a central theme for this study, i.e., the pos-

sible influence of Dutch as a second language on the language acquisition

process. The point is that there are as yet very few indications that mech-

anisms of interference play a role of any importance, at least for the age

group studies. Research into interference mechanisms which may possibly

be at work should preferably concentrate on patterns of acquisition in their

second language; after all, Turkish is (still) clearly the dominant language

of these children. Lexical transfers are, of course, not earmarked as inter-

ference; they will be discussed, as far as they are relevant for the present

study, in chapter 3. All this being said, it is not my purpose to deny the

great impact the bilingual environment will have on the first language ac-

quisition process. But, rather than exposure to a second language, it is

the reduced input in the first language itself, especially after the children

enter kindergarten, which will have a powerful impact.

In view of all this, data analysis focussed on those acquisitional patterns

which are motivated language-internally, the emphasis being on a number

of lexical, syntactic and semantic variables which could be expected to yield

a longitudinal effect for the age group under consideration. The choice of

these parameters is motivated in chapter 1. The informants, their socio-

economic background and the data-collection procedure is described in

chapter 2.
The results of the linguistic analysis are discussed in the central chapters

3 to 6. The following subjects are treated in succession: lexical acquisition
(chapter 3), more complex types of NP structure, including the acquisition

of relative clauses (chapter 4), temporal reference in a broad sense (i.e.,
including the categories of aspect and modality, chapter 5) and, finally,
a class of subordinate clauses which are construed with the conjunction
diye. Apart from an analysis of the occurrences of these parameters in the

data-base of child speech, in each chapter a short description is offered of

the corresponding structures in adult Turkish. The sole purpose of these

descriptions is to offer an introduction for the analysis of the data; I do

not claim them to be comprehensive in any way.

The study arrives at two sets of conclusions (cf. chapter 7). In the

first place, it seems to be the case that indications of a stagnated acquisi-

tion process -as compared to the acquisition of Turkish in a mono-lingual

setting- are most clearly in evidence when formal categories are analysed.

The adjective as a separate syntactic category, for example, does not ap-
pear to be fully established before the age of six, and the rate of acquisition
of the formal means of word formation (by compounding and suffixation)
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appears to be low. Also, the complexity of NP structures hardly increases
from age 4 to 6. Most significantly, relative clauses do not develop at all
and are not produced at age six. If, on the other hand, we base our analy-
sis on semantic categories, there are clear longitudinal efFects in evidence.
This is true as much for the aquisition of modality and complex temporal
reference, as for causal conjunction. In theae fields the systems were clearly
more complex at age 6 than at age 4.

Besides, a number of patterns of language use were remarkably gener-
ally used by all informants at all ages. These patterns on the one hand are
clear indications of an important role played by Anatolian dialect charac-
teristics with a large regional distribution; on the other hand some sort of
a one form-one function strategy seems always to be in evidence. Clear
cases are the overgeneralised usage of the adverb hep as a totality opera-
tor, the preference for the pluperfect -Dlydl over -ml,gtl and the central
position (again involving overgeneralisations) of diye for the purpose of
causal cor~junction with the virtual exclusion of the more standard type
constructions involving nominalisations.

The future will show to what extent these patterns are characteristic of a
local variety of Turkish in statu nascendi. It is, however, remarkable to see
that on all points mentioned there is qualitatively very little interindividual
variation between the informants.



Sarnenvatting (Nederlands~

Deze studie gaat over de verwerving van Turks als eerste taal door kinderen

die geboren zijn in Nederland en daar opgroeien. Het onderzoek waarvan

de resultaten hiermee worden vastgelegd moet gezien worden als een eerste

stap in een taalkundige exploratie van Turks als minderheidstaal in West-

europa in het algemeen, en in Nederland in het bijzonder. De studie is

heuristisch georiënteerd, en is voornamelijk gebaseerd op een analyse van

een corpus van spontane spraak. Dit corpus bestaat uit gesprekken van 24

kleuters met volwassen gesprekspartners, en uit plaatjesbeschrijvingen, die

op bandrecorder zijn opgenomen op drie meetmomenten toen de kinderen

rep. 4, 5 en 6 jaar oud waren. Alle informanten zijn in Nederland geboren

uit twee Turkse ouders en zijn afkomstig uit arbeidersgezinnen. Echt diep-
gaand is de taalproductie van de helft van deze informanten geanalyseerd.
Daarnaast zijn een in beperkte mate experimentele data verzameld: op
ieder meetmoment zíjn een zinsimitatietaak en een productieve woorden-

schattoets afgenomen.
Dat eerste taalverwerving door kleuters, behorende tot de zogenamde

tweede generatie, voor deze initiële studie als onderwerp is gekozen is niet
zonder reden. In de eerste plaats ligt het voor de hand dat voor de genese
van een locale variant in de diaspora ontwikkelingen bij de tweede generatie
van cruciaal belang zullen zijn. En hoe het Turks van de tweede generatie
er uit zal zien hangt in de eerste plaats af van het taalverwervingsproces.
Terzijde zij opgemerkt dat een ander aspect dat voor de ontwikkelingen die
het Turks in Westeuropa ondergaat ongetwijfeld van groot belang is, name-
lijk dialectaccommodatie, in deze studie niet aan de orde komt. Tenslotte
is voor de leeftijdscategorie kleuters gekozen omdat voor de meeste Turkse
kinderen intreding in de basisschool op vierjarige leeftijd precies ook het
moment is waarna zij voor het eerst intensief in contact komen met het
Nederlands. Het taalaanbod dat deze kinderen krijgen is tot dan toe over-
wegend Turks; reden om aan te nemen dat karakteristieken van het eerste
taalverwervingproces die een reflectie zijn van de positie van het Turks
als door een tweede taal, het Nederlands, gedomineerde minderheidstaal
vooral tot ontwikkeling zullen komen vanaf de kleuterleeftijd.

De lezer zal zich misschien afvragen waarom een andere, nog niet ge-
noemde, kwestie niet onmiddelijk als centraal punt in deze studie naar vo-
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ren wordt geschoven, namelijk de mogelijke invloed van het Nederlands op
het eerste taalverwervingsproces. Welnu, er zijn eigenlijk nauwelijks aan-
wijzingen dat interferentiemechanismen een belangrijke rol spelen bij de
eerste taalverwerving door kinderen in de onderzochte leeftijdsgroep. On-
derzoek naar interferentieverschijnselen zou zich bij de immers nog sterk
turkstalig dominante kleuters in eerste instantie moeten richten op de taal-
verwervingspatronen in hun Nederlands. Lexicale transfers, die wel in
bescheiden mate in de spraak van de kleuters optreden, worden in dit
verband, zoals te doen gebruikelijk, niet als interferentie aangemerkt en
komen, voor zover relevant voor deze studie, in hoofdstuk 3 aan de orde.
Dit alles wil niet zeggen dat het tweetalige milieu niet van invloed is op het
taalverwervingsproces. Het is met name de sterk teruglopende frequentie
van taalaanbod in het Turks na de intreding in de basisschool die hierbij
van belang is.

De analyse van de verzamelde gegevens is gelet op het hierboven ge-
zegde gericht op taalintern gemotiveerde verwervingspatronen. Daarbij
staan een aantal lexicale, syntactische en semantische parameters centraal
waarvan verwacht kan worden dat zij voor de bestudeerde leeftijdsgroep
een longitudinaal effect zullen sorteren. De keuze van deze parameters
wordt gemotiveerd in het inleidende hoofdtuk 1. De informanten met hun
sociaal-economische achtergrond en de gevolgde procedure van datacollec-
tie worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 2.

De resultaten van de taalkundige analyse komen aan de orde in de
centrale hoofdstukken 3 t~m 6. Achtereenvolgens wordt ingegaan op de
verwerving van het lexicon (hoofdstuk 3), complexere types van naam-
woordelijke groepen, inclusief de verwerving van betrekkelijke bijzinnen
(hoofdstuk 4), verwijzing naar tijd in de ruimste zin van het woord (dat
wil zeggen, met aandacht voor de categorieën van aspect en modaliteit,
hoofdstuk 5) en tenslotte een klasse van bijzinnen die worden geconstru-
eerd met het voegwoord diye. Naast een analyse van het voorkomen van
deze taalkundige parameters in het corpus, en de longitudinale tendenzen
die zij vertonen, wordt in ieder hoofdstuk een beknopte beschrijving ge-
leverd van de corresponderende structuren in het standaard Turks. Deze
beschrijvingen dienen uitsluitend ter introductie van de analyse van de
kindertaal, en pretenderen geenszins volledig te zijn.

De studie leidt tot twee soorten conclusies (zie ook hoofdstuk 7). In de
eerste plaats lijkt het zo te zijn dat enige stagnatie -in vergelijking met be-
staande gegevens over verwerving van het Turks in een ééntalige context-
in het taalverwervingsproces vooral dan naar voren komt als formele ca-
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tegorieën tot uitgangspunt van de analyse worden genomen. Zo blijk de
verwerving van de syntactische categorie van bijvoeglijke naamwoorden
nog in volle gang op zijn minst als de kleuters 5 jaar zijn en het tempo
van verwerving van formele middelen voor woordvorming (samenstelling
en suffigering) lijkt laag. Ook complexere vormen van naamwoordgroepen
komen longitudinaal nauwelijks tot ontwikkeling. Met name betrekkelijke
bijzinnen blijkt een categorie te zijn die helemaal niet in de taalproductie
van de kinderen optreedt, ook niet op zesjarige leeftijd. Nemen we daaren-
tegen semantische categorieën als uitgangspunt, dan constateren we duide-
lijke longitudinale effecten. Zo werd voor modaliteit, complexe temporele
referentie en causale conjunctie op zesjarige leeftijd duidelijk complexere
systemen geconstateerd dan op vierjarige leeftijd.

Daarnaast werden een aantal algemeen door alle informanten taalpatro-
nen geconstateerd die enerzijds duidelijk wijzen op een sterke overheersing
van algemeen in Kleinazië voorkomende dialectkarakteristieken, en ander-
zijds in alle gevallen sterk op een strategie van `één form - één functie'
duiden. Met name gaat het hierbij om een sterk overgeneraliserend ge-
bruik van het bijwoord hep voor het markeren van totaliteit, een voorkeur
voor de voltooid verleden tijd -Dlydl (boven -ml,gfl) en een sterke voor-
keur voor, en overgeneralisatie van, diye als conjunctie bij het vormen van
verschillende types bijzinnen (onder uitsluiting van de Turkse bijzintypen
die met nominalisaties worden geconstrueerd).

In hoeverre deze patronen vroege karakteristieken zijn van een Batavo-
Turkse variëteit in statu nascendi moet de toekomst uitwijzen. Wel op-
vallend is dat er op de genoemde punten kwalitatief heel weinig interindi-
viduële variatie te constateren viel.



Ozet (Turkge~

Bu kitabin konusu, Hollanda'da dogup buyiiyen Tiirk gocuklarimn ana
dilleri Tiirk~e'yi edinmesi olup Tiirk~e'nin Bati Avrupa'da, bu arada da
Hollanda'da, bir azinLk dili olarak gdsterdigi iizelliklerin saptanmasinin ilk
a~amasina y~nelik bir ara~tirmamn sonu~larini i~ermektedir. Incelemenin
ySneltimi bulgusal olup dayandigi esas ~ocuklarin dogal konu~malaruun
analizidir. Bu y~nde bir analiz yapabilmek i~in 24 ~ocugun yeti~kin bir
ki~iyle yuruttukleri konugmalar ile ayni ~ocuklarin agzindan resim an-
latimlari banta kaydedilmi~tir. Bu kaydetme i~i, ~ocuklar 4, 5 ve 6 ya~inda
iken, yani u~ ayri derleme aninda yapilrm~tir. Ara~tirmaya denek olarak
katilan ~ocuklarin hepsinin anababasi Turk olup, ig~i ailelerin Hollanda'da
dogmu~ ~ocuklaridir. Ancak deneklerin yarisindan toplanan veriler derin
bir ~ekilde analize edilmi~tir. Dogal konu~malardan ba~ka, simr)1 da olsa,
deneysel veriler de toplannu~tir: her derleme aninda bir cumle tekrarlama
testi ile bir s~zciik testi uygulannu~tir.

Ba~langi~ta ikinci ku~aga mensup olan 4-6 ya~larindaki ~ocuklarin
Turk~e edinmesini ara~tirma konusu olarak se~menin belli nedenleri
vardir. Ilk 5nce, gurbette bir ge~it yerel Turk~e olu~urken bunda ikinci
ku~ak d5neminde belirlenen 5zelliklerin Snemi buyuk olacagi muhtemel
olmakla beraber ikinci ku~agin Turk~e'sinin hangi kaliba ddkiilecegini
her~eyden ónce dil edinme surecinin etkileyecegi akla yakindir. ~nu ek-
lemek gerekir ki, ileride Bati Avrupa Turk~esi uzerine etkisi hi~ ~uphesiz
ónemli olan ba~ka bir olay daha vardir: Tiirk~e'den getirilen Ana-
dolu agizlan arasinda bir yana~ma beklenebilir. Bu konu kitapta ele
aLr~rniyor. Son olarak, ara~tirmatun 4-6 ya~ grubuna y5nelik olmasuun
sebebi olarak Hollanda'daki Turk ~ocuklarinin 4 ya~inda anaokuluna
girmeleriyle birlikte, ikinci dilleri Hollandaca'mn yogun nufuzu altinda
kaldiklarini g~sterebiliriz. Okula girmeden bnce bu ~ocuklarin dil ~evresi
buyuk ~ogunlukla Turk~e'dir. Bu yuzden toplumda ba~ka bir dil hàkim
oldugundan kullandiklari Tiirk~elerinde ba~ g5steren dil ve dil edinme
5zellikleri ancak okula girmelerinden sonra ortaya ~ikacaktir.

Durum b5yleyken, Hollandaca'mn Turk~e uzerine dil edinme surecinde
belirlenen baskisi neden ara~tirmamn odak noktasi olarak se~ilmemi~tir,
diyeceksiniz. Dogrusu, incelenen ya~ grubunun Turk~esinde b5yle diller
arasi kari~imlarin 5nemli belirtileri pek yok. Beklenilen, enterferans be-
lirtileri kendilerini ilk dnce o ya~taki gocuklarin zayif dili Hollandaca'da
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gósterecektir. Pek yaygin olmasa da, tabii ki denekler Tiirk~elerine bazi
Hollandaca sdzcukler kari~tiriyorlar. Yapisal herhangi bir dil olayiyla il-
gisi olmadiklari fikrine uyarak, ben bu s5zciik `transfer'lerini enterferans
olarak nitelendirmeyip bu incelemeye deginen dzelliklerini bu kitabin 2.
bdlumde tarti~iyorum. Obiir taraftan iki dilli ortarrun dil edinme sure~inin
uzerine etkili olmadlgi sdylenemez. Bu hususta, en ónemli olay konu~ulan
Turkge'nin, ~ocuklarin anaokuluna girmeleriyle gok azalmasidir.

Toplanan verileri degerlendirirken, butun bunlari gbz dniinde tuta-
rak dil i~i geli~melere 5ncelik verilmi~tir. YSntem olarak, 4 ile 6 ya~lari
arasinda zaman ilerledikge belli degi~melere tabi olacaklari beklenilen dilsel
(sdzluksel, sdzdizimsel, anlamsal) ógeler se~ip, gdsterdikleri geli~meleri der-
lenen malzeme i~inde inceledim. Hangi dil dgelerinin neden se~ilmi~ oldugu
konusu giri~ b5liimii niteligindeki l.bdlumde tarti~iLyor. Ya~adiklari
sosyal-ekonomik ~evre dahil olmak iizere denek gocuklarin ~ahsi 5zellikleri,
ve ba~vurulan veriler derleme yóntemi, 2. bdlumun konusudur.

Kitabin temelini olu~turan 3.-6. numarali bblumler dilsel analizleri
igeriyor. Sirasiyla ~u konular tarti~iLyor: Sdzliik edinme (3.bdliim), ad gru-
plariruzun geniglemesi (orta~ll yancumleler dahil, 4.b61um), geni~ manasiyla
zamana i~aret, yani, fiilin kipleri ve gdrunu~leri (`aspect'leri) dahil (5.
bSlum), diye kelimesinin bagla~ olarak kullaruldigi yanciimleler (6.bdlum).
Butun bu dil 5gelerinin, derlenen ~ocuk dilinden drneklerin ve zaman iler-
ledik~e gdsterdikleri geli~melerin analizinin yarusira, yeti~kinlerin `normal'
Turk~esinin dzellikleri de kisaca a~iklanmakta. Bu a~iklamalarin tek amaci
~ocuklarin dilinde bulunan yapilara bir a~ikhk sunmaktir; bundan ba~ka
iddiasi yok.

Bu inceleme ile kazanilan sonu~lar iki turdendir (kr~.: 7.bdlum). Bi-
rincisi, dil edinme surecinde belli derecede bir duraklama -tek dilli bir
~evrede dil edinmenin dzellikleriyle kiyaslarsak- analize esas tutulan ka-
tegoriler ne kadar bi~imsel olursa, kendini o kadar kuvvetli hissettiriyor.
Bu arada 5 ya~indaki ~ocuklar sifat kategorisini ayri bir sdzdizimsel kate-
gori olarak henuz tam manasiyla kavram~~ olmadiltlari saptanmi~tir. Ayn~
zamanda, sbz dizimi i~in kullarulagelen bi~imsel ara~lar (bile~tirme, yapim
ekleri)nin geli~mesi belli bir gegikme izlenimi vermekle beraber, ad grup-
larinin karma~ik tiplerinde gbrulen geli~meler de pek bnemli degilir. Bu
arada orta~li yanciimeleler 6 ya~indakilerin dilinde yok denecek kadar az
bulunmaktadir. Obur taraftan anlamsal kategorilerin bir degerlendirmesini
yaparken zaman boyunca olu~malar a~ik~a belirleniyor. Kiplik, karma~ik
zaman i~aretlenmesi ve baglam gibi alanlarda ~ocuklar alti ya~larinda, ddrt
ya~larindaki durumlarina kiyasla olduk~a geli~mi~ sistemlere sahip bulun-



maktalar.
Ikincisi, biitiin denek ~ocuklarin sóyleyi~inde bazi bi~imler ~ok

yaygindir. Bu bigimler bir taraftan biitiin Anadolu agizlarina dzgiin, yani
bir ~e~it genel Anadolu konu~ma dilini temsil eden i)gelerdir. Obur ta-
raftan bunlari, `bir bi~im - bir anlam' stratejisinin birer ~rnegi olarak ni-
teleyebiliyoruz. Aralannda gi7ze ~arpanlar ~unlar: hep zarfinin i~levinin
geni~letilmesi, di'li hikáyesinin mi~'li hikáyesine tercih edilmesi ve diye
sdzcugiiniin baglag olarak ~ok geni~ kullamli~la kalmayip, dik'li, me'li
yancumlelerinin i~levini de iistlenmesi.

Butíin bu ózelliklerin olu~an bir Hollanda Turk~esi i~in ne derecede tipik
olacagi ancak gelecekte belli olacak. Yalniz, saydigim dzelliklerde gocuklar
arasi nitel bir farkin s~z konusu olmadigi gdze ~arpmaktadir.
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